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Ces dernières décennies ont vu l’émergence de nombreux moyens de communications disponibles à un public de plus en plus large. Cet avènement de la libre circulation des échanges numériques entraîne la génération et le stockage d’un flux très important de données qui nécessite un contrôle d’accès selon différents degrés. C’est dans ce contexte que la cryptographie trouve toute son utilité, en effet celle-ci étant par définition la science de la sécurité de l’information, elle offre de nombreuses possibilités quant à la gestion de ces données. Nous pouvons notamment citer la dissimulation de celles-ci pour toute personne non autorisée, allant jusqu’à un accès différencié selon les droits de chaque utilisateur en passant par la possibilité de s’authentifier auprès de n’importe quelle personne ou service.

Au sein de la cryptographie, il existe plusieurs familles cryptographiques, les deux principales étant la cryptographie symétrique, dite à clé secrète et la cryptographie asymétrique, dite à clé publique. Prenons l’exemple d’un schéma de chiffrement, dans lequel un premier utilisateur veut envoyer un message à un second utilisateur mais sans qu’une tierce personne interceptant ce message ne puisse le lire. Concrètement, le premier utilisateur va utiliser un algorithme de chiffrement pour rendre son message inintelligible, tandis que le destinataire de ce message chiffré va utiliser un algorithme de déchiffrement pour récupérer le message originel. Dans le cadre de la cryptographie symétrique, les 2 parties utilisent une clé commune, qui sera utilisée dans l’algorithme de chiffrement et de déchiffrement. À contrario, dans un scénario de cryptographie asymétrique, la clé utilisée pour chiffrer le message est distincte de celle utilisée pour l’algorithme de déchiffrement, ce qui permet de rendre la clé de chiffrement publique, puisqu’elle n’a d’autre utilité que de transformer un message en chiffré inintelligible pour toute personne ne possédant pas la clé secrète associée.

Avec la cryptographie asymétrique apparaît la notion très intéressante de sécurité prouvée. En effet, historiquement pour prouver qu’un schéma est sûr, il est soumis à tous les outils disponibles, du point de vue d’un attaquant. Cette variante de la cryptographie, appelée cryptanalyse, a pour but d’essayer de casser les schémas cryptographiques.
dant ce type de sécurité n’est pas très formel, puisque les outils composant la cryptanalyse ne sont forcément, pas exhaustifs. C’est pourquoi des preuves de sécurité, reposant sur une technique appelée réduction, ont été mises en place. Concrètement supposons qu’il existe un attaquant qui arrive à casser la sécurité du schéma considéré, et montrons qu’à partir de cet attaquant il est possible d’en construire un second sur un autre problème dont la difficulté est prouvée. Ces preuves de sécurité sont quasiment devenues la norme pour toutes les constructions s’appuyant sur la cryptographie asymétrique, mais peuvent reposer sur des hypothèses très diverses.

En pratique les schémas symétriques obtiennent généralement une meilleure efficacité dans l’exécution des différents algorithmes qui les composent, tandis que les schémas asymétriques autorisent plus de souplesse dans les diverses applications qui les emploient. C’est d’ailleurs ces constructions asymétriques qui vont nous intéresser plus particulièrement tout au long de cette thèse.

1.1 Protection de la vie privée

Comme évoqué précédemment, la sécurité de l’information est devenue un enjeu important dans notre société hyperconnectée. En effet, l’information circule plus activement que jamais et la protection des données de chaque utilisateur est au cœur de nombreuses préoccupations. Cela a entraîné nombre d’organisations et gouvernements à prendre en considération ces enjeux, par exemple au travers du règlement général sur la protection des données (RGPD ou GDPR en anglais), qui a défini de nombreuses règles à respecter pour garantir cette protection de la vie privée au sein des pays de l’Union Européenne.

Il existe aussi des primitives cryptographiques garantissant ce respect de la vie privée des utilisateurs, pouvant se déployer dans des cas d’usages où la manipulation de ces données nécessite une vigilance accrue sur l’utilisation qui en est faite. Ces primitives ont été continuellement introduites et améliorées au cours des 50 dernières années, permettant notamment à de nombreux utilisateurs d’échanger et de transmettre des données pouvant être à caractère personnel, et donc sensibles, sans pour autant craindre que celle-ci soient accessibles à n’importe qui.

On retrouve parmi ces constructions, des schémas de chiffrement comme évoqués précédemment, tel que le chiffrement homomorphe, qui permet d’effectuer n’importe quel type de calcul sur des données chiffrées, mais également des schémas de signatures, permettant à un utilisateur de s’authentifier par la génération d’une signature numérique sur
un message donné d’une manière anonyme. De la même façon que pour le chiffrement, il existe des schémas de signature plus complexes, dans le cadre de la protection de la vie privée, par exemple les signatures de groupes, qui permettent à un utilisateur de générer une signature au nom d’un groupe, sans pour autant divulguer son identité exacte au sein de ce groupe.

À ce jour, il existe des constructions de telles primitives possédant une efficacité tout à fait satisfaisante, mais ces constructions risquent d’être menacées dans le futur. En effet, ces schémas reposent sur des problèmes mathématiques, qui sont très difficiles à résoudre pour les ordinateurs actuels, mais qui ne ne représenteront pas une telle barrière pour des ordinateurs quantiques, comme démontré par Shor [Sho97]. En conséquence, des solutions doivent être envisagées pour pouvoir répondre à cette problématique.

1.2 Cryptographie classique et post-quantique

Ces nouvelles solutions doivent s’appuyer sur des problèmes mathématiques qui ne sont pas vulnérables à l’avantage qu’ont les ordinateurs quantiques sur les primitives cryptographiques se basant sur des problèmes mathématiques dits "standards". Ces outils mathématiques "standards" se composent notamment du cryptosystème RSA [RSA78] (du nom de ses auteurs Rivest, Shamir et Adleman) qui repose sur le problème de la factorisation, ou du cryptosystème El-Gamal reposant sur le problème du logarithme discret.

Dans le cas des cryptosystèmes de type RSA, la clé secrète est composée entre autre de deux nombres premiers $p$ et $q$ dont leur produit $N = p \times q$ fait partie de la clé publique. Un attaquant qui arriverait donc à factoriser le nombre $N$ pour retrouver les deux nombres premiers $p$ et $q$, pourrait attaquer la sécurité des schémas de type RSA.

Concernant les cryptosystèmes basés sur le logarithme discret, on considère un groupe $\mathcal{G}$ bien choisi, le plus souvent d’ordre premier $p$. On va ensuite choisir aléatoirement un entier $a$ comme partie de la clé secrète et son pendant publique qui lui est associé est $g^a$ avec $g$ un élément choisi aléatoirement dans le groupe $\mathcal{G}$. On définit alors le problème du logarithme discret, demandant de retrouver l’entier $a$ à partie de l’élément $g^a$ appartenant au groupe $\mathcal{G}$.

Ces deux types de problèmes ont été à l’origine de nombreux schémas cryptographiques sûrs et proposant une efficacité très attractive mais, comme énoncé précédemment, ils seront vulnérables dans une ère post-quantique. En effet, conserver leur sécurité impli-
querait d’augmenter considérablement leurs paramètres afin de pouvoir résister à une attaque basée sur des ordinateurs quantiques. On leur préfèrera dès lors des cryptosystèmes, dits "résistants au post-quantique", pour lesquels nous n’avons à ce jour pas découvert d’avantage pour un ordinateur quantique par rapport à un ordinateur classique.

Dans ce contexte, une compétition lancé par l’institut de standardisation américain (NIST) a été lancé en 2016 afin de proposer de telles alternatives dans un monde où les ordinateurs quantiques seraient une réalité quotidienne. Cette compétition a créé une effervescence dans le milieu de la recherche cryptographique, afin de proposer un cryptosystème proposant toutes les caractéristiques nécessaires pour devenir un standard de la cryptographie post-quantique. Comme candidats proposés, nous pouvons citer les cryptosystèmes basés sur les codes correcteurs, sur les isogénies ou encore sur les polynômes multivariés. Cependant ce sont les constructions basées sur les réseaux euclidiens (dits *lattices* en anglais) qui vont nous intéresser plus particulièrement ici.

### 1.3 Réseaux euclidiens

Les réseaux euclidiens peuvent se décrire de façon simple, comme un ensemble infini de points répartis de manière ordonnée dans l’espace. D’un point de vue plus mathématiques, on peut le définir comme étant un sous-groupe discret engendré par une base de vecteurs de l’espace. L’un des avantages considérable des réseaux euclidiens en cryptographie, vient du fait que les opérations effectuées se composent essentiellement de produits matrices-vecteurs qui sont faciles à comprendre et à implémenter en pratique. Cependant afin de garantir la sécurité des constructions, les matrices et vecteurs considérés doivent être composés de plusieurs milliers de lignes et/ou colonnes, ce qui affaiblit souvent leur efficacité.

Concernant l’aspect sécurité, on peut noter que les problèmes basés sur les réseaux euclidiens se décomposent en 2 niveaux, qui n’auront certes pas la même finalité mais qui seront tout autant nécessaires pour prouver la sécurité des cryptosystèmes. Le 1er niveau se compose principalement du problème SVP (Shortest Vector Problem) ou problème du vecteur le plus court, et du problème CVP (Closest Vector Problem) ou problème du vecteur le plus proche. Concernant le problème SVP, considérons une base aléatoire d’un réseau euclidien, il demande alors d’en donner le vecteur le plus court, tandis que dans le problème CVP, étant donné un point quelconque de l’espace, il demande de trouver le point du réseau euclidien qui en est le plus proche. Ces deux problème ont été dérivés en
diverses variantes, notamment en autorisant divers facteurs d’approximation.

Cependant ces problèmes ne permettent pas de produire directement des constructions cryptographiques, et sont plutôt utilisés pour prouver la difficulté des problèmes qui composent le 2ème niveau qui eux, seront utilisés comme base de cryptosystèmes. Dans cette famille, on distingue tout d’abord le problème LWE (*Learning With Errors*), qui étant donné un secret \( s \in \mathbb{Z}_q^n \) et une matrice \( A \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{m \times n} \) sur-déterminée, va ajouter une petite erreur \( e \) au produit \( A \cdot s \) afin de générer un échantillon LWE. Le problème se dérive en 2 variantes, la première demande de retrouver le secret \( s \) à partir d’un échantillon LWE \( b = A \cdot s + e \mod q \) et de la matrice \( A \), tandis que la deuxième variante demande de décider, étant donné \( A \), si un élément \( b \) a été généré aléatoirement, ou sous la forme d’un échantillon LWE. De plus on peut noter qu’un aspect particulièrement intéressant en cryptographie provient du fait que ces deux variantes sont de difficulté équivalente. Le problème LWE est principalement utilisé pour construire des schémas de chiffrement, allant d’un chiffrement à clé publique tout à fait classique [Reg05] à un chiffrement homomorphe bien plus complexe [Gen09].

Le deuxième problème qui est utilisé pour construire des primitives cryptographiques est le problème SIS, qui étant donné une matrice \( A \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times m} \) sous-déterminée demande de produire un petit vecteur \( v \in \mathbb{Z}_q^m \) vérifiant l’équation \( A \cdot v = 0 \mod q \). Ce type de problème est majoritairement utilisé pour construire des schémas de signature, nous pouvons d’ailleurs différencier 2 types de modèles de construction, le premier introduit un système de trappe sur une fonction associée au problème SIS, qui est fournie au signeur, lui permettant ainsi d’effectuer des opérations qui lui seraient impossibles en son absence. Tandis que le deuxième modèle appelé “signature Fiat-Shamir” transforme un schéma interactif appelé schéma d’identification en remplaçant une partie de l’interaction par une fonction modélisée de telle sorte que sa sortie soit considérée aléatoire. Dans ces deux modèles, la signature est un vecteur solution d’un problème SIS, ce dernier étant public. C’est notamment à partir de ces constructions que seront articulées la majorité des contributions qui sont présentées dans cette thèse.

### 1.4 Contributions

Dans la suite de cette introduction, je vais détailler les contributions que j’ai pu apportées durant mes 3 années de thèses, qui concernent principalement la conception de schémas cryptographiques respectueux de la vie privée, ainsi que l’adaptation en cas
d’usage de l’un d’entre eux. Toutes ces constructions s’appuient sur la cryptographie basée sur les réseaux euclidiens décrite ci-dessus.

1.4.1 Signatures de groupes

Ma première contribution concerne la construction d’une signature de groupe sur les réseaux euclidiens, à laquelle nous ajoutons quelques propriétés attractives. Par définition, une signature de groupe est un schéma permettant à un groupe d’utilisateurs de signer au nom de ce même groupe, tout en restant anonyme parmi ses membres. Elles fournissent une caractéristique supplémentaire qui est de permettre ‘l’ouverture’ d’une signature pour en retrouver le membre du groupe qui en est à l’origine. Ces schémas ont de nombreuses applications dans la vie courante. Prenons par exemple un cas où une personne doit prouver qu’elle a un certain âge (par exemple moins de 25 ans pour pouvoir prétendre à une réduction), il suffirait qu’elle produise sa carte d’identité qui contient sa date de naissance et donc son âge. Cependant en produisant ainsi sa carte d’identité, elle fournit par la même occasion son nom, son adresse..., alors que seul le fait qu’elle appartient au groupe des moins de 25 ans est nécessaire. Les signatures de groupes permettent donc d’éviter de tels désagrément.

Il existe à ce jour de nombreux schémas de signature de groupe, mais les plus efficaces d’entre eux s’appuient sur des hypothèses qui ne résisteraient pas à un ordinateur quantique, tels que le logarithme discret défini précédemment. C’est pourquoi depuis une dizaine d’années, un grand nombre de constructions basées sur les réseaux euclidiens ont été conçues ([Gol+10; Lag+13; Lan+14; Lib+16b; Lin+17]...). Ces constructions doivent cependant se plier à l’inefficacité, sur les réseaux, des preuves de connaissance à divulgation nulle de connaissance nécessaires pour de telles constructions dans le modèle habituel de Bellare et al [BMW03]. Cependant en 2019, un nouveau schéma publié à Eurocrypt par Kastumata et Yamada [KY19] s’écarte de ce modèle habituel. Leur construction s’appuie sur des primitives plus récentes telles que les signatures basées sur les attributs pour court-circuiter les problèmes d’inefficacité, en plus de reposer sur un modèle de sécurité plus commun.

À partir de cette nouvelle construction nous proposons un schéma de signature de groupe basé sur les réseaux qui bénéficie des mêmes avantages que le schéma de [KY19] et nous ajoutons en plus une nouvelle propriété appelée forward security. Celle-ci permet de diviser le temps en plusieurs périodes, de sorte que les clés secrètes de tous les membres du groupe sont mises à jour à chaque nouvelle période de temps sans possibilité de récupérer.
une clé secrète pour une période de temps passée. L’intérêt majeur de cette propriété est
d’éviter que les signatures déjà générées ne soient rendues invalides dans le cas où la clé
secrète d’un membre du groupe est volée. En effet dans un schéma de signature de groupe
classique, la clé secrète ne change pas au cours du temps, et dans le cas de figure où un
utilisateur se fait subtiliser sa clé secrète il devient alors impossible de s’assurer qu’une
signature de groupe a bien été générée par un utilisateur certifié. La propriété de forward
security permet donc de palier à ce problème. Nous développons ce travail dans le chapitre
4 de cette thèse.

— [CGKRT20] Sébastien Canard, Adela Georgescu, Guillaume Kaim, Adeline Roux-
Langlois and Jacques Traoré. Constant-size lattice-based group signature with forward
secrecy in the standard model. Published in PROVSEC 2020.

1.4.2 Signature aveugle

Les signatures aveugles ont été introduites en 1982 par Chaum [Cha82] pour le cas
d’usage précis de la monnaie électronique. L’idée d’une signature aveugle est la suivante:
un utilisateur veut générer une signature sur un message de son choix, cependant il ne
possède pas la clé secrète lui permettant de générer une telle signature. Pour palier ce
problème, il a la possibilité d’interagir avec une autorité qui possède cette clé secrète et
qui est alors vu comme un signeur. Cependant l’utilisateur requiert que la signature qu’il
va sortir à la fin de l’interaction avec le signeur ne puisse pas être tracée par ce dernier.
Pour en revenir au cas d’usage de la monnaie électronique, ce type de schéma permet donc
tà un utilisateur de faire certifier de la monnaie électronique à une autorité (une banque
par exemple), sans que celle-ci puisse retrouver l’identité de l’utilisateur lorsque celui-ci
la dépense.

Concernant les constructions existantes, elles sont nombreuses et très efficaces sur la
cryptographie "classique". Nous pouvons notamment citer le schéma Blind RSA [Fer93]
qui se base sur le cryptosystème RSA, tandis que l’histoire des signatures aveugles sur
les réseaux euclidiens est bien plus complexes. Tout d’abord il n’existe qu’un seul modèle
de construction basé sur un schéma d’identification de Lyubashevsky [Lyu08]. Ce mod-
èle requiert 3 échanges entre l’utilisateur et le signeur, comme d’autres schémas tel que
Okamoto-Schnorr [Oka92], à contrario d’autres constructions comme blind RSA qui n’en
demandent que 2.

De plus toutes les constructions sur les réseaux euclidiens ont vu leur preuve de sécurité
invalidées par un papier de Hauck et al [Hau+20] publié à Crypto 2020. En effet pour prouver qu'un utilisateur malhonnête ne peut pas générer plus de signatures qu’autorisées, une propriété appelée one-more unforgeability est nécessaire. Une modèles de preuve a été proposé par Pointcheval et Stern [PS00] pour des constructions basées sur des groupes finis, dans lesquels un élément secret était choisi aléatoirement dans tout le groupe. La différence sur les réseaux euclidiens vient du fait qu’une clé secrète est habituellement un petit élément de l’ensemble considéré, ce qui interdit toute adaptation directe sur les réseaux euclidiens de la preuve de Pointcheval et Stern.

Dans notre construction, nous revenons sur cette preuve et sur la solution apportée par Hauck et al. [Hau+20] qui souffre d’un manque d’efficacité. Concernant notre construction, notre sécurité repose sur une conjecture qui n’a pas été prouvée. Tout d’abord, notre solution gagne en efficacité en utilisant l’avantage de distributions gaussiennes sur des distributions uniformes. De plus, nous utilisons des outils tels que les trappes sur les réseaux euclidiens pour effacer toute trace d’abandon durant le protocole de signature aveugle, notre construction étant la seule n’ayant pas recours aux abandons, qui est un impact négatif sur l’efficacité. Finalement, nous proposons une variante appelée signature partiellement aveugle, qui permet à l’utilisateur et au signeur d’inclure une information publique, sur laquelle ils se sont mis d’accord en amont de la génération de la signature. Notre construction n’entraîne quasiment aucun coût supplémentaire par rapport à la signature aveugle. Ce travail est décrit dans le chapitre 5 de cette thèse.


1.4.3 Vote électronique

Finalement, nous avons aussi construit un schéma de vote à partir de notre signature aveugle, en suivant le procédé de Fujioka et al. [FOO92]. Habituellement les schémas de vote électronique utilisent à leur avantage les propriétés homomorphiques de certaines primitives cryptographiques pour améliorer l’efficacité de certains aspects de leur schéma de vote. Cependant ces primitives bénéficiant de propriétés homomorphiques sont aussi sujettes à des soucis d’inefficacité (tel que l’utilisation de preuves de connaissance, coûteuses sur les réseaux euclidiens). C’est pourquoi il est important de diversifier les modèles de
constructions de tels schémas pour pouvoir adapter chaque construction à chaque besoin.

Sur les réseaux euclidiens, il existe actuellement 2 constructions de vote électronique par Chilloti et al. [Chi+16] et del Pino et al. [Pin+17]. Ces constructions reposent sur des outils utilisant des propriété homomorphiques (chiffrement complètement homomorphe pour la première et commitment homomorphe avec preuve de connaissance pour la seconde), tandis que notre construction repose sur d’autres primitives.

Notre contribution est une adaptation du schéma de vote [FOO92] au post quantique.

1. Elle utilise comme base le schéma de signature aveugle que nous avons décrit juste au-dessus.

2. Nous lui ajoutons un schéma de chiffrement qui viendra remplacer le schéma de commitment utilisé initialement dans le modèle de [FOO92], afin d’éviter que tout les votants aient la nécessité d’être en ligne à la fin de l’élection pour aider à ouvrir leurs bulletins.

De plus nous adaptions nos primitives pour leur rajouter la propriété threshold (dit à seuil), qui permet de distribuer les clés secrètes entre diverses autorités pour éviter le cas problématique où une autorité corrompue possède tous les pouvoirs pour pouvoir altérer l’élection. Nous prouvons par ailleurs la sécurité de notre schéma de vote à partir de la sécurité des primitives sous-jacentes qui la composent.

Les avantages de notre construction par rapport aux schémas existants reposent sur le fait que certaines opérations (telle que la vérification qu’un bulletin de vote est bien valide) sont plus rapides dans notre construction. De plus l’efficacité de notre construction ne s’affaiblit pas avec le nombre de candidats considérées, contrairement aux schémas de vote basés sur des primitives bénéficiant de propriétés homomorphiques. Cependant d’autres opérations (telle que la phase de comptage) sont plus rapides dans les constructions mentionnées précédemment.

Ce travail disponibles dans le chapitre 6, n’a pas encore été rédigé sous forme d’article et ne fait donc pas encore l’objet d’une soumission.
Every year, the amount of communication all around of the world is growing and accessible to a larger public. However this emergence of digital exchanges leads to the birth and storage of many data that can potentially be sensitive and then must be protected from the potential abuse that can be done on them. In order to prevent such attacks, cryptography is a good answer since by definition it is the science of the security of information, then it produces tools that have been designed to protect such data at different levels. These levels starts, from a simple encryption scheme, permitting to anyone to hide a given message to everyone but those who owns the corresponding secret decryption keys. A stronger level is the homomorphic schemes allowing to additionally perform some operations on encrypted data, without decrypting them. We can also cite the signature schemes, where the possessor of a secret key associated to a public key can authenticate himself as the owner of this corresponding secret key.

Cryptography can be split in several families, with the two mains ones being the symmetric and asymmetric cryptography. The first one is also called secret key cryptography, since if we consider an encryption scheme for example, the key used to encrypt a message into a ciphertext and the key used to decrypt this same ciphertext to recover the message are the same and must remain private. Concerning the asymmetric cryptography, that is also called public key cryptography, considering the same example of encryption scheme, the key used to encrypt and the key used to decrypt are not the same, the former is called the public key, while the later is called the secret key. As their name mentioned it, the public key can be revealed publicly to anyone, while the secret key must be kept secret to everyone but those granted with the right to decrypt. The differences on these two cryptography are numerous but in resume, the symmetric cryptography gets a better efficiency, while the asymmetric cryptography offers more possibilities and applications in general.

An important feature of the asymmetric cryptography, is the notion of provable security that is now close to become a norm for every new designed scheme. Historically, the
robustness of a cryptographic scheme was measured by its ability to resist to every known attack. Indeed, the corresponding science, called cryptanalysis, was the only way to ensure that a construction is safe or not. However, since the tools composing such cryptanalysis are not exhaustive, the possibility that a new attack comes up within time still remain possible. In public key cryptography, the way to prove the security of a construction is different. This new way makes use of a specific type of proof called reduction. It means that to prove that a given cryptographic scheme is secure, we assume the opposite, and prove that it would imply a second attacker on another problem that has already been assumed to be proven secure. We can then conclude that the former scheme is indeed secure.

2.1 Cryptography for privacy

As already discussed, the security of the information has become a major challenge for all governments and many industries. Indeed, the amount of communications leads to a privacy concern about the data moving during these exchanges, this concern is shared by every party included in these interactions. Concretely, some measures have already been carried out, especially the General Data Protection Regulation set up by the European countries to protect the privacy of every European citizen.

In this context of privacy, cryptography brings some very useful tools that can guarantee different variants of privacy depending on the needs. Indeed, several cryptographic primitives especially designed to work in a privacy protection environment have been introduced and improved over the last decades. These primitives allow the users to digitally send sensitive data without be worried that anyone can get an access to them, this access is limited to the authorized persons or services.

Examples of such primitives are numerous, the most famous being homomorphic encryption. This primitive allows a user to encrypt some data, such that authorized entities can perform some computation on them, while the data remains encrypted during all the process, ensuring then the confidentiality of this same data. In this thesis we take a closer look on digital signatures schemes, that allow the owner of a dedicated secret key to be authenticated. The concept of digital signature can be derived in group signature for example, where a group of user gather, such that any member of this group can anonymously sign on behalf of the group.

There exists efficient constructions that are built upon these theoretical primitives,
relying on mathematic problems that are very hard to solve for the current computers. However all these cryptosystems are harmed in the future with the rise of the quantum computer, that profit of significant advantage compared to current one, These advantages were revealed by Shor [Sho97].

2.2 Classical and post-quantum Cryptography

In response to this threat, new cryptosystems must be built upon mathematical problems not weakened by quantum computer. Indeed, the most famous cryptosystem, known as RSA, is called from the name of its inventors (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman) and is based on the factorization problem, we can also cite the El-Gamal cryptosystems based on the discrete logarithm problem, that would also be harmed by quantum computers.

Concerning the RSA cryptosystem, the secret key includes two big primes $p$ and $q$, while the public key contains their product $N = p \cdot q$. Then if an attacker can factorize $N$ to recover $p$ and $q$, it means that it would break the RSA cryptosystem.

For the El-Gamal cryptosystem, using a well chosen group $G$, the secret key is an integer $a \in \mathbb{Z}$, such that for a random element $g \in G$ the public key component is $g^a$. Finally the discrete logarithm problem asks to find $a$ from $g^a$.

A lot of cryptographic schemes, that are very efficient and used in practice, are using these two problems. However they can not resist to a quantum computer and would be broken in a quantum era as shown by Shor [Sho97]. The question now is then, which cryptosystems can replace them to produce the new standards when the quantum computers will become a reality. Indeed, if we would like to keep these cryptosystems in practice, it would imply to enlarge so much the parameters to remain secure. This is why it would be better to find new mathematical problems for which the quantum computer will have no more advantages compared to current ones.

To answer this question, the NIST has proposed a competition to find new standards in a world, where the quantum computers are a reality. Taking a closer look into this competition, we can shed light upon the lattices-based constructions that are the most represented cryptosystem among others like the code-based or the isogeny-based cryptography. Indeed, the lattices interest us specifically, as they compose the basis of the work described in this thesis.
2.3 Lattices

Lattices can simply be described as an infinite set of points well distributed in the space, while in a more mathematical point of view the lattices are discrete sub groups generated by a basis of vector. Lattices have numerous advantages, compared to others post-quantum cryptosystems proposed, like the ease of use since the computations are only composed of matrix vectors products or additions. It means that the understanding of the operations composing all constructions are simple to understand, while the implementation of these same operations are easy to perform. The shortcoming being that the size of these vectors and matrices are huge since composed of thousands elements, making lattice-based cryptography suffering a lack of efficiency at first sight.

However if we consider the security aspect, the topic is more encouraging since there exists very well understood reduction upon lattice problems. These lattice problems can be categorized into two families. The first one is composed of problems that are directly linked to the lattices and is composed of the SVP (for shortest vector problem) and CVP (for closest vector problem) problems. The SVP problem asks, given a lattice, to find the shortest vector composing this lattice, while the CVP problem asks, given any point in the space, to find the point in the lattice that is the closest to this given point. Moreover these two problems can be derived in several variants, asking for example to solve them with an approximation factor.

However these problems cannot directly be used to build cryptographic primitives. They are useful to prove the difficulty of a second family of problems. A first problem is called LWE (Learning With Errors), that asks, given a matrix $A \in \mathbb{Z}_{q}^{m \times n}$ and an element $b = A \cdot s + e$, $b \in \mathbb{Z}_{q}^{m}$ with $s \in \mathbb{Z}_{q}^{n}$ and $e$ being a small error vector, to find the element $s$. The aforementioned problem is called search LWE but it has another version called decisional LWE which asks, given $A \in \mathbb{Z}_{q}^{m \times n}$ and an element $b \in \mathbb{Z}_{q}^{n}$ to decide if $b$ is generated uniformly random or as an LWE sample. Whatever the variant, the LWE problem is mainly used to build encryption schemes, and it is on this problem that the first ever fully homomorphic encryption scheme has been built.

The second problem used to build cryptographic primitives on lattices is the SIS (Shortest Integer Solution) one. In this problem, we get a randomly distributed matrix $A \in \mathbb{Z}_{q}^{n \times m}$ and the problem is to find a short vector $v \in \mathbb{Z}_{q}^{m}$ such that $A \cdot v = 0$. There is a variant called ISIS, where the element on the right of the equality is a public non zero element $x \in \mathbb{Z}_{q}^{n}$ such that we want to solve $A \cdot v = x$. Contrary to the LWE problem, the
SIS problem is mainly used to build digital signature schemes, for which we can describe two types of such constructions. The first one is called Fiat-Shamir signatures and is built from an identification scheme by replacing the interactive part with a hash function modeled as a random oracle, as introduced by Fiat and Shamir [FS86]. The second type of signature [GPV08] relies on a system of trapdoor. Indeed the signer owns a trapdoor as a small basis of the lattice, allowing him to find short vector solutions of an ISIS equation. Our contributions make use of these two types of signatures in their constructions.

As said above, the efficiency of the lattice-based cryptography is far from the one obtained using "classical" cryptography, mainly because of the size of the matrices and vectors that counts more than several thousands of elements. This is why new variants of the LWE and SIS problems have been designed, replacing the integer ring that was initially considered with polynomial rings that can save a factor \( n \) (1024 or 2048 in practice) in the size of matrices and vectors. These variants are called Ring LWE and Ring SIS, while the formulation of the problems remains as stated above the elements are not lying anymore in \( \mathbb{Z}_q \) but in polynomial rings.

2.4 Contributions

Now, I am going to describe my contributions corresponding to the work I did during my PhD. These contributions are centered around the concept of cryptography for privacy, as we designed several primitives providing privacy, as well as a direct use-case which is the electronic voting.

2.4.1 Group Signatures

To begin with my contributions, I start by describing a lattice-based group signature that adds some attractive properties. Group signatures is a very appealing primitive, since it allows several users to gather into a group such that every member can sign on behalf of this group with the additional property of traceability. Indeed, in case of abuse, a signature generated by a group member can be opened by a manager to recover the identity of the corresponding group member. Moreover the group signature must verify the correctness property, meaning that a genuinely generated group signature must be valid with at least an overwhelming probability. Finally, the group signature must verify the anonymity property, such that anyone, but the group manager, can not recover the
identity of the member that has generated a given signature.

Currently, there is a lot of group signatures scheme that has been designed in 'classical' cryptography. However as mentioned earlier these constructions will not remain secure during a quantum era. This is why the topic of finding an efficient post-quantum group signature attracts researchers. Indeed, they focus on designing such a scheme in the lattice settings from a decade with the former work of Gordon et al. [GKV10]. An intense line of research follows this work ([Lag+13; Lan+14; Lib+16a; San+18]...), with the efficiency being improved in each new construction. However, they all face a limitation due to the inefficiency of zero-knowledge proofs that are the building blocks of the general framework of group signatures [BMW03]. In light of this limitation, Katsumata and Yamada departed from the traditional framework by publishing at Eurocrypt 2020 a new construction based on a different framework [KY19]: their construction is based on a recent primitive called attribute-based signature to cut off the aforementioned limitations.

Starting from this work, we build our own group signature scheme that enjoys the attractive property of forward security. Concretely, this property cuts the time into periods such that, when entering a new period, the group secret keys of every member will be updated. In the same time, the secret keys of past periods will be erased by each group member to forbid the generation of a group signature corresponding to a past period of time. Indeed in a group signature not benefiting the forward security, in case of any group secret key being stole, the whole group signature scheme has to be rebuilt. The reason is that there is no way for a verifier to tell if a group signature has been generated with a stolen secret key or the secret key of a certified group member. Thanks to the forward security property, this problem does not apply.


2.4.2 Blind signature

We now describe a blind signature that we designed in the lattice-based settings. Blind signatures have been introduced by Chaum in 1982 [Cha82] to the concrete use case of e-cash. In a nutshell, a blind signature scheme is an interactive protocol between a user and a signer, where a user wants to obtain a signature on a message $M$ of its choice, but does not own the corresponding signing secret key. It means that he has to interact
with an authority which possesses this signing key to generate and output the desired
signature. However coming back to the e-cash use-case, where the signing authority being
a bank for example, and the user being one of its customer, the blind signature process is
used to generate an electronic coin to be spent by the customer, but this latter does not
want his payment to be traced, this is why he wants the notion of blindness such that the
signing authority is not able to link a blind signature to its corresponding transcript. In
the same time, coming back to our example, the bank does not want the user to spent
more money that authorized. In order to ensure this property the blind signature must
verify the one-more unforgeability property guaranteeing that a user can not generate
more signatures than the number of interactions he had with the signing authority.

In practice there exists a lot of blind signature constructions, but most of them are built
upon classical cryptography. We can cite the most famous one as the Blind RSA scheme
[ Fer93] that takes as a basis the RSA cryptosystem. Coming to the post-quantum setting,
the existing constructions are less numerous. For example in the lattice setting, all the
constructions take as a starting point the identification scheme of Lyubashevsky [Lyu08],
to get an interactive protocol with 3 exchanges, like the Okamoto-Schnorr construction on
the discrete logarithm problem, contrary to the aforementioned Blind RSA scheme that
includes only 2 exchanges.

Moreover, history of lattice-based blind signatures is complicated, since the recent
paper of Hauck et al. at Crypto 2020 [Hau+20] found a flaw in every previous lattice-
based blind signature scheme. This flaw appears in the one-more unforgeability proof, that
follows the seminal work of Pointcheval and Stern [PS00] in every known lattice-based
construction. Indeed, the [PS00] proof was originally designed for constructions in which
the secret key was picked randomly in a whole set, while in lattice cryptography, the secret
key is usually a short element of a given set. This difference incurs a correctness error in
the lattice-based constructions that is missing in their counterparts on finite group. Thus
a direct transformation into the lattice setting is forbidden and needs an adaptation as
developed by Hauck et al. [Hau+20].

Coming into our construction, we propose a new blind signature scheme, while our
security is only conjectured and not proved. Our scheme relies on the advantages given
by the gaussian distribution over the uniform one. Moreover, we succeed to get rid of the
restarts existing in all previous schemes by enabling the signer to possess a trapdoor to
prevent a signature generation to restart from scratch after a test fails. Finally we also
propose a partially blind variant, that allows the user and signer to agree on a common
information that is made public, our construction comes with no more cost compared to
the blind signature scheme since there is no more element that are generated or exchanged
during the protocol execution.


2.4.3 E-voting protocol

We finally developed an electronic voting system that takes as a basis the blind signature described above within the framework of Fujioka et al. [FOO92]. Usually electronic voting schemes make use of cryptographic primitives with homomorphic properties to benefit a higher efficiency on some aspect of the voting protocol. However these homomorphic-like constructions come at some cost on other aspects (as the efficiency of the underlying homomorphic construction) and needs other primitives that remains inefficient in the lattice-based settings (like the zero-knowledge proofs). These limitations show that it is important to diversify the considered framework to be adapted for every needs of electronic voting protocols.

Our construction is built in the lattice setting, and prior to our contribution, 2 earlier electronic voting protocols in the lattices were designed. The first one by Chillot et al [Chi+16] uses fully homomorphic encryption schemes to build their voting protocol. They avoid to use the zero-knowledge proofs, but rely on a very heavy primitive as the fully homomorphic encryption scheme. The second electronic voting scheme on lattices has been designed by del Pino et al. [Pin+17] and mix the use of homomorphic commitment schemes with approximate zero-knowledge proofs that benefit a better efficiency than their exact counterparts, moreover they implemented their construction such that it is possible to represent how their protocol could behave in a real election.

Taking a closer look on our construction, we already said that we follow the [FOO92] framework, but we apply some modifications. Indeed, the original framework makes use of a commitment scheme to hide the voting choice of every voter until the end of the election, where they all open their commitment. However the fact that each voter needs to open individually its commitment induces a lack of efficiency since they need to be online at the end of the election to open its ballot and allow the tally of the election.
We decide to use instead an encryption scheme such that a single secret key is needed to open all the ballots, while the hiding of every voting choice is ensured until the end of the election. We also modify the cryptographic primitive we make use to transform them into threshold variants. Indeed when coming into such a sensitive topic that is the voting protocol, we cannot allow a single authority to possess all the secret keys and then to be able to affect the election freely. This is why we add a secret sharing mechanism such that several authorities are mandatory to perform the signature generation protocol and to rebuild the decryption key of the electronic voting protocol.

We finally mention that our work is still in progress and then has not yet been subject to any submission.
We define in this first chapter some basic definitions and tools we are using in the rest of the thesis. We start by defining generic mathematics objects, like the set of elements we work with as well as the basic mathematical tools that will serve all along the chapters composing this thesis. We also define what is a lattice and what are the associated hard problems, from which the lattice-based cryptography is built. We finally introduce some basic cryptographic primitives that will be used as building blocks in the various contributions presented in this thesis.
3.1 Mathematical definitions

We define here the mathematical tools that we make use in the different works presented in the following chapters.

3.1.1 Rings and notations

We denote \([a, b]\) the set of all integers between \(a\) and \(b\), while \([a]\) denotes the set of all integers between 1 and \(a\). We denote the integer rings \(\mathbb{Z}_q\) with \(q\) a prime number, we define as well its polynomial variant \(R = \mathbb{Z}[x]/(f(x))\) with \(f\) a polynomial of degree \(n\) that will be used for efficiency reason with \(R_q = R/qR\).

The vectors are written in bold lower-case letters \(\mathbf{a}\), and matrices in bold upper-case letters \(\mathbf{A}\). The euclidean norm of a vector is denoted by \(\| \mathbf{b} \|\), and the norm of a matrix \(\| \mathbf{T} \| = \max_i \| t_i \|\), which is the maximum norm of its column vectors. The infinite norm \(\| \mathbf{a} \|_{\infty} = \max_i |a_i|\) is the maximal value of its coefficients.

We denote by \(\mathcal{D}\) a distribution over some countable support \(S\) and \(x \leftarrow \mathcal{D}\) the choice of \(x\) following the distribution \(\mathcal{D}\). Considering that \(\mathcal{D}_1\) and \(\mathcal{D}_2\) are two distributions over a same countable support \(S\), then we can define their statistical distance by \(\Delta(\mathcal{D}_1, \mathcal{D}_2) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{x \in S} |D_1(x) - D_2(x)|\).

A function \(f(n)\) is said negligible if it exists \(N_{\text{poly}}\), such that for all \(n > N_{\text{poly}}\), \(f(n) < \frac{1}{\text{poly}(n)}\) for every positive polynomial \(\text{poly}(n)\).

3.1.2 Probabilities definitions

Let \(S\) be a set of size \(t\), the uniform distribution on this set means that every element \(s \in S\) has the same probability \(\frac{1}{t}\) to be picked. We denote \(s \leftarrow \mathcal{S}\) to indicate that \(s\) is uniformly picked in \(S\).

**Gaussian distribution.** The Gaussian function of center \(c \in \mathbb{R}^n\) and width parameter \(\sigma\) is defined as \(\rho_{\sigma,c}(\mathbf{x}) = \exp(-\pi \frac{||\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{c}||^2}{\sigma^2})\), for all \(\mathbf{x} \in \mathbb{R}^n\). A positive definite covariance matrix is defined as \(\Sigma = \mathbf{B} \mathbf{B}^T\): \(\rho_{\sqrt{\Sigma}, \mathbf{c}} = \exp(-\pi (\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{c})^T \Sigma^{-1} (\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{c}))\). The discrete Gaussian distribution over a lattice \(\Lambda\) is defined as \(D_{\Lambda, \sigma, c}(\mathbf{x}) = \frac{\rho_{\sigma, c}(\mathbf{x})}{\rho_{\sigma, c}(\Lambda)}\) where \(\rho_{\sigma, c}(\Lambda) = \sum_{x \in \Lambda} \rho_{\sigma, c}(\mathbf{x})\).
3.2 Lattices

3.2.1 Definition of a Lattice

We define a \( n \)-dimensional full rank lattice \( \Lambda \) as a discrete additive subgroup of \( \mathbb{R}^n \). A lattice is the set of all integer combinations of some linearly independent basis vector

\[
B = \{ b_1, \ldots, b_m \} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m}: \Lambda(B) = \{ \sum_{i=1}^{m} z_i b_i, z_i \in \mathbb{Z} \}.
\]

We consider \( n \) a power of two, such that the polynomial ring \( \mathbb{R} = \mathbb{Z}[x]/(x^n + 1) \) is isomorphic to the integer lattice \( \mathbb{Z}^n \). Then a polynomial \( f = \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} f_i x^i \) in \( \mathbb{R} \) corresponds to the integer vector of its coefficients \( (f_0, \ldots, f_{n-1}) \) in \( \mathbb{Z}^n \). The notation norm of a polynomial \( \|f\| \) means that we consider the norm of its coefficient vector, and as for the integer, the norm of a vector of polynomial \( \|f\| = \max_i \|f_i\| \). For the rest of this thesis we will work with polynomials over \( \mathbb{R} \), or \( \mathbb{R}_q = \mathbb{R}/q\mathbb{R} = \mathbb{Z}_q[x]/(x^n + 1) \), where \( q \) is a prime verifying \( q \equiv 1 \pmod{2^n} \).

Definition 1. The dual lattice of a given lattice \( \Lambda \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n \) is:

\[
\Lambda^* = \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^n : \forall y \in \Lambda, \langle x, y \rangle \in \mathbb{Z} \}.
\]

We also define the minimum distance of a lattice denoted \( \lambda_1(\Lambda) \):

Definition 2. Let \( v \in \Lambda \) non-zero such that for every \( x \in \Lambda \) we have \( \|x\| \geq \|v\| \) then \( \lambda_1(\Lambda) = \|v\| \), we have \( \lambda_1(\Lambda) = \min_{v \in \Lambda} \|v\| \).

We can also define the \( i \)-th minimal distance \( \lambda_i(\Lambda) \) such that, given a set of \( i \) independent vectors \( v_1, \ldots, v_i \) with \( \lambda_1(\Lambda) = \|v_1\|, \ldots, \lambda_{i-1}(\Lambda) = \|v_{i-1}\| \) and \( v_i \in \Lambda \) being the shortest vector independent of \( v_1, \ldots, v_{i-1} \), then \( \lambda_i(\Lambda) = \|v_{i-1}\| \).

3.2.2 Problems on lattices

Worst-case problems. We first describe some problems that can be immediately linked to a given lattice \( \Lambda \), with some basis \( B \) of \( \Lambda \).

Definition 3 (Shortest Vector Problem). The SVP problem asks given an arbitrary basis \( B \) of a lattice \( \Lambda \), to find the shortest non-zero vector \( v \in \Lambda \) such that \( \|v\| = \lambda_1(\Lambda) \).

This problem can be derived on several variants that are either decisional or allow an approximation factor:
Definition 4 (Approximate Shortest Vector Problem). Given an approximate factor $\gamma$, the SVP$_{\gamma}$ problem asks given an arbitrary basis $B$ of a lattice $\Lambda$, to find a non-zero vector $v \in \Lambda$ such that $\|v\| \leq \gamma \cdot \lambda_1(\Lambda)$.

Definition 5 (Decisional Approximate Shortest Vector Problem). Given an approximate factor $\gamma$ and an integer $d > 0$, the GapSVP$_{\gamma}$ problem asks given an arbitrary basis $B$ of a lattice $\Lambda$, to distinguish between the two following cases:

- $\lambda_1(\Lambda) \leq d$
- $\lambda_1(\Lambda) \geq \gamma \cdot d$.

Average-case problems. We now give some problems linked to a lattice $\Lambda$ and an associated basis $A$ that is randomly distributed in a uniform way. These problems are directly used to build the cryptographic primitives based on lattices and their security relies on the problems defined above.

Definition 6 ($\text{SIS}_{n,q,\beta,m}$). Given a uniformly chosen matrix $A \in \mathbb{Z}^{n \times m}_q$, find non-zero integer vector $s \in \mathbb{Z}^m$ such that $\|s\|_{\infty} \leq \beta$ and $A \cdot s \equiv 0 \pmod{q}$. $\text{SIS}_{n,q,\beta,m}$ is hard if for any adversary $A$, the probability to solve SIS is negligible, i.e. it is bounded by $\text{negl}(\lambda)$. $\text{SIS}_{n,q,\beta,m}$ is sub-exponentially hard if the probability to solve SIS is bounded by $2^{-O(n^{\epsilon}) \cdot \text{negl}(\lambda)}$ for some constant $0 < \epsilon < 1$.

Definition 7 ($\text{LWE}_{n,q,D_{\mathbb{Z}_q},\alpha q,m}$). Given a uniformly chosen matrix $A \in \mathbb{Z}^{m \times n}_q$ and a vector $b = A \cdot s + e \mod q$, with $s \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q^n$ and $e \leftarrow D_{\mathbb{Z}^m}$, the search LWE problem asks to find $s$, while the decisional LWE problem asks to distinguish if a $(A, b) \in \mathbb{Z}^{m \times n}_q \times \mathbb{Z}_q^m$ pair has been generated from the uniform distribution on $\mathbb{Z}^{m \times n}_q \times \mathbb{Z}_q^m$ or if it has been generated as a LWE sample.

Worst-case average-case reductions. The two above problems have been proven secure thanks to reductions called worst-case to average-case. Indeed the reduction starts from a lattice with a randomly distributed basis $A$ and the reduction proves that solving SIS or LWE is as hard as solving a variant of the SVP problem in the worst case. Concerning SIS, for any $m = \text{poly}(n), \beta > 0$ and $q \leq \beta \cdot \text{poly}(n)$, then solving the SIS$_{n,q,\beta,m}$ problem is at least as hard as solving the GapSVP$_{\gamma}$ problem, with $\gamma = \beta \cdot \text{poly}(n)$ [GPV08]. As for the LWE problem, let $m = \text{poly}(n), q \leq 2^{\text{poly}(n)}$ and $\alpha \cdot q \geq 2\sqrt{n}$, then solving the LWE$_{n,q,D_{\mathbb{Z}_q},\alpha q,m}$ is at least as hard as quantumly solve GapSVP$_{\gamma}$ for an arbitrary lattice of dimension $n$ and some $\gamma = \tilde{O}(n/\alpha)$ [Reg05].
Structured variants. In order to benefit a better efficiency, some structures are added into the lattices, the above problems are then reformulated according to these new structures:

We first define Ring-LWE that is similar to the LWE problem described above but on a polynomial ring:

**Definition 8** (Ring-LWE\(_{q,D,R,\alpha,q,m}\)). Given a uniformly chosen polynomial vector \(a \in \mathbb{R}_q^m\) and a polynomial \(b = a \cdot s + e \mod q\), with \(s \leftarrow \mathbb{R}_q\) and \(e \leftarrow D_{R^m,\alpha,q}\). The search LWE problem asks to find \(s\), while the decisional LWE problem asks to distinguish if a \((a,b) \in \mathbb{R}_q^m \times \mathbb{R}_q^m\) pair has been generated from the uniform distribution on \(\mathbb{R}_q^m \times \mathbb{R}_q^m\) or if it has been generated as a LWE sample.

We consider Ring-SIS, a variant of SIS, proven to be at least as hard as the SIVP problem on ideal lattices [LM06; PR06].

**Definition 9** (Ring-SIS\(_{q,m,\beta}\)). Given \(a = (a_1, \ldots, a_m)^T \in \mathbb{R}_q^m\) a vector of \(m\) uniformly random polynomials, find a non-zero vector of small polynomials \(x = (x_1, \ldots, x_m)^T \in \mathbb{R}_m\) such that \(f_a(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} a_i \cdot x_i = 0 \mod q\) and \(0 < \|x\| \leq \beta\).

In one of our scheme, we need an other variant called the k-SIS problem [BF11].

**Definition 10** (Ring k-SIS, adapted from [BF11, definition 4.1]). For any integer \(k \geq 0\), an instance of the Ring k-SIS\(_{q,m,\beta,\sigma}\) problem is a vector \(a \in \mathbb{R}_q^m\) and a set of \(k\) short polynomials vectors \(e_1, \ldots, e_k \in \Lambda_q^\perp(a)\) that are gaussians vector of width \(\sigma\). A solution to the problem is a non zero polynomial \(v \in \mathbb{R}_m\) such that \(\|v\| \leq \beta\), \(f_a(v) = 0 \mod q\) (i.e., \(v \in \Lambda_q^\perp(a)\)), and \(v \notin \mathbb{R} - \text{span}(e_1, \ldots, e_k)\).

**Hardness.** Following the proof of [Lin+14] adapted to the ring setting, the hardness of Ring k-SIS\(_{q,m,\beta,\sigma}\) is insured for \(k = O(n)\) and \(k < \dim(\text{ker}(a))\) by a reduction from a Ring-SIS\(_{q,m,\beta,\sigma'}\) problem with \(\beta' = O(\beta \cdot k \cdot \text{poly}(n))\).

### 3.2.3 Mathematical tools for lattices

**Smoothing parameter.** The smoothing parameter of a lattice \(\Lambda\) has been introduced by Micciancio and Regev [MR07]. The idea of this value is to determine what is the minimal value \(\eta(\Lambda)\) such that the discrete gaussian distribution with a \(\sigma \geq \eta\) parameter behaves like a continuous gaussian distribution.
Definition 11 ([MR07]). For a lattice \( \Lambda \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n \) and a positive real \( \epsilon > 0 \), the smoothing parameter \( \eta_\epsilon(\Lambda) \) is the smallest real \( \sigma > 0 \) such that:

\[
\rho_{1/\sigma}(\Lambda^* \setminus \{0\}) \leq \epsilon.
\]

The vectors sampled from \( D_{\Lambda,\sigma} \) are short with overwhelming probability.

Lemma 1 ([Ban93]). For any lattice \( \Lambda \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n \), \( \sigma > \eta_\epsilon(\Lambda) \), \( c \in \mathbb{R}^n \) for some \( \epsilon \in (0,1) \), we have:

\[
\Pr_{x \leftarrow D_{\Lambda,\sigma}}[\|x - c\| \geq \sqrt{n\sigma}] \leq 2^{-n} \cdot \frac{1+\epsilon}{1-\epsilon}.
\]

When sampling integers we have to tailcut the gaussian distribution. In order to do this, we use the fact that \( \Pr_{x \leftarrow D_{\mathbb{Z},\sigma}}[|x| \leq t \cdot \sigma] \geq \text{erfc}(t/\sqrt{2}) \), where \( \text{erfc}(x) = 1 - \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_0^x e^{-t^2} dt \). In practice, for \( \lambda = 100 \) and \( t = 12 \), a vector \( x \leftarrow D_{\mathbb{Z},\sigma} \) will verify \( \|x\| \leq t \cdot \sigma \cdot \sqrt{n} \) with overwhelming probability.

We define the function \( \Phi \) as:

\[
\Phi_{\sigma,c}(B) = \Pr_{x \leftarrow D_{\Lambda,\sigma}}[\|x - c\| \leq B],
\]

and we also define the following quantity \( \bar{\rho}_{\sigma,c,B}(x) = \frac{\rho_{\sigma,c}}{\Phi_{\sigma,c}(B)} \), \( \forall x \in S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n \) and \( \bar{\rho}_{\sigma,c}(x) = 0 \), \( \forall x \notin S \), as a truncated gaussian. Finally we denote \( \hat{D}_{\Lambda,c,\sigma,B} \) as the truncated gaussian, where the elements \( x \in \Lambda \), such that \( \|x\| > B \) have a probability density equals to 0.

We then define a lemma that argue about the statistical distance between two gaussian distributions.

Lemma 2 ([Gol+10, Lemma 3]). Let \( v \in \mathbb{R} \) be arbitrary. The statistical distance between the distributions \( D_{\mathbb{R},\sigma} \) and \( D_{\mathbb{R},\sigma,v} \) is at most \( \|v\|/\sigma \).

We finally give below the leftover hash lemma:

Lemma 3 (Leftover Hash Lemma [Hås+99]). Let \( m, n, q \geq 1 \) be integers such that \( m \geq 4n \log q \) and \( q \) prime. Let \( A \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q^{m \times n} \), \( r \leftarrow \{0,1\}^m \), then \( (A, Ar) \) is at negligible statistical distance from uniform distribution on \( \mathbb{Z}_q^{m \times n} \times \mathbb{Z}_q^n \).

### 3.3 Cryptographic tools

#### 3.3.1 Encryption and signature protocols

**Public key encryptions scheme.** A public key encryption scheme is defined by the algorithms KeyGen, Encrypt and Decrypt that we develop below.
KeyGen: The KeyGen algorithm takes as input the security parameter $\lambda$ and outputs a secret/public key pair $(e_k, m_k)$, such that $m_k$ is used to encrypt while $e_k$ is used to decrypt.

Encrypt: The encryption algorithm takes as input the encryption key $m_k$ and a message $M$ to be encrypted, it outputs a ciphertext $c$.

Decrypt: The decryption algorithm takes as input the decryption key $e_k$ and a ciphertext $c$, it outputs a message $M$ or an error $\bot$.

Signature scheme. A signature scheme is defined by the algorithms KeyGen, Sign and Verify that we develop below.

KeyGen: The KeyGen algorithm takes as input the security parameter $\lambda$ and outputs a secret/public key pair $(s_k, p_k)$, such that $p_k$ is used to verify the signature (and sign the message as well sometimes) while $s_k$ is used to sign a message.

Sign: The signing algorithm takes as input the secret/public key $(s_k, p_k)$ and a message $M$ to be signed, it outputs a signature $\nu$.

Verify: The decryption algorithm takes as input the verification key $p_k$ and a signature $\nu$, it outputs 1 if the signature is valid and 0 otherwise.

Security. The basic security asked for the encryption schemes is the ciphertext INDistinguishability under Chosen-Plaintext Attack (or IND-CPA), while the basic security asked for a signature scheme is the Existential UnForgeability against Chosen-Message Attack (or EUF-CMA), these two security are depicted below:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Exp}_{\mathcal{D}}^{\text{IND-CPA}}(\lambda) & \\
(e_k, m_k) & \leftarrow \text{KeyGen}(1^\lambda) \\
M_0, M_1 & \leftarrow \mathcal{D}(m_k) \\
b^* & \leftarrow \{0, 1\} \\
c^* & \leftarrow \text{Encrypt}(m_k, M_b^*) \\
b & \leftarrow \mathcal{D}(c^*) \\
\text{Return 1 if } b = b^* \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Exp}_{\mathcal{F}}^{\text{EUF-CMA}}(\lambda) & \\
(s_k, p_k) & \leftarrow \text{KeyGen}(1^\lambda) \\
(M^*, \nu^*) & \leftarrow \mathcal{F}^{\text{Sign}(s_k, \cdot)}(p_k) \\
d & \leftarrow \text{Verify}(p_k, M^*, \nu^*) \\
\text{Return } d \cap (M^* \neq M_i, \forall i \in [q_s]). \\
\end{align*}
\]

The (IND-CPA) property asks that an attacker, providing two messages $M_0$ and $M_1$
can not distinguish which one of them has been encrypted in $c^*$. This property can be enforced into a (IND-CCA) property (for ciphertext INDistinguishability under Chosen-Ciphertext Attack) in which case he is allowed to make decryption queries on ciphertext of its choice different from the challenge $c^*$.

Concerning the (EUF-CMA) property, an attacker is asked to output a valid signature on a message on which he has not already queried such a signature. This property can as well be enforced into a (SEUF-CMA) where the attacker is allowed to output a signature on a message already queried to a signing oracle, but obviously the signature output by the attacker must be different to the one output by the oracle.

**Security model.** It exists several security models that are considered in the various security proofs. We mention here the two main ones which are the random oracle model and the standard model that we make use in our works. The random oracle model (or ROM) has been introduced by Bellare and Rogaway [BR93] and allows every party to have access to a public random oracle, such that for every new input, it outputs a random string. In a real use case such an ideal function does not exist, but we often make the statement that a hash function is modeled as a random oracle. Concerning the standard model, it does not use any kind of idealization and is what is closest to what happens in practice.

### 3.3.2 Identifications scheme and Fiat-Shamir signatures

An identification scheme $\mathcal{ID}$ is composed of the following algorithms.

- **KeyGen**: The key generation algorithm takes as input the security parameter $\lambda$ and outputs a key pair $(pk, sk)$, such that the prover algorithm $P$ gets the secret key $sk$ and the verifier $V$ algorithm the public key $pk$.

- **P**: The prover algorithm takes as input the secret key $sk$ and the conversation transcript, it outputs the next message to be sent to the verifier.

- **V**: The verifier algorithm, that is first probabilistic and outputs a challenge CHL. At the end of the interactions it is deterministic, and takes as input the public key $pk$ and the transcript $(CMT, CHL, RSP)$ of the interaction and it outputs 1 if the transcript is valid and 0 otherwise.

From such an identification scheme, the Fiat-Shamir transformation [FS86], can turn it into a digital signature scheme. We describe below this transformation.
Fiat-Shamir transformation. Let $\mathcal{ID}$ be an identification scheme, and $H: \{0, 1\}^* \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^c$, $c > 0$ be an hash function modeled as a random oracle. From this identification scheme $\mathcal{ID}$, we build a digital signature scheme $\mathcal{S} = (\text{KeyGen}, \text{Sign}, \text{Verify})$. This signature scheme is composed of the same KeyGen algorithm as the identification scheme, while the Sign and Verify algorithms are described below:

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{Sign}(sk, M) & \quad \text{Verify}(pk, M, \sigma) \\
\text{CMT} & \leftarrow P(sk) \\
\text{CHL} & \leftarrow H(\text{CMT}, M) \\
\text{RSP} & \leftarrow P(sk, \text{CMT}, \text{CHL}) \\
\text{Return} & \sigma = (\text{CMT}, \text{RSP}) \\
\text{Parse} & \sigma \text{ as } (\text{CMT}, \text{RSP}) \\
\text{CHL} & \leftarrow H(\text{CMT}, M) \\
\text{RSP} & \leftarrow P(sk, \text{CMT}, \text{CHL}) \\
\text{Return} & \sigma = (\text{CMT}, \text{RSP}) 
\end{align*}
$$

The digital signature built from this Fiat-Shamir transformation in the lattices, starts from the identification scheme of Lyubashevsky [Lyu08] and makes use of a technique called the rejection sampling. This technique introduced by Lyubashevsky in [Lyu08] and improved in [Lyu09; Lyu12], is used in the case we have a distribution depending on a secret we want to hide. The main idea is that the vector computed by the signer, in the signing step, is rejected or accepted following a probability that prevents the secret key to leak. The theorem below expresses this idea.

**Theorem 1** ([Lyu12, theorem 4.6]). Let $V$ be a subset of $\mathbb{Z}^n$ in which all elements have norms less than $T$, $\sigma$ be some element in $\mathbb{R}$ such that $\sigma = \omega(T \sqrt{\log(n)})$, and $h: V \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ be a probability distribution. Then, there exists a constant $G = O(1)$ such that the distribution of the following algorithm $A$:

1. $v \leftarrow h$
2. $z \leftarrow D_{\mathbb{Z}^n, \sigma, v}$
3. output $(z, v)$ with probability $\min\left(\frac{D_{\mathbb{Z}^n, \sigma, v}}{G}, 1\right)$ is within statistical distance $\frac{2^{-\omega(\log n)}}{G}$ of the distribution of the following algorithm $F$:

1. $v \leftarrow h$
2. $z \leftarrow D_{\mathbb{Z}^n, \sigma}$
3. output $(z, v)$ with probability $1/G$.

Moreover, the probability that $A$ outputs something is at least $\frac{1-2^{-\omega(\log n)}}{G}$.

More concretely, if $\sigma = \delta T$ for any positive $\delta$, then $G = \exp^{12/\delta + 1/(2\delta^2)}$, the output of the algorithm $A$ is within statistical distance $\frac{2^{-100}}{G}$ of the output of $F$, and the probability that $A$ outputs something is at least $\frac{1-2^{-100}}{G}$.

We briefly describe below the Fiat-Shamir signature of Lyubashevsky [Lyu09] published in Asiacrypt 2009.
Preliminaries

The KeyGen algorithm generates $S \leftarrow \{-d, \ldots, d\}^{m \times k}$ and $A \leftarrow Z_q^{n \times m}$ such that $T = A \cdot S \mod q \in Z_q^{n \times k}$ and an hash function $H:\{0,1\}^* \rightarrow \{v: v \in \{0,1\}^k, \|v\|_1 \leq \kappa\}$, finally it outputs $(sk = S, pk = (A, T, H))$.

Sign$(sk, M)$
1. $y \leftarrow D_{Z_q^m}^{m}$
2. $c \leftarrow H(A \cdot y, M)$
3. $z \leftarrow y + S \cdot c$
5. Output $(y, z)$ with probability $\min\left(\frac{D_{Z_q^m, \sigma}}{G. D_{Z_q^m, \sigma} \cdot S \cdot c}, 1\right)$

Verify$(pk, M, \sigma)$
1. Parse $\sigma$ as $(y, z)$
2. $c \leftarrow H(A \cdot y, M)$
3. If $H(A \cdot z - T \cdot c, M) = c$ and $\|z\| \geq \sigma \sqrt{m}$, output 1.
4. Else output 0.

The parameters are set such that the problem SIS$_{n,q,\beta,m}$ is hard with $\beta = (2\sigma + 2d\kappa)\sqrt{m}$.
Moreover the above scheme is proven to be EUF-CMA secure under the hardness of the SIS problem.

3.3.3 GPV-style signatures and trapdoors constructions

As introduced in [Ajt96] and widespread in [GPV08], a trapdoor for $A \in Z_q^{n \times m}$ is a short basis of the lattice $\Lambda_{q}^{-1}(A) := \{v \in Z^m : Av = 0 \mod q\}$. A trapdoor allows to sample short Gaussian vectors solution of the ISIS problem: $Av = x \mod q$ with $x \in Z_q^n$.

Trapdoors. For all $v \in Z_q^n$, $A_{\gamma_0}^{-1}(v)$ is the random variable with discrete gaussian distribution $D_{Z_q^m, \gamma_0}$ conditioned on $A \cdot A_{\gamma_0}^{-1}(v) = v \mod q$. A $\gamma_0$-trapdoor for $A$ allows a procedure that can sample from $A_{\gamma_0}^{-1}(v)$ in time $\text{poly}(n, m, \log q)$ for any $v \in Z_q^n$. By overloading notation we denote a $\gamma_0$-trapdoor for $A$ by $A_{\gamma_0}^{-1}$.

Lemma 4 (Trapdoor generation [Ajt96; MP12]). There exists an efficient procedure, that we call TrapGen($1^n, 1^m, q$), with an efficiently computable value $m_0 = O(n \log q)$ such that
for all $m \geq m_0$ outputs a pair $(A, A^{-1}_0)$, where $A \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times m}$ is at negligible distance from uniform and $A^{-1}_0$ is a $\gamma_0$-trapdoor for $A$ with $\gamma_0 = O(\sqrt{n \log q \log n})$.

We describe now the gadget-based trapdoor introduced in [MP12] in the ring $\mathbb{Z}_q[x]/(x^n + 1)$, that we use in some of our constructions in order to be more efficient.

**Gadget-based trapdoor.** In [MP12] trapdoors, the matrix $a \in \mathbb{R}_q^m$ is constructed by picking a first part uniformly at random, and a second part almost uniformly at random by including a gadget structure, to help the search of a solution for a Ring-SIS problem. The trapdoor construction then uses a gadget vector $g = (1, 2, 4, \ldots, 2^{k-1})^T \in \mathbb{R}_q^k$, with $k = \lceil \log_2 q \rceil$ for which the inversion of the function $f_g(z) = g^T z \in R_q$ is easy to compute.

**Construction.** The construction of the gadget-based trapdoor takes as input the modulus $q$, the Gaussian parameter $\tau$, an optional $a' \in \mathbb{R}_q^{m-k}$ and $h \in \mathbb{R}_q$. If no $a'$ is given it is chosen uniformly in $\mathbb{R}_q^{m-k}$ and if no $h$ is given, $h = 1$. The construction outputs a matrix $a = (a^T \| h g - a^T T)^T$ with $T \in \mathbb{R}^{(m-k) \times k}$ its trapdoor associated to the tag $h$, generated as a Gaussian of parameter $\tau$.

**Preimage sampling.** The preimage sampling, given $a \in \mathbb{R}_q^m$, is the computation of a short vector solution $v \in \mathbb{R}^m$ of a Ring-SIS problem $f_a(v) = \sum_{i=1}^m a_i v_i \equiv 0 \mod q$, available only thanks to a trapdoor $T \in \mathbb{R}_q^{(m-k) \times k}$ for $a$. The construction of [MP12] enables the following algorithm PreSample$(T, x, \pi, \zeta)$ for the preimage sampling $x \in \mathbb{R}^m$, with width parameter $\zeta$, of $f_a(v) = x$:

1. Find $z \leftarrow D_{R, n}^k$, satisfying $f_g(z) = h^{-1}(x - a^T p)$, with $p \in \mathbb{R}_q^m$ a perturbation vector with covariance matrix $\Sigma_p = \zeta^2 I_m - \alpha^2 (I_k^T T)(T^T I_k)$.

2. Compute $v = p + (I_k^T T)z$ with covariance matrix $\Sigma_v = \Sigma_p + \alpha^2 (I_k^T T)(T^T I_k)$, satisfying $a^T v = a^T p + a^T (I_k^T T)z = a^T p + h g^T z = a^T p + h h^{-1}(x - a^T p) = x$.

**GPV signature scheme.** This type of trapdoor is used to build digital signature schemes, we describe above the construction of Gentry et al. [GPV08].

The KeyGen algorithm generates a pair $(A, A^{-1}_0)$ thanks to the above trapdoor generation algorithm. It outputs $(sk = A^{-1}_0, pk = A)$ as the secret/public key pair and selects a hash function $H: \{0, 1\}^* \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}_q^n$ modeled as a random oracle.
Sign\((sk, M)\)

1. If it exists \((M, \sigma_M)\) in a local storage, outputs \((M, \sigma_M)\).
2. Else \(\sigma_M \leftarrow \text{PreSample}(A_{\gamma_0}^{-1}, H(M), \gamma)\) for \(\gamma \geq \gamma_0\) and outputs \(\sigma_M\).

Verify\((pk, M, \sigma_M)\)

1. If \(A \cdot \sigma_M = H(M) \mod q\) and \(0 < \|\sigma_M\| \leq \gamma \sqrt{m}\), outputs 1.
2. Else outputs 0.

The above scheme is proven to be EUF-CMA secure under the hardness of the SIS problem.

We describe now some additional tools on the trapdoors, allowing to delegate the trapdoors.

**Lemma 5** (Trapdoor extension [ABB10; MP12]). Let \(M \in \mathbb{Z}^{n \times m}_q\) be a matrix with trapdoor \(M_{\gamma}^{-1}\) and \(N \in \mathbb{Z}^{n \times p}_q\) a matrix such that \(M = NS \mod q\) where \(S \in \mathbb{Z}^{p \times m}_q\) with \(s_1(S)\) its largest singular value. Then we can use \((M_{\gamma}^{-1}, S)\) to sample from \(N_{\gamma'}^{-1}\) for any \(\gamma' \geq \gamma \cdot s_1(S)\).

**Lemma 6** ([Cas+10, Lemma 3.2]). There is a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm \(\text{ExtBasis}\) with the following properties: given an arbitrary \(A \in \mathbb{Z}^{n \times m}_q\) whose columns generate the entire group \(\mathbb{Z}_q^n\), an arbitrary basis \(S \in \mathbb{Z}^{m \times m}\) of \(\Lambda^\perp(A)\), and an arbitrary \(\bar{A} \in \mathbb{Z}^{n \times \bar{m}}_q\), \(\text{ExtBasis}(S, A' = A \| \bar{A})\) outputs a basis \(S'\) of \(\Lambda^\perp(A') \subseteq \mathbb{Z}^{m + \bar{m}}\) such that \(\|S'\| = \|S\|\). Moreover the same holds even for any permutation of the columns of \(A'\).

There exists a function \(\text{RandBasis}\) developed by [Cas+10], which verifies the following lemma:

**Lemma 7** ([Cas+10, Lemma 3.3]). Let \(S\) be a basis of a \(m\)-dimensional integer lattice \(\Lambda\) and a parameter \(s \geq \|\tilde{S}\| \cdot \omega(\sqrt{\log n})\). The algorithm \(\text{RandBasis}(S, s)\) outputs a new basis \(S'\) of \(\Lambda\) such that, with overwhelming probability, \(S'\) verifies \(\|S'\| \leq s \cdot \sqrt{m}\). Moreover, for any two basis \(S_0, S_1\) of the same lattice and any \(s \geq \max\{\|\tilde{S}_0\|, \|\tilde{S}_1\|\} \cdot \omega(\sqrt{\log n})\), the outputs of \(\text{RandBasis}(S_0, s)\) and \(\text{RandBasis}(S_1, s)\) are within \(\text{negl}(n)\) statistical distance.

We further need an important property of lattice trapdoors ([ABB10],[MP12]):
Lemma 8. For $A \in \mathbb{Z}^{n \times p}$ and $R \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{p \times m}$ with $m = n \lceil \log q \rceil$, one can compute $[A||AR + G]^{-1}$ for $\gamma = O(\sqrt{mp\|R\|_\infty})$.

3.3.4 Hash function and Forking Lemma

We make use of the hash function construction developed in [LM06]. Let $R_q$ be a ring and $m \geq 1$ a positive integer. The hash function $h_a: R_m^q \to R_q$ for $a \in R_m^q$ is defined as:

$$h_a(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} a_i x_i.$$ 

This hash function family will be denoted $H(R_q, m)$. We define the collision problem associated as follows.

Definition 12 (inspired by [Rüc10, definition 2.1]). Let $D \subset R$, the collision problem $Col(H(R_q, m), D)$ asks to find a distinct pair $(x, x') \in D^m \times D^m$ such that $h(x) = h(x')$ for $h \leftarrow H(R_q, m)$.

Lemma 9 ([BN06, Lemma 1]). Fix an integer $q \geq 1$ and a set $H$ of size $h \geq 2$. Let $A$ be a randomized algorithm that on input $x, h_1, \ldots, h_q$ returns a pair, the first element of which is an integer in the range $0, \ldots, q$ and the second element of which we refer to as a side output. Let $\mathcal{IG}$ be a randomized algorithm that we call the input generator. The accepting probability of $A$, denoted $\text{acc}$, is defined as the probability that $J \geq 1$ in the experiment:

$$x \leftarrow \mathcal{IG}; h_1, \ldots, h_q \leftarrow H; (J, \sigma) \leftarrow A(x, h_1, \ldots, h_q).$$

The forking algorithm $\mathcal{F}_A$ is the randomized algorithm that takes input $x$ proceeds as follows:

Algorithm $\mathcal{F}_A(x)$

Pick coins $\rho$ for $A$ at random

$h_1, \ldots, h_q \leftarrow H$

$(I, \sigma) \leftarrow A(x, h_1, \ldots, h_q; \rho)$

If $I = 0$ then returns $(0, \epsilon, \epsilon)$

$h'_I, \ldots, h'_q \leftarrow H$

$(I', \sigma') \leftarrow A(x, h_1, \ldots, h_I-1, h'_I, \ldots, h_q; \rho)$

If $(I = I' \text{ and } h_I \neq h'_I)$ then return $(1, \sigma, \sigma')$

Else return $(0, \epsilon, \epsilon)$.

Let $\text{frk} = \Pr[b = 1; x \leftarrow \mathcal{IG}; (b, \sigma, \sigma') \leftarrow \mathcal{F}_A(x)]$. Then: $\text{frk} \geq \text{acc} \cdot (\frac{\text{acc}}{q} - \frac{1}{h})$. Alternatively, $\text{acc} \leq \frac{q}{h} + \sqrt{q\cdot\text{frk}}$. 
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3.3.5 Secret Key Encryption (SKE) from LWE.

We present now the secret key encryption scheme from LWE defined by [KY19]. The SKE scheme described below is IND-CPA secure and has a decryption circuit with \(O(\log \lambda)\)-depth. We need IND-CCA security which can be achieved from IND-CPA security and message authentication codes (MAC) scheme by a generic construction as explained in [KY19].

The SKE scheme below is a secret key variant of the Regev’s scheme [Reg05]. The parameters of the scheme are the following: \(\lambda\) is the security parameter, \(l\) is the dimension of the message space \(M = \{0, 1\}^l\), \(n = \text{poly}(\lambda)\), \(q\) is a prime polynomially bounded with \(q \geq 24n + 2\) and \(m = \lambda + n\lceil\log q\rceil\).

\[
\text{SKE.Setup}(1^\lambda) \quad \text{Set the dimensions } n \text{ and } m \text{ of the matrix and the modulus } q. \text{ Outputs } pp = (n, m, q).
\]

\[
\text{SKE.Gen}(pp) \quad \text{Sample two matrices } S_0 \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times m} \text{ and } S_1 \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times l}. \text{ Output the secret key } K = (S_0, S_1)
\]

\[
\text{SKE.Enc}(K, M) \quad \text{Parse } K \text{ as } (S_0, S_1). \text{ Sample } a \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q^n \setminus \{0\}, x_0 \leftarrow \mathcal{D}_{2\lambda, 3\sqrt{\pi}}^m \text{ and } x_1 \leftarrow \mathcal{D}_{2\lambda, 3\sqrt{\pi}}^l. \text{ Compute } c_0^\top := a^\top S_0 + x_0^\top \quad c_1^\top := a^\top S_1 + x_1^\top + \lceil q/2 \rceil \cdot M, \text{ where } M \in \{0, 1\}^l \text{ is considered as a row vector. Finally, output the ciphertext } ct := (a, c_0, c_1).
\]

\[
\text{SKE.Dec}(K, ct) \quad \text{Parse ciphertext as } ct = (a, c_0, c_1) \text{ and check its validity.}\n\]

Compute \(v_0^\top := c_0^\top - a^\top S_0 \) and \(v_1^\top := c_1^\top - a^\top S_1\). If \(v_0 \notin [-3n, 3n]^m\), output \text{Invalid}. Otherwise, recover \(M_i \in \{0, 1\}^l\) for \(i \in [l]\) as follows: if the \(i\)-th coefficient of \(v_1\) is in \([-3n, 3n]\) then \(M_i = 0\), otherwise, \(M_i = 1\).

\textbf{Correctness.} This follows since we have \(\|x_0\|_\infty, \|x_1\|_\infty \leq 3n\) with probability 1 and \(q \geq 24n + 2\).

3.3.6 One-Time Signature (OTS) scheme.

A one-time signature scheme is defined by the following algorithms:

\[
\text{OTS.KeyGen}(1^\lambda) \quad \text{is a randomized algorithm taking as input a security parameter } 1^\lambda \text{ and outputs a verification key } ovk \text{ and a signing key } osk.
\]

\[
\text{OTS.Sign}(osk, M) \quad \text{takes as input a secret key } osk \text{ and a message } M \text{ and outputs a signature } \sigma.
\]
OTS.\texttt{Verify}(ovk, σ, M) takes as input a verification public key ovk, a message M and a signature σ and outputs Valid or Invalid.

**Correctness.** For all \( \lambda \), \((ovk, osk) \in OTS.\texttt{KeyGen}(1^\lambda)\), M in the message space and \( \sigma \in OTS.\texttt{Sign}(osk, M)\), OTS.\texttt{Verify}(ovk, σ, M) = Valid holds.

The security notion required for OTS scheme is the classical *strong unforgeability* with the difference that the adversary is allowed to make a single signing query instead of polynomially many. We define it using a game model between a challenger and an attacker \( \mathcal{A} \) to define this security notion.

**Setup:** At the beginning of the game, the challenger runs OTS.\texttt{KeyGen}(1^\lambda) \rightarrow (ovk, osk) and gives \( 1^\lambda \) and ovk to \( \mathcal{A} \).

**Signing Query:** During the game \( \mathcal{A} \) can perform a single signing query. When receiving M, the challenger runs OTS.\texttt{Sign}(osk, M) \rightarrow \sigma and returns \((M, \sigma)\) to \( \mathcal{A} \).

**Forgery:** Eventually \( \mathcal{A} \) outputs \((M^*, \sigma^*)\) as a forgery. Then \( \mathcal{A} \) wins the game if

\[
\text{OTS.\texttt{Verify}}(ovk, \sigma^*, M^*) = \text{Valid} \quad \text{and} \quad \text{not}\ (M, \sigma) = (M^*, \sigma^*)
\]

We then define the advantage of the attacker \( \mathcal{A} \) as the probability that \( \mathcal{A} \) wins the above game.

We say that an OTS scheme is strongly unforgeable, if for all PPT adversary, the advantage in the above game is negligible.
We present in this chapter a forward-secure lattice-based group signature which is secure in the standard model, and has a size of signature constant in the number of group members. Our construction follows an intensive line of research on the subject of lattice-based group signatures started in 2010 by Gordon et al. [GKV10]. The former construction and most of the existing schemes are restrained by the lack of efficiency of lattice-based zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge at that time, since the efficiency of the generic framework [BMW03] mainly relies on such constructions. This chapter is based on the following publication:


We begin by giving the definition of a group signature and what security properties, a group signature must or can fulfill. Next, we give a short summary of the history of group signatures with a focus on the lattice-based constructions. We then present in detail, two recent constructions that we use to build our scheme: the group signature of [KY19] and the attribute-based signature of [Tsa17], that are both secure in the standard model. We develop as well the transformation of [Lin+19] that we apply on these schemes to get the property of forward security that we are looking for. We end the chapter with the description of our group signature, by presenting the different algorithms that compose the construction and we finally prove the security of our scheme.
4.1 Definitions and constructions

Group signatures were introduced as a new type of signatures by Chaum and van Heyst [CH91] in 1991 with the aim to rise in a context of privacy preserving cryptography. Indeed, they allow dedicated members of a group to sign messages while the identity of the signer remains hidden from the point of view of the verifier (anonymity). The latter can only ensure that a member, who belongs to a given group, has signed the message. Nevertheless, if necessary, the signature can be opened by an entity called group manager who holds some secret information and has the ability to reveal the identity of the signer (traceability). These features make group signatures very useful for real life applications including e-commerce systems, anonymous online communications and trusted hardware attestations.

4.1.1 Generic definition and basic properties

Considering a group of persons, a group signature verifies the following properties:

1. Only the members of the group can sign a message on behalf of this given group,
2. Anyone can check that someone who produced a signature actually belongs to the group,
3. In case of dispute, a manager can open a signature and reveal the identity of the group member who has generated it.

Concretely, to prove its membership, it means that every group member holds a certificate (which can take the form of a secret key, or a signature for example). The difficulty then, is to anonymously prove that he owns such a certificate in a way that, in case of dispute, an authority manages to open the signature and recovers the identity of the group member who generated it.

Following the former paper of [CH91], a lot of constructions were proposed, for example [Cam97; Pet97; AT99; Ate+00; BBS04], relying on classical assumptions such as the factorization problem or the discrete logarithm one. Regarding the security properties asked by such a primitive, for a long time there was no formal definition of security for group signatures. Besides of the anonymity and traceability properties introduced with the former paper of Chaum and van Heyst, some additional properties were defined such as:
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— Unlinkability: no one, but the opening manager, can tell that two group signatures have been generated by the same group signer.

— Unforgeability: without the knowledge of a secret key, it is not possible to generate a valid group signature.

— Collusion resistance: it is not possible for any subset of group members colluding together, to output a valid signature that do not open on the identity of one member of the collusion.

— Exculpability: any group member (even the group manager) cannot produce a group signature that opens on the identity of another group member.

All these properties have been introduced in the subsequent papers, but without formal definitions and discussions on how they interact from each other.

In 2003, Bellare, Micciancio and Warinschi [BMW03] formalized the security requirements we can expect from a group signature scheme. More particularly, they gathered the properties mentioned previously into (full-)anonymity and (full-)traceability security, which encompassed every other security properties introduced in previous papers. Moreover, as in classical digital signature, the property of correctness is required. It demands that a group signature that has been genuinely generated, passes the verification test with, at least, an overwhelming probability.

Concerning the constructions, even if there exists several possible frameworks to build a group signature, one has known a lot of success and is at the starting point of the most efficient constructions. It is known as the “sign - then encrypt - then prove ”framework, which has been developed by Bellare et al. [BMW03], who were inspired from previous works (e.g [Ate+00]). They based their constructions on the idea to give a certificate of membership to every group member, allowing them to prove their ownership in an anonymous way. This type of construction needs several building blocks, the first one is a public key encryption scheme that is IND-CCA secure, the second one is an adaptive simulation-sound NIZK proof for NP, finally the last primitive that is needed is a digital signature scheme secure against chosen-message attacks.

Combining all these primitives, the idea of the construction of the group signature is the following:

— In order to join the group, a member generates its own secret/public key pair and authenticates it to the group manager.

— Then the signer encrypts its certificate, composed of the key pair that has been
authenticated by the group manager, together with its identity and the message, finally it generates a zero-knowledge proof that all these elements are valid and well-formed.

— To check the validity of the group signature, a verifier just needs to verify that the zero-knowledge proofs are correct and include the elements claimed by the signer.

— In case of dispute, the opening manager, who owns the secret key of the encryption scheme, can open any signature to retrieve the identity of the group member that has output a given signature.

Group signatures, as defined above, are sometimes too limited for real use cases, and some additional features can be brought on top of this classical definition. For example, without any other mention, a group signature scheme is considered static. It means that once the secret key of each member is generated and given to its corresponding group member, no one can leave or join the group. In some scenarios this property narrows the use case in which we want to use the group signature. To soften this limitation, we can add some dynamic flavor. The most permissive is the fully dynamic property, giving the ability to any group member to join or leave the group at any moment, but there is also some schemes with mitigated dynamic properties, allowing member only to leave or join the group (partial dynamicity), sometimes using tools (such as verifier-local revocation).

Besides the dynamic problematic, another nice property which interests us, is the forward security. Coming back to the static group signatures, consider the case where a secret key of a group member leaks, then all the previous group signatures have to be invalidated and the whole group has to be generated again. To circumvent such a disaster, we can split the time into periods. Given all the time periods, we can then imagine a mechanism where all the secret keys of the group member are updated at the end of each time period. By this mean, if a secret key is stolen, we just have to discard this specific secret key for the current and next periods, instead of canceling everything.

Coming back to the group signatures on classical assumptions, we denote that the most effective group signatures to date, are those built on pairings, coming from the work of [BBS04; CL04] to most recent ones [Cam+20; CS18]. This efficiency is even more critical concerning the schemes that are built on lattices, since the NIZK proofs efficiency is really not closed compared to those on pairings. This problem induced a lot of research works for having an efficient, or equipped with nice properties, group signature on lattices.
4.1.2 Classical constructions and history of lattice-based group signatures

Group signatures have been the witnesses of an heavy history on lattices. From 2010 until today, at least 15 group signature schemes were born, with the question of finding an efficient lattice-based group signature still being an open question. In fact the NIZK proofs must be suitable with the others cryptographic primitives such as the encryption or signature schemes. This problematic, that is important on lattices, made the subject of obtaining an attractive post-quantum group signature on lattices, a challenging and interesting problem to solve.

For a long time the problem of inefficiency of the lattice-based group signature concerned the size of the output signature and/or public key. This is why, we make the convention that when we talk about linear size or logarithmic size, we mean size depending on the number of group members.

Coming back to 2010, Gordon et al. [Gol+10] proposed the first construction of a lattice-based group signature. Their construction encounters several limitations, such as a signature size and public key size that are linear. This scheme was quickly followed by a scheme from Camenisch et al. in 2012 who succeeds to lower the public key size from linear to logarithmic, but remains with a signature size which is linear. Both of these schemes used non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of [MV03] which limits the signature size to linear.

The first scheme that enjoys a logarithmic size both in the public key size and in the signature size was designed by Laguillaumie et al. [Lag+13] and relies on a new non-interactive zero-knowledge proof obtained by transforming the identification scheme of [Lyu08] into a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof using the Fiat-Shamir transformation [FS86]. Following this work, a lot of constructions in the logarithmic size [NZZ15] were designed, achieving verifier-local revocation property [Lan+14], using non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs à la Stern [Lin+13] to build their scheme [LNW15], using accumulators [BM93] to get static group signature [Lib+16b] and fully dynamic group signature [Lin+17], benefiting partial dynamicity [Lib+16a] or the property of message dependent opening [LMN16]. Finally in 2018, Ling et al. [San+18] developed the first lattice-based group signature with a signature size and a public key size independent of the number of member.

In complement of all these works, at Eurocrypt 2019, Katsumata and Yamada [KY19]
designed a lattice-based group signature departing from the usual paradigm of [BMW03]
by replacing the usual non-interactive zero-knowledge proof by an attribute-based signa-
ture, trying by this mean to get rid of the limitations imposed by the problem of NIZK
proofs on lattices. It is on this new model that we base our work and try to improve and
add some properties to their construction. We first explain in the next part what tools
are needed for this new model, then we develop the framework in detail before presenting
our own work.

4.1.3 Some useful tools for standard model construction

Since the framework of Katsumata and Yamada [KY19] does not make any use of
non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs, it has to replace them with other primitives. But
first, we need to introduce several tools that are needed in their construction.

The first of these tools is a hash function family, called admissible hash functions.
These hash functions are useful in scenarios in which we want to split the message space
into two subsets, a controlled subset and a challenge subset. Concretely in simulation-
based proofs, the simulator can then answer to queries asked by the attacker with the
first subset, while the second subset is expected to contain the attacker output, in order
for the simulator to complete the proof by solving a hard problem.

Admissible hash functions. Intuitively, \( \text{WldCmp} \) is a string comparison function with
wildcards which takes as input three strings \( y, z, w \) and compares \( z \) and \( w \) only at those
points where \( y_i = 1 \).

**Definition 13 ([KY19, definition 1]).** Let \( \ell := \ell(\lambda) \) and \( \ell' := \ell'(\lambda) \) be some polynomials.
We define the function \( \text{WldCmp} : \{0, 1\}^\ell \times \{0, 1\}^\ell \times \{0, 1\}^\ell \to \{0, 1\} \) as

\[
\text{WldCmp}(y, z, w) = 0 \iff \forall i \in [\ell], ((y_i = 0) \lor (z_i = w_i)),
\]

where \( y_i, z_i \) and \( w_i \) denote the \( i \)-th bit of \( y, z \) and \( w \) respectively. Let \( \{H_\lambda : \{0, 1\}^{\ell(\lambda)} \to \{0, 1\}^{\ell(\lambda)}\}_{\lambda \in \mathbb{N}} \) be a family of admissible hash functions if there exists an efficient algo-
ardm Smp that takes as input \( 1^\lambda \) and \( Q \in \mathbb{N} \) and outputs \( (y, z) \in \{0, 1\}^\ell \times \{0, 1\}^\ell \)
such that for every polynomial \( Q(\lambda) \) and all \( X^*, X^{(1)}, \ldots, X^{(Q)} \in \{0, 1\}^{\ell(\lambda)} \) with \( X^* \notin \{X^{(1)}, \ldots, X^{(Q)}\} \), we have:

\[
\Pr_{(y, z)} [\text{WldCmp}(y, z, H(X^*)) = 0 \land (\text{WldCmp}(y, z, H(X^{(j)})) = 1 \ \forall j \in [Q])] \geq \Delta_Q(\lambda),
\]
for a noticeable function $\Delta_Q(\lambda)$, where the probability above is taken over the choice of $(y, z) \xleftarrow{\$} \text{AdmSmp}(1^\lambda, Q)$.

Besides of the above hash function family, the framework of [KY19] makes also use of evaluation functions.

**Evaluation functions.** In order to generate or check the validity of a signature, we need to execute some evaluation of a function with a set of lattices as input. The output of this evaluation is 1 if the function evaluated on an attribute $x$ is not valid and 0 if the evaluation is correct. We use the notations and definition of the evaluation functions developed by Tsabary [Tsa17]. Moreover we denote $[x_1G|\cdots|x_\ell G]$ by $x \otimes G$ with $x = (x_1, \cdots, x_\ell) \in \{0, 1\}^\ell$.

**Theorem 2** ([Tsa17, Theorem 2.7]). There exist efficient deterministic algorithms $\text{EvalF}$ and $\text{EvalFX}$ such that for all $n, q, \ell \in \mathbb{N}$, $m = n[\log q]$, and for any sequence of matrices $\overrightarrow{A} = (A_1, \cdots, A_\ell) \in (\mathbb{Z}_{q}^{n \times m})^\ell$, for any depth $d$ boolean circuit $f : \{0, 1\}^\ell \rightarrow \{0, 1\}$ and for every $x = (x_1, \cdots, x_\ell) \in \{0, 1\}^\ell$, the outputs $H_f = \text{EvalF}(f, \overrightarrow{A})$, and $H_{f,x} = \text{EvalFX}(f, x, \overrightarrow{A})$ are in $\mathbb{Z}^{(\ell m) \times m}$ and it holds that $\|H_f\|_\infty, \|H_{f,x}\|_\infty \leq (2m)^d$ and $(\overrightarrow{A} - x \otimes G) \cdot H_{f,x} = \overrightarrow{A} \cdot H_f - f(x)G \mod q$.

4.1.4 Group signature in the standard model, attribute-based signature and forward secure framework

We now describe three existing constructions, that are the building blocks of our scheme: the group signature scheme of [KY19], the ABS proposed by Tsabary [Tsa17], and finally, the forward-secure mechanism of the group signature construction of [Lin+19].

**Group Signature Scheme without NIZK.** The starting point of our work is the recent lattice-based group signature scheme without NIZK in the standard model [KY19]. As stated previously, prior to the construction of [KY19], all works on group signatures on lattices were relying on the Sign-Encrypt-Prove framework defined by Bellare, Micciancio and Warinschi [BMW03]. In this framework, to sign a message $M$, a user encrypts both his certificate received from the group manager and a digital signature on $M$. Finally, he proves in a non-interactive zero-knowledge way that every element is well formed. Until recently (2019), constructing NIZK from lattices for any NP language was a long-standing open problem and by that time Katsumata and Yamada [KY19] proposed a
group signature scheme that by-passed the utilization of NIZK by replacing it with indexed attribute-based signature scheme (ABS). Their idea is based on the fact that for group signatures the needed NIZK is in the common reference string (CRS) model and, in the context of group signatures, it resembles to designated-prover NIZK (DP-NIZK) where there is a proving key $k_P$ that needs to be kept secret (and thus is not known to the verifier, assuring zero-knowledge) and a verification key $k_V$ which is public. Anyway, simply replacing NIZK in the CRS model with DP-NIZK is not enough since it trivially breaks anonymity. The breakthrough idea of Katsumata and Yamada was to view ABS as DP-NIZK. In attribute-based signatures, a signer with an attribute $x$ is provided a secret key $sk_x$ from the authority and can anonymously sign a message associated with a policy $C$ using his secret key, if and only if, his attribute satisfies the policy $C$. In particular, the signature hides the attribute (anonymity) and users can not collude to pull their attributes together if none of the attributes satisfies the policy associated to the message (unforgeability). Now, an ABS can be seen as a DP-NIZK by the following association: the attribute $x$ is seen as a witness $w$ and the ABS signing key $sk_x$ can be set as the proving key $k_P$ of the DP-NIZK. Thus proving that $w$ is a valid witness to a statement $s$ i.e. $(s, w) \in R$ for the NP relation $R$ resorts to, firstly prepare a circuit $C_s(w) = R(s, w)$ that has the statement $s$ hard-wired into it, secondly sign a message associated with the policy $C_s$ using the proving key $k_P = sk_x$ and finally output the signature as the NIZK proof $\pi$. Anonymity and unforgeability of the ABS assure the zero-knowledge property and soundness respectively.

Having shown a way of substituting the NIZK with ABS, it remains to indicate how to use ABS to construct group signature. We briefly explain, in the following, the general framework from [KY19]. The group manager issues for user $i$ a key $K_i$ of a secret key encryption (SKE) scheme and an ABS signing key $sk_{i||K_i}$ where $i||K_i$ is seen as an attribute. To sign a message $M$, the group member $i$ encrypts his identity under $K_i$ obtaining $ct_i = \text{SKE.Enc}(K_i, i)$ and creates an attribute-based signature for some policy $C_{ct_i}$ which serves as a NIZK proof of the fact that $ct_i$ encrypts the identity. The circuit $C_{ct_i}$ has the statement $ct_i$ hardwired such that $C_{ct_i}(i||K_i) := (i = \text{SKE.Dec}(K_i, ct_i))$. The traceability property of the group signature holds from unforgeability of ABS and anonymity holds from anonymity of the ABS and semantic security of the SKE.

As for the instantiation of the ABS from lattices, [KY19] gives two possible solutions: the first one uses the ABS proposed by Tsabary [Tsa17] proven secure under the SIS assumption and the second one is an indexed ABS designed by them, relying also on
the SIS assumption. The need for the second construction is explained by the problems encountered when trying to plug the first construction into a group signature. Tsabary’s scheme achieves selective unforgeability which is not enough for the security purposes of group signatures. Adaptiveness is the required property and can be easily achieved via complexity leveraging with the drawback that this approach requires a subexponential security loss. The two different ABS constructions give two different group signature schemes with the following properties:

(i) Tsabary’s ABS gives rise to a group signature scheme with public key and signature size constant (independent) in the number of users and whose security relies on the hardness of LWE with polynomial approximation factor and subexponential hardness of SIS with polynomial approximation factor.

(ii) The second ABS gives rise to a group signature scheme with public key and signature size linear in the number of users whose security relies on the hardness of LWE and SIS with polynomial approximation factors.

Attributed Based Signature from Constrained Signature of Tsabary. The main building block of our group signature is an Attribute Based Signature scheme. In the following we briefly explain the ABS developed in Tsabary’s paper. Then we show how to extend it to forward-secure ABS and use it as a building block for our signature scheme. First of all, the construction in Tsabary’s paper is not really an attribute-based signature but rather a key-policy constrained signature or simply constrained signature. We note that the other flavour of constrained signatures, as defined in [Tsa17], called message-policy constrained signature is equivalent to attribute-based signatures. In constrained signatures, a signing key $sk_f$ is associated with a policy $f: \{0,1\}^* \rightarrow \{0,1\}$, called the constraint, and a key $sk_f$ can sign a message $x \in \{0,1\}^*$ only if the message satisfies the policy i.e. $f(x) = 0$. In attribute-based signatures each key is associated with an attribute $x \in \{0,1\}^*$ and a key $sk_x$ can sign a policy $f$ only if the attribute satisfies the policy i.e. $f(x) = 0$. A constrained signature can be easily transformed into an attribute-based signature using universal circuits (which we denote $U_x$) as briefly explained in [KY19] (but not done there), transformation that we sketch below.

The ABS scheme (as well as the original constrained signature of [Tsa17]) is built from lattice trapdoors. The verification key $vk$ consists of a uniformly sampled matrix vector $\overrightarrow{A} = [A_1|...|A_\ell] \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times (m \times \ell)}$ (with $\ell$ the input size of the circuit $C$) and a close to uniform matrix $A \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times p}$ while the master signing key $msk$ is a trapdoor for $A$ denoted
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A\textsuperscript{−1}. The signing key sk\textsubscript{x\textsubscript{i}} is associated to an user i (we prefer the simplified version of this notation even though it would be clearer to use sk\textsubscript{U\textsubscript{x\textsubscript{i}}} as notation) and to an universal circuit U\textsubscript{x\textsubscript{i}} (which has the attribute hard-wired and takes as input the policy (circuit) and a message). The secret key sk\textsubscript{x\textsubscript{i}} is a trapdoor [A\|A\textsuperscript{−x\textsubscript{i}\otimes G}]\textsuperscript{−1} where A\textsubscript{x\textsubscript{i}} = \overrightarrow{A} \cdot H\textsubscript{x\textsubscript{i}} \in \mathbb{Z}_{q}^{n \times m} is computed from \overrightarrow{A} and U\textsubscript{x\textsubscript{i}} using the function Eval\textsubscript{F}. This function, associated with a function Eval\textsubscript{FX}, allows to compute H\textsubscript{x\textsubscript{i}} = Eval\textsubscript{F}(x\textsubscript{i}, \overrightarrow{A}), and H\textsubscript{x\textsubscript{i},x} = Eval\textsubscript{FX}(x\textsubscript{i}, x, \overrightarrow{A}) both in \mathbb{Z}^{(\ell m) \times m} and of bounded norm such that (\overrightarrow{A} - x \otimes G) \cdot H\textsubscript{x\textsubscript{i},x} = \overrightarrow{A} \cdot H\textsubscript{x\textsubscript{i}} - U\textsubscript{x\textsubscript{i}}(x)G \mod q, where G is the gadget matrix. Then, the manager can easily generate the secret key sk\textsubscript{x\textsubscript{i}} using it’s own trapdoor A\textsuperscript{−1}. A valid signature for a message M, a circuit C and an attribute x\textsubscript{i} is a short vector \sigma such that [A\|A\textsuperscript{−x\textsubscript{i}\otimes G}] \cdot \sigma = 0 \mod q. We note that for every tuple (C,M,x\textsubscript{i}), a trapdoor [A\|A\textsuperscript{−x\textsubscript{i}\otimes G}]\textsuperscript{−1} can be derived from [A\|A\textsuperscript{−U\textsubscript{x\textsubscript{i}}(C,M)G}]\textsuperscript{−1} when U\textsubscript{x\textsubscript{i}}(C,M) = C(x\textsubscript{i}) = 0.

We remark that, at this stage, the unforgeability of the ABS can easily be broken, as explained in [KY19] because the message is not bounded to the signature (both signature and verification just ignore the message) and a valid signature for a pair of policy and message (C,M) is also valid for (C,M\textsuperscript{′}) for M \neq M\textsuperscript{′}. Therefore, in the security game, we can not allow signature queries and following the idea of [KY19], we use the fact that a scheme that is unforgeable only when the adversary can not make signature queries can be generically transformed into a scheme that is unforgeable even when the adversary is allowed to make signature queries. In short, the idea in [KY19] is to answer the signing queries using the secret key of a dummy user which does not exist in the real system. We will need to partition the set of all possible message-policy pairs into a challenge set and a controlled set (using admissible hash functions) with the hope that the adversary asks queries that fall into the controlled set to which the challenger can answer with the help of the dummy key. We also hope that the attacker outputs a forgery in the challenge set to allow the simulator to solve a hard problem.

Forward Secure Group Signature of [Lin+19]. Recall that to achieve forward-secure group signature, one needs a one-way key evolving mechanism for deriving secret keys for every period of time. Let us now briefly explain this mechanism following the idea of [Lin+19]. Let T = 2\textsuperscript{d} be the total number of time periods, the time periods are represented in a binary tree, where each time period is a leaf of the tree. Each user secret key for a time period t is then associated with a sub-tree of depth d which uniquely defines the time period t. Let z be a binary string (corresponding to a time period) of
lenth $d_z$. The set $\text{Nodes}_{(t-1,T-1)}$ contains nodes for which bases (trapdoors) are derived at a current period of time $t$ and which allow to compute subsequent keys in the key update algorithm using the bonsai tree technique [Cas+10]. Each user will have associated a matrix corresponding to period time $z \in \text{Nodes}_{(t-1,T-1)}$: $A_{x_i,z} = [A\|A_x\|T_1^{[1]}\|\cdots\|T_d^{[d_z]}]$ where the last $d_z$ matrices corresponding to the bits of $d_z$ are public. Therefore, the group signing key of user $i$ at time $t$ is $\{S_{i\|z}, z \in \text{Nodes}_{(t-1,T-1)}\}$ which satisfies $A_{x_i,z} \cdot S_{i\|z} = 0 \mod q$. The user is then able to compute all possible $S_{i\|t}$ by employing $S_{i\|z}$ if $z$ is an ancestor of $t$ where $t$ is the binary representation of a period of time. The basis delegation technique allows users to compute trapdoor matrices for all the descendent nodes in the set $\text{Nodes}_{(t-1,T-1)}$ and therefore to compute all the subsequent signing keys.

We now have introduced all the building blocks that we use to construct our group signature scheme.

### 4.2 Our scheme

In this section we describe our main contribution: a forward secure group signature from lattices without NIZK secure in the standard model having public key and signature size independent of the number of users for which we managed to prove forward-secure traceability and CCA-selfless anonymity. At a high level, we start from the constrained signature of Tsabary, we transform it into an ABS (according to [KY19] suggestion) as previously explained, we equip it with forward-security (following the mechanism of [Lin+19]), then plug it into the group signature of [KY19]. The drawback is that the security assumption on which the GS scheme relies is SIS with subexponential hardness.

Our main building block is then a forward secure Attribute Based Signature which is built using the idea from [Lin+19] having as starting point Tsabary’s constrained signature. As explained in [Lin+19], the advantage of this method is that it incurs only logarithmic dependency on $T$. Therefore our construction achieves signature size and public key size constant in $N$ and logarithmic in $T$. We note that [Lin+19] applied it directly for building forward-secure group signature (FS-GS) while we need to apply it first on our ABS to get forward-secure attribute-based signatures (FS-ABS). Indeed, in an encrypt-then-prove paradigm for group signatures, the transformation of [Lin+19] into a forward secure group signature is independent of the encryption scheme and of the NIZK scheme used to prove the membership. This is because the group secret key of a user does not appear as input in the NIZK proof but is embedded in a ciphertext on which the proof
is performed. Instead, the paradigm on which we build our construction uses an ABS to prove that the user belongs to the group, and the ABS secret key is a direct component of the group secret key of a user. This means that if we want to update the group secret key of a user, we need to update the ABS secret key as well.

From this observation and the fact that the ABS built by Tsabary [Tsa17] is based on lattice trapdoors which fit perfectly with bonsai trees, we can then adapt the forward security mechanism of [Lin+19] to the ABS derived from [Tsa17], and use the resulting ABS to get forward-secure group signature scheme. We note that if we try to apply the same technique for the second ABS from [KY19] (also built from lattice trapdoors) we can not get forward-security. The problem is that the design of ABS forces us to keep the initial secret key derived by the master authority for every user in order to be able to compute all the other subsequent keys for the following periods of time. This means that an adversary who gains access to a secret key for a certain period of time, would be able to compute the secret keys for all periods of time (including previous ones).

The main difficulty encountered when trying to add forward security to the ABS derived from [Tsa17] is then the way to deal with the trapdoors for each of the time periods. This includes the trapdoors considered in the ABS construction as well as in the simulation. Moreover this modification induces a new time parameter $T$, that has to be handled in the unforgeability proof. Indeed, the construction of [Tsa17] has been designed to only consider a fixed matrix $A$ and a vector of matrices $\overrightarrow{A}$ linked to the attribute to generate and verify signatures. But now we add $\log T$ additional matrices in order to integrate the time parameter, in a similar way to [Lin+19]. This transformation implies that the secret keys have to be modified according to the time period considered. It means that a trapdoor update mechanism needs to be built from the trapdoor construction of Tsabary, using tools introduced in the bonsai tree mechanism [Cas+10], and the time component has to be dealt with in the different queries from the simulation-based proof.

Finally, as we apply forward-secure property to an attribute-based construction in our case, we also have to handle an additional component which is the attribute. A naive adaptation from the transformation of [Lin+19] (on a group signature) to our construction (an attribute based signature) would not be secure. Indeed, we have to deal with two types of trapdoor: the trapdoor inherent to the ABS construction derived from [Tsa17], and the trapdoors given by the matrices linked to the time parameter. In the security proof of the ABS scheme, we need to simulate these two types of trapdoors according to each other, and according to the time period considered, in order to be able to answer all the queries
of an attacker. At the same time, we expect all these trapdoors to vanish when the forgery of the attacker is outputted, in order to be able to conclude the simulation and then to argue about the security reduction getting a solution to a hard problem.

### 4.2.1 A Forward Secure Attribute-based Signature on lattices

As already explained above, we equip the ABS scheme in the general construction of [KY19], which is the main component of their framework, with a forward-secure indexed ABS. We start by giving the definition and the security requirements of a forward-secure indexed attribute based signature. We note that the ABS scheme supports multiple users since it is designed as a building block for group signature scheme.

The starting point of our scheme is the constrained signature of [Tsa17]. We first adapt it into an indexed attribute-based signature, by including an index \( i \) into the attribute \( x \), following the idea of [KY19]. Moreover we extend this construction to a forward-secure attribute-based signature scheme, by applying a transformation similar to [Lin+19]. The idea of this transformation is that we consider a pair of matrices \( T_j^b, b \in \{0, 1\} \) for every bit \( j \) of the time period \( t \) considered. Then by concatenating these matrices \( T_j^b \) to the public key of [Tsa17], we can include a time period \( t \) into the verification key and the signatures. The technical difficulty that arises when using this transformation into the Tsabary’s construction is simulating the secret keys for each period of time and for each user, without possessing the master secret key. This can be done by using “dummy” secret keys which vanish when the signature is made for an identity and a time period chosen selectively by the adversary at the beginning of the game, allowing the simulator to solve a hard problem (which is the SIS problem). We then get a new forward-secure attribute-based signature scheme which is independent of the number of users \( N \), and only logarithmic on the total number of periods \( T \).

**Framework and security properties.** We denote \( \{C_\lambda\}_{\lambda \in \mathbb{N}} \) the set of circuits with domain \( \{0, 1\}^{k(\lambda)} \) and range \( \{0, 1\} \). We bound the size of every circuit in \( \{C_\lambda\} \) by \( k_c = \text{poly}(\lambda) \). We also denote the space of messages as \( \{M_\lambda\}_{\lambda \in \mathbb{N}} \), for which we bound the size elements by \( k_m = \text{poly}(\lambda) \). Usually we simplify notation and just denote these spaces \( C \) and \( M \). We then define the forward-secure indexed attribute-based signature scheme for the circuit class \( C \):
**Definition 14.** A forward-secure indexed attribute-based signature (FSI-ABS) scheme consists of the following algorithms:

- **ABS. Setup**$(1^\lambda, 1^N, 1^T)$ The setup algorithm takes as input $\lambda$ the security parameter, $N$ the size of the index space and $T$ the number of time periods, given in unary form, and it outputs a master public key $mpk$ and a master secret key $msk$.

- **ABS. KeyGen**$(msk, i, x_i)$ The key generation algorithm takes as input the master secret key $msk$, an index $i \in [N]$ and the attribute $x_i \in \{0, 1\}^k$. It outputs $sk_{x_i,0}$, the initial secret key associated to $x_i$.

- **ABS. KeyUpdate**$(mpk, i, sk_{x_i,t}, t, t+1)$ The key update algorithm takes as input the master secret key $msk$, an index of an user $i$ as well as its secret key for the time $t$, $sk_{x_i,t}$. It updates this key $sk_{x_i,t}$ for the next time period $t + 1$ and outputs $sk_{x_i,t+1}$.

- **ABS. Sign**$(mpk, sk_{x_i,t}, C, M, t)$ The signing algorithm takes as input the master public key $mpk$, a secret key $sk_{x_i,t}$ for the current period of time $t$, a circuit $C \in C_\lambda$, a message $M \in M_\lambda$ and a time period $t$ and it outputs an attribute-based signature $\sigma$ if $C(x_i) = 0$.

- **ABS. Verify**$(mpk, C, M, \sigma, t)$ The verification algorithm takes as input the master public key $mpk$, the circuit $C$, the message $M$, the attribute-based signature $\sigma$ and the time period $t$. This algorithm outputs Valid if the signature $\sigma$ is valid for the time period $t$ and Invalid otherwise.

For a FSI-ABS scheme, we require correctness and two security properties: perfect-privacy and forward-secure policy-selective unforgeability. Perfect privacy captures the idea that the attribute used to sign a message must remain anonymous. The unforgeability property says that even if users collude they can not forge a signature on a message associated with a policy if none of the attributes satisfies the policy. We next develop the formal definitions of these three properties. We note that we can not achieve selective unforgeability directly, but we start from no-signing-query and apply a transformation using admissible hash functions to obtain selective unforgeability.

**Correctness.** We require that for all $\lambda, N \in \text{poly}(\lambda), T \in \mathbb{N}, t \in [T]$, $(mpk, msk) \leftarrow \text{ABS. Setup}(1^\lambda, 1^N, 1^T)$, $i \in [N]$, $x_i \in \{0, 1\}^k$, $C \in C_\lambda$ such that $C(x_i) = 0$, $M \in M_\lambda$, $sk_{x_i,0} \leftarrow \text{ABS. KeyGen}(msk, i, x_i)$, $sk_{x_i,t} \leftarrow \text{ABS. KeyUpdate}(mpk, i, sk_{x_i,t-1}, t)$, $\sigma \leftarrow \text{ABS. Sign}(mpk, sk_{x_i,t}, C, M, t)$, we have that $\text{ABS. Verify}(mpk, C, M, \sigma, t) = \text{Valid}$. 
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Perfect privacy. A FSI-ABS scheme provides **perfect privacy** if for all \( \lambda, N \in \text{poly}(\lambda), T \in \mathbb{N}, (\text{mpk}, \text{msk}) \leftarrow \text{ABS.Setup}(1^\lambda, 1^N, 1^T), x_0, x_1 \in \{0, 1\}^k, i_0, i_1 \in [N], C \in \mathcal{C}_\lambda, t \in [T], C(x_0) = C(x_1) = 0, M \in \mathcal{M}_\lambda, \text{sk}_{x_0,0} \leftarrow \text{ABS.KeyGen}(\text{msk}, i_b, x_b) \text{ and } \text{sk}_{x_1,t} \leftarrow \text{ABS.KeyUpdate}(\text{mpk}, b, \text{sk}_{x_b,t-1}, t), \) the distributions \( \text{ABS.Sign}(\text{mpk}, \text{sk}_{x_0,t}, C, M, t) \text{ and } \text{ABS.Sign}(\text{mpk}, \text{sk}_{x_1,t}, C, M, t) \) are indistinguishable.

Forward-secure policy-selective unforgeability. We define the unforgeability property for an indexed attribute-based signature scheme following the framework from [Yue+12]. We use a game model between a challenger and an attacker \( \mathcal{A} \) to define this security notion.

**Setup:** At the beginning of the game, the adversary \( \mathcal{A} \) is given \( 1^\lambda, 1^N, 1^T \) as input. It then sends to the challenger the tuple \( (C^*, M^*, t^*) \) consisting of a circuit, a message and a time period for which he is going to forge a signature. The challenger gets \( (\text{mpk}, \text{msk}) \leftarrow \text{ABS.Setup}(1^\lambda, 1^N, 1^T) \). It gives \( \text{mpk} \) to \( \mathcal{A} \). At the start of each time period \( t \in [T] \), the challenger announces the beginning of \( t \) to \( \mathcal{A} \). During current time period \( t \), the challenger responds to \( \mathcal{A} \)'s queries as follows:

**Key Queries:** \( \mathcal{A} \) sends \( (i, x_i, t) \) to the challenger and gets back \( \text{sk}_{x_i,t} \).

**Signing Queries:** \( \mathcal{A} \) can perform some signing queries to the challenger during the game. If \( \mathcal{A} \) queries \( (C, M, t, i) \), with \( M \in \mathcal{M}, C \in \mathcal{C}, i \in [N] \) and \( C(x_i) = 0 \), the challenger generates \( \sigma \leftarrow \text{ABS.Sign}(\text{mpk}, \text{sk}_{x_i,t}, C, M, t) \) and sends it to \( \mathcal{A} \).

**Forgery:** Eventually \( \mathcal{A} \) outputs \( (C^*, M^*, \sigma^*, t^*) \) as a forgery. Then \( \mathcal{A} \) wins the game if:

1. \( C^* \in \mathcal{C} \),
2. \( (C^*, M^*, t^*, \cdot) \) was not queried in a Signing query,
3. \( \text{ABS.Verify}(\text{mpk}, C^*, M^*, \sigma^*, t^*) = \text{Valid} \),
4. \( C^*(x_i) = 1 \) for any key queried by \( \mathcal{A} \) respective to \( t \) and \( x_i \) where \( t \leq t^* \).

We then define the advantage of the attacker \( \mathcal{A} \) against forward-secure policy-selective unforgeability as the probability that \( \mathcal{A} \) wins the above game. We say that a scheme satisfies the forward-secure policy-selective unforgeability property, if for all PPT adversary, the advantage in the above game is negligible.

In our ABS construction, we additionally make use of two different flavours of unforgeability as in [KY19]:
— **No-signing-query unforgeability:** The game model of the no-signing-query unforgeability is the same as policy-selective unforgeability, but the attacker can not perform signature queries.

— **Adaptive unforgeability:** The game model of the adaptive unforgeability is the same as the policy-selective unforgeability, but the attacker is not asked anymore to give the tuple \((C^*, M^*, t^*)\) at the beginning of the game, he can rather chooses it adaptively during the game.

**Construction of FSI-ABS scheme from lattices.** We adapt the constrained signature developed by Tsabary [Tsa17] to a forward-secure attribute-based signature scheme. As explained by Katsumata and Yamada [KY19], the signature scheme of Tsabary is not an attribute-based signature but a constrained signature. It means that in the constrained signature, a user does not sign a circuit but an attribute. Then the role of the attribute and the circuit are exchanged compared to an actual attribute-based signature scheme. However, as explained in [KY19], we can turn a constrained signature into an attribute-based signature: we consider a constraint space composed of all \(d\)-depth bounded circuit \(\mathcal{F}_d = \{f : \{0, 1\}^\ell \to \{0, 1\}\}\), with \(\ell = \text{poly}(\lambda)\), then a constraint \(f\) can be seen as a universal circuit \(U(\cdot, \cdot, x)\) (that we denote \(U_x(\cdot, \cdot)\)), which takes as input the circuit-message pair \((C, M)\) (seen as a string of size \(\ell\)).

Our contribution is to build a forward-secure attribute-based signature scheme meaning that the lifetime of the scheme is divided into \(T = 2^d\) discrete periods. To represent the time periods we use a binary tree, then each time period \(t\) is associated with a leaf \(\text{Bin}(t)\). Following [Boy+06], for \(j \in [d + 1]\), we define a time period’s “second sibling at depth \(j\)”. Intuitively, it corresponds to the right neighbour at depth \(j\) of each node on the path from the root of the tree to the leaf \(\text{Bin}(t)\).

\[
\text{Sibling}(j, t) = \begin{cases} 
(1) & \text{if } j = 1 \text{ and } \text{Bin}(t)[j] = 0 \\
(\text{Bin}(t)[1], ..., \text{Bin}(t)[j - 1], 1) & \text{if } 1 < j \leq d \text{ and } \text{Bin}(t)[j] = 0 \\
\bot & \text{if } 1 \leq j \leq d \text{ and } \text{Bin}(t)[j] = 1 \\
\text{Bin}(t) & \text{if } j = d + 1 
\end{cases} 
\]

We also define node set \(\text{Nodes}_{[t \to T - 1]}\) to be \(\{\text{Sibling}(1, t), ..., \text{Sibling}(d + 1, t)\}\). The goal of this set is to uniquely define the path to each leaf of the tree.

We consider also a function called \text{bitstr} which takes as input a message-circuit pair \((C, M)\) and which outputs its input seen as a string of bits. Then:
bitstr: \{0, 1\}^{k_c} \times \{0, 1\}^{k_m} \mapsto \{0, 1\}^\ell, such that bitstr(C, M) = \{C_1, \ldots, C_{k_c}, M_1, \ldots, M_{k_m}\}

ABS.Setup(1^\lambda, 1^N, 1^T) \quad On input the security parameter \(1^\lambda\), \(1^N\) where \(N\) is the number of indexes \(i \in [N]\) and \(1^T\) where \(T\) is the number of time periods \(T = 2^d\) for some \(d \in \mathbb{N}\), it sets the parameters \(n, m, p, q, \gamma_0\) to be polynomial in \(\lambda\). Then, it generates:

- uniform matrices \(\overrightarrow{A} \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times t m}\),
- \((A, A_{-1}^{-1}) \leftarrow \text{TrapGen}(1^n, 1^p, q)\), with \(A \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times p}\) and \(A_{-1}^{-1}\) its trapdoor,
- \(2d\) matrices \(T^b_j \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times p}\) for all \(j \in [d]\) and \(b \in \{0, 1\}\).

It algorithm outputs: \(\text{mpk} = (A, \overrightarrow{A}, \{T^b_j\}_{j \in [d], b \in \{0,1\}})\) and \(\text{msk} = (A_{-1}^{-1})\).

ABS.KeyGen(msk, i, x_i) \quad On input the master secret key \(\text{msk}\), the index \(i \in [N]\) and the attribute \(x_i \in \{0, 1\}^k\), it computes \(U_{x_i}, H_{x_i} = \text{EvalF}(U_{x_i}, \overrightarrow{A}) \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{t m \times m}\) as defined in Theorem 2 and \(A_{x_i} = \overrightarrow{A} \cdot H_{x_i} \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times m}\). Then, it uses \(A_{x_i}^{-1}\) to compute \(R_{x_i} = [A||A_{x_i}]^{-1}\). Then it determines the set \(\text{Nodes}_{(0^{-T-1})}\) and for \(z \in \text{Nodes}_{(0^{-T-1})}\):

- if \(z = \perp\), set \(\text{sk}_{x_i}[z] = \perp\),
- else it denotes \(d_z\) as the bit-length of \(z\), with \(d_z \leq d\), and computes the matrix:
  \(A_{x_i, z} = [A||A_{x_i}||T^1_{z}||T^2_{z}||\cdots||T^{(d_z+1)p+m}_{z}] \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times (d_z+1)p+m}\), then it computes:
  \(R_{x_i, z} \leftarrow \text{RandBasis}(\text{ExtBasis}(R_{x_i}, A_{x_i, z}), s_{d_z})\), and set \(\text{sk}_{x_i}[z] = R_{x_i, z}\).

Figure 4.1 – A binary tree with time periods \(T = 2^3\). In order to fill the set \(\text{Nodes}_{(t\rightarrow T-1)}\) we begin with the leaf Bin(t) that we add in the set \(\text{Nodes}_{(t\rightarrow T-1)}\), together with its sibling (which is its right neighbour), if it exists. Then recursively, we go up in the tree to the parent of the node considered (coloured in red), and we add its sibling (coloured in orange) to the set \(\text{Nodes}_{(t\rightarrow T-1)}\) (still if it exists). We keep going this way, until we reach the root of the binary tree. We stop then and output the corresponding list \(\text{Nodes}_{(t\rightarrow T-1)}\). On the path from node \(\epsilon\) to the leaf node \((001)\) we then have \(\text{Nodes}_{(1\rightarrow T)} = \{(1), (01), \perp, (001)\}\).
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Finally we get: \( sk_{x_i,0} = \{ sk_{x_i}[z], z \in \text{Nodes}(0 \rightarrow T-1) \} \).

**ABS.KeyUpdate** (mpk, \( i, sk_{x_i, t}, t + 1 \)) First parse the set \( sk_{x_i, t} = \{ sk_{x_i}[z], z \in \text{Nodes}(t \rightarrow T-1) \} \) and determine the set \( \text{Nodes}(t+1 \rightarrow T-1) \).

For \( z' \in \text{Nodes}(t+1 \rightarrow T-1) \):

- if \( z' = \perp \), set \( sk_{x_i}[z'] = \perp \).
- Otherwise, there exists exactly one \( z \in \text{Nodes}(t \rightarrow T-1) \) which is a prefix of \( z' \) i.e. \( z' = z \parallel y \). There are two possibilities here:
  1. if \( z' = z \) then \( sk_{x_i}[z'] = sk_{x_i}[z] \),
  2. if \( z' = z \parallel y \) for some non-empty \( y \), then \( z \) is an ancestor of \( z' \), and from \( sk_{x_i}[z] = R_{x_i, z} \) it can delegate a basis \( R_{x_i, z'} \leftarrow \text{RandBasis}(\text{ExtBasis}(R_{x_i, z}, A_{x_i, z'}), s_{d,t}) \), and set \( sk_{x_i}[z'] = R_{x_i, z'} \).

Finally output \( sk_{x_i, t+1} = \{ sk_{x_i}[z'], z' \in \text{Nodes}(t+1 \rightarrow T-1) \} \).

**ABS.Sign** (mpk, \( sk_{x_i, t}, C, M, t \)) First compute \( x = \text{bitstr}(C, M) \). If \( U_{x_i}(x) = C(x_i) \neq 0 \) output \( \perp \). Otherwise, first compute \( H_{x_i, x} = \text{EvalFX}(U_{x_i}, x, A) \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{\ell m \times m} \), as defined in Theorem 2, such that \( (\vec{A} - x \otimes G) \cdot H_{x_i, x} = \vec{A} \cdot H_{x_i} - U_{x_i}(x)G = A_{x_i} \), as \( U_{x_i}(x) = 0 \).

Compute \( \vec{B}_t = [A] - x \otimes G \parallel T_{1}^{\text{Bin}(t)[1]} \parallel \cdots \parallel T_{d}^{\text{Bin}(t)[d]} \in \mathbb{Z}_q^n \times ((d+1)p+\ell m) \), and

\[
S_i = \begin{bmatrix}
I_p \\
H_{x_i, x} \\
\vdots \ \\
I_p
\end{bmatrix} \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{((d+1)p+\ell m) \times ((d+1)p+m)}.
\]

We then have \( \vec{B}_t \cdot S_i = [A] \parallel A_{x_i} \parallel T_{1}^{\text{Bin}(t)[1]} \parallel \cdots \parallel T_{d}^{\text{Bin}(t)[d]} = A_{x_i, t} \). Since \( sk_{x_i, t} \) contains a trapdoor for \( A_{x_i, t} \), we can apply the trapdoor extension from Lemma 5 to obtain \( B_{t}^{-1} = [\vec{B}_t]^{-1} = [A] \parallel \vec{A} - x \otimes G \parallel T_{1}^{\text{Bin}(t)[1]} \parallel \cdots \parallel T_{d}^{\text{Bin}(t)[d]} \parallel_{r_a}^{-1} \), where \( A = A_{x_i, t}, B = \vec{B}_t \) and \( S = S_i \) using \( sk_{x_i, t} = [A_{x_i, t}]_{r_a}^{-1} \).

Then the signer has a trapdoor for \( \vec{B}_t \) and he can compute \( \sigma_{x_i, t} \leftarrow s_{\vec{B}_t}^{-1}(0) \).

**ABS.Verify** (mpk, \( C, M, \sigma_{x_i, t}, t \)). First, compute \( x = \text{bitstr}(C, M) \) and then check that:

- \( [A] \parallel \vec{A} - x \otimes G \parallel T_{1}^{\text{Bin}(t)[1]} \parallel \cdots \parallel T_{d}^{\text{Bin}(t)[d]} \cdot \sigma_{x_i, t} = 0 \),
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\[ \|\sigma_{x,t}\|_\infty \leq B \]

If the verification passes, then output Valid, if not, output Invalid.

Selection of parameters for our FSI-ABS scheme. We end this part by giving a selection of parameters that fit with the above construction and with the security requirement, that we expect to be fulfill.

Given the security parameter \( \lambda \), the parameters \( m_0, p, \gamma_0 \) and \( \tau_s \) are chosen according to \( \text{TrapGen} \) algorithm, \( T = 2^d \) is chosen as a power of 2, for \( d \in \mathbb{N} \), and is the number of time periods considered, and \( \ell \) is the size of input of the circuit. We choose parameters \( \tau_u \) and \( B \) by referring to Theorem 2. Finally \( s_j \) is dictated also by Lemma 5. Then we set:

- \( m = 4n \lceil \log q \rceil \),
- \( m_0 = O(n \log q) \geq 4n \log q \),
- \( p = \max\{m_0, (n + 1)\lceil \log q \rceil + 2\lambda \}, \)
- \( \gamma_0 = O(\sqrt{n \lceil \log q \rceil \log n}) \),
- \( \tau_s = \max\{\sqrt{p \cdot \ell \cdot 2^d m^{1.5+d}}, \gamma_0\} \),
- \( \tau_u = \tau_s \cdot \sqrt{\ell \cdot 2^d m^{0.5+d}} \),
- \( B = \tau_u \sqrt{(1 + d) \cdot p + \ell \cdot m} \),
- \( s_j = O(\sqrt{nd \log q})^{j+1} \cdot \omega(\sqrt{\log n})^{j+1} \) for \( j \in [d] \).

4.2.2 Our group signature scheme construction

In this section we present the construction of our forward-secure group signature (FS-GS) scheme from lattices. We use the model of forward-secure group signature scheme formalized in [NHF09] and [Lin+19]. We give the formal definition of FS-GS, correctness and security properties - CCA-selfess anonymity and forward-secure traceability - below.

Definition 15. A forward-secure group signature scheme consists of the following algorithms:

\( \text{GS.KeyGen}(1^\lambda, 1^N, 1^T) \) is a randomized algorithm taking as input a security parameter \( \lambda \), number of users \( N \) and number of time periods \( T \). Its output consists of a group public key \( \text{gpk} \), an opening key \( \text{gok} \) and a set of initial user secret keys \( \{\text{gsk}_{i,0}\}_{i \in [N]} \).

\( \text{GS.KeyUpdate}(\text{gpk}, \text{gsk}_{i,t}, i, t + 1) \) is a randomized algorithm that takes as input the group public key \( \text{gpk} \), the secret key \( \text{gsk}_{i,t} \) of user \( i \) at time \( t \), a user \( i \) and a time period \( t + 1 \) and outputs \( \text{gsk}_{i,t+1} \), the secret signing key of user \( i \) at time \( t + 1 \).
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$\text{GS.Sign}(gpk, gsk_{i,t}, i, M, t)$ takes as input the group public key $gpk$, the $i$th user secret key $gsk_{i,t}$ at time $t$, the index $i$ of the user, a message $M \in \{0,1\}^*$ and the current time interval $t$ and outputs a group signature $\Sigma$.

$\text{GS.Verify}(gpk, M, \Sigma, t)$ takes as input the group public key $gpk$, a message $M$, a signature $\Sigma$ and the time period $t$. It outputs either Valid or Invalid. Valid indicates that $\Sigma$ is a valid signature on $M$ at time period $t$ w.r.t $gpk$.

$\text{GS.Open}(gpk, gok, M, \Sigma, t)$ takes as input the group public key $gpk$, the opening key $gok$, a message $M$, a signature $\Sigma$ and time interval $t$ and outputs an identity or Invalid if it fails to identify the signer.

We require two security properties: forward-secure traceability and CCA-selfless anonymity besides the correctness property.

**Correctness.** We require that for all $\lambda, N \in \text{poly}(\lambda), T \in \mathbb{N}$,
\[(gpk, gok, \{gsk_i\}_{i \in [N]}) \leftarrow \text{GS.KeyGen}(1^\lambda, 1^N, 1^T), \forall i \in [N], \text{ all } M \in \{0,1\}^*, \text{ all }\]
\[gsk_{i,t} \leftarrow \text{GS.KeyUpdate}(gpk, gsk_{i,t-1}, i, t) \text{ and for all } t \in [T], \text{ the following equations hold:}\]
\[
\text{GS.Verify}(gpk, M, \text{GS.Sign}(gpk, gsk_{i,t}, i, M, t), t) = \text{Valid}, \text{ and} \\
\text{GS.Open}(gpk, gok, M, \text{GS.Sign}(gpk, gsk_{i,t}, i, M, t), t) = i.
\]

**CCA-selfless anonymity.** We say that a forward-secure group signature scheme provides CCA-selfless anonymity if no PPT adversary $A$ has non-negligible advantage in the following game.

**Setup:** At the beginning of the game, adversary $A$ is given $1^\lambda, 1^N, 1^T$ as input and sends $i_0^*, i_1^* \in [N]$ to the challenger. The challenger runs $\text{GS.KeyGen}(1^\lambda, 1^N, 1^T)$ to produce a public key $gpk$, a secret key $gok$ and users secret keys $gsk = \{gsk_i\}_{i \in [N]}$ and gives $(gpk, \{gsk_i\}_{i \in [N]\setminus\{i_0^*, i_1^*\}})$ to $A$.

**Queries:** At the beginning of each time period, the challenger increments a counter $t$ and notifies $A$ about it. During current time interval $t$, $A$ can make the following queries unbounded polynomially many times.

**Signing:** On input index $i_b \in \{0,1\}$ and message $M$, the challenger generates and outputs a signature $\Sigma$ generated for member $i_b$ and period $t$ as $\Sigma \leftarrow \text{GS.Sign}(gpk, gsk_{i_b,t}, i, M, t)$
Opening: When receiving a query \((M, \Sigma, t)\) from \(A\), the challenger runs \(\text{GS.Open}(gpk, gok, M, \Sigma, t)\) and returns the result to \(A\).

Challenge phase: At some period \(t^* \in \{1, \ldots, T\}\), \(A\) chooses its target message \(M^*\). The challenger then flips a coin \(d^* \leftarrow \{0, 1\}\), computes and returns \(\text{GS.Sign}(gpk, gsk_{i^*, t^*}, i^*_d, M^*, t^*)\) to \(A\).

Queries: After the challenge phase, \(A\) may continue to make signing and opening queries unbounded polynomially many times. She may not make an open query for \((M^*, \Sigma^*, t^*)\).

Guess: Eventually, \(A\) outputs \(d'\) and wins if \(d' = d^*\).

We define the advantage of \(A\) as \(|Pr[d' = d^*] - 1/2|\) where the probability is taken over the randomness of the challenger and the adversary. A forward-secure group signature scheme is said to be CCA-selfless anonymous if the advantage of any adversary \(A\) is negligible in the above game.

Forward-secure traceability. A group signature scheme has the forward-secure traceability property if no PPT adversary \(A\) has non-negligible advantage in the following game where he maintains a list \(CU\) which is set to be empty at the beginning of the game.

Setup: At the beginning of the game, the challenger runs \(\text{GS.KeyGen}\) and obtains \((gpk, gok, \{gsk_{i, t}\}_{i \in \mathbb{N}})\). The adversary \(A\) is given \((gpk, gok)\).

Queries: During the game, \(A\) can make the following queries unbounded polynomially many times.

Signing: On input index \(i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}\), a message \(M\) and a period time \(t\), the challenger generates and outputs a signature \(\Sigma\) generated for member \(i\) and period \(t\) as \(\Sigma \leftarrow \text{GS.Sign}(gpk, gsk_{i, t}, i, M, t)\) if \((i, t) \notin CU\).

Corrupt: Given an index \(i\) and time moment \(t\), the challenger returns \(gsk_{i, t}\) to \(A\) if \((i, t) \notin CU\). The challenger adds \((i, t)\) to \(CU\).

Forgery: \(A\) eventually comes up with a signature \(\Sigma^*\) on a message \(M^*\) and a time period \(t^*\). We say that \(A\) wins the game if:

1. \(\text{GS.Verify}(gpk, M^*, \Sigma^*, t^*) \rightarrow \text{Valid}\).
2. Only one of the following two conditions is satisfied concerning the execution of the opening algorithm where \(i^* = \text{GS.Open}(gpk, gok, M^*, \Sigma^*, t^*)\):
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(a) The opening algorithm fails i.e. $i^* = \text{Invalid}$

(b) The message $M^*$ was not sent in a signing query before and one of the following is true: $(i^*, t^*) \notin \mathcal{CU}$ or $(i^*, t^*) \in \mathcal{CU}$ but $A$ did not obtain $\text{gsk}_{i^*, t}$ such that $t \leq t^*$.

We define the advantage of $A$ as the probability that he wins the above game, where the probability is taken over the randomness of the challenger and the adversary. A GS scheme is said to satisfy forward-secure traceability if the advantage of any adversary $A$ is negligible in the above game.

**Forward-secure group signature from lattices.** We now describe our lattice-based FS-GS scheme which employs the FSI-ABS scheme given in the previous section and which satisfies CCA-selfless anonymity and traceability. As the ABS used is forward-secure, we show that the group signature is also forward-secure, so we consider that the lifetime of the scheme is divided into $T$ time periods. When entering a new period of time, a new secret key is computed from the current one and afterwards the current key is deleted promptly.

**GS.KeyGen($1^\lambda, 1^N, 1^T$)** On input security parameter $\lambda$, the number of group members $N$ and the total number of time periods $T = 2^d$, the algorithms works as follows:

- sample $\text{pp} \leftarrow \text{SKE.Setup}(1^\lambda)$ and $(\text{mpk}, \text{msk}) \leftarrow \text{ABS.Setup}(1^\lambda, 1^N, 1^T)$,
- for $i \in [N]$, sample $K_i \leftarrow \text{SKE.Gen(pp)}$ and compute $sk_{x_i,0}$ as $sk_{\parallel[K_i,0]} \leftarrow \text{ABS.KeyGen(msk, i ||[K_i]i\in[N])}$,
- output $\text{gpk} = (\text{pp, mpk}), \text{gok} = \{K_i\}_{i\in[N]}, \text{gsk}_{i,0} = (i, K_i, sk_{\parallel[K_i,0]})$.

**GS.KeyUpdate($\text{gpk, gsk}_{i,t}, i, t + 1$)** It calls the key update algorithm of the ABS and returns $\text{gsk}_{i,t+1} = (i, K_i, \text{ABS.KeyUpdate}(\text{mpk, i, sk}_{i,t}, t + 1))$.

**GS.Sign($\text{gpk, gsk}_{i,t}, i, M, t$)** In order to sign a message, the user samples $(\text{ovk, osk}) \leftarrow \text{OTS.KeyGen}(1^\lambda)$ and computes the encryption of his identity under the key $K_i$ as $\text{ct} \leftarrow \text{SKE.Enc}(K_i, i||\text{ovk})$. Then, he computes

$$\sigma \leftarrow \text{ABS.Sign}(\text{mpk, sk}_{\parallel[K_i]}, C[\text{ovk, ct}], M, t),$$

where the circuit $C[\text{ovk, ct}]$ is defined as follows:
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Hardwired constants: a verification key ovk of OTS and ciphertext ct of SKE

— Retrieve $i \in [N]$ and $K_i$ from the input. If this is impossible, return 1.
— Compute $\text{SKE} \cdot \text{Dec}(K_i, ct) = i' || ovk'$. If $i' = i$ and $ovk' = ovk$ output 0.

Otherwise, output 1.

Finally run $\tau \leftarrow \text{OTS} \cdot \text{Sign}(osk, M || \sigma)$.

The signature consists of $\Sigma = (ct, ovk, \sigma, \tau)$.

**GS.Verify** ($\text{gpk}$, $M$, $\Sigma$, $t$) On input $\text{gpk}$, a message $M$, a group signature $\Sigma$ on $M$ and a period time $t$, check that $\text{ABS}.\text{Verify}(\text{mpk}, C[ovk, ct], M, \sigma, t) = \text{Valid}$ and $\text{OTS}.\text{Verify}(ovk, \tau, M || \sigma) = \text{Valid}$; if one of these verification condition does not hold, return $\text{Invalid}$. Otherwise return $\text{Valid}$.

**GS.Open** ($\text{gpk}$, $gok$, $M$, $\Sigma$, $t$) First run $\text{GS}.\text{Verify}(\text{gpk}, M, \Sigma, t)$ and return $\text{Invalid}$ if the verification result does not hold. Otherwise, parse $\Sigma \rightarrow (ct, ovk, \sigma, \tau)$. Since the manager does not know the identity of the user who produced the signature, he has to find it by trial and error, i.e. he computes $d_i \leftarrow \text{SKE} \cdot \text{Dec}(K_i, ct)$ for $i \in [N]$ and outputs the smallest index $i$ such that $d_i \neq \text{Invalid}$. If there is no such $i$, return $\text{Invalid}$.

### 4.2.3 Analysis and security

Now we developed the construction of our group signature scheme as well as our attribute-based signature scheme, we prove that they are both secure. Below we begin by giving the proofs of correctness, privacy and unforgeability for the ABS scheme.

**Correctness.** We fix an attribute $x_i \in \{0, 1\}^k$ for user $i \in [N]$, a circuit $C \in C_{\lambda}$ such that $C(x_i) = 0$, a time period $t$ and a message $M$ and let $x = \text{bitstr}(C, M)$. Consider $(\text{mpk}, \text{msk}) \leftarrow \text{ABS}.\text{Setup}(1^\lambda, 1^N, 1^T)$ and $\sigma_{x,t} \leftarrow \text{ABS}.\text{Sign}(\text{mpk}, \text{ABS}.\text{KeyUpdate}(\text{mpk}, i, \text{sk}_{x,t-1}, t), C, M, t)$, since the signature $\sigma_{x,t} \neq \perp$ because of $C(x_i) = 0$, we have that:

$\sigma_{x,t} \in \mathcal{B}^{-1}_{\tau_w}(0) = [A \parallel A \rightarrow - x \otimes G || T^\text{Bin}(t)[1] || \cdots || T^\text{Bin}(t)[d]] \cdot \sigma_{x,t} = 0$. Moreover, we know from lattice trapdoor properties that samples from $\mathcal{B}^{-1}_{\tau_w}(0)$ have discrete Gaussian distribution over $\mathbb{Z}_q^{p + \ell m + dp}$
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with parameter $\tau_u$ and, therefore, $\|\sigma_{x,t}\|_\infty \leq \tau_u \sqrt{(1 + d) \cdot p + \ell \cdot m} = B$ and

ABS. Verify$(\text{mpk}, C, M, \sigma_{x,t}) = \text{Valid}$.

Lemma 10. Our FSI-ABS scheme is perfectly private.

Proof. We consider the perfect privacy game defined in Section 4.2.1. We change the way each signature $\sigma_{x,t,b}$ is generated, with $x = \text{bitstr}(C, M), b \in \{0, 1\}$. We use the trapdoor $A_{\gamma_0}^{-1}$ to compute $[A\|\widehat{A} - x \otimes G][T_1^{\text{Bin}([t])} \cdots [T_d^{\text{Bin}([d])}]_{\tau_u}^{-1}$ (we have $\tau_u > \gamma_0$). Then using this trapdoor, we compute $\sigma_{x,t,b} = [A\|\widehat{A} - x \otimes G][T_1^{\text{Bin}([t])} \cdots [T_d^{\text{Bin}([d])}]_{\tau_u}^{-1}(0), b \in \{0, 1\}$. This modification does not change the distribution for each $\sigma_{x,t,b}, b \in \{0, 1\}$, which means that this change is statistically indistinguishable. Now the signature generation is totally independent of the bit $b$. Then the ABS scheme is perfectly private.

Lemma 11. Our FSI-ABS satisfies forward-secure no-signing-query unforgeability assuming $\text{SIS}_{n,q,B'}$ is hard, with $B' = (\ell(m + d) + 1)B$ and $m' = (d + 1)p + \ell \cdot m$.

Proof. To prove this lemma, we will show that for any PPT adversary $\mathcal{A}$ against the forward secure no-signing-query unforgeability of the ABS scheme with advantage $\epsilon$, we can build a PPT algorithm $\mathcal{B}$ that solves $\text{SIS}$ with probability at least $\epsilon - \text{negl(}\lambda\text{)}$. Therefore, by assuming the hardness of the SIS problem, we conclude that $\epsilon$ is negligible. The proof is done in a sequence of games where the first game is identical to the forward-secure no-signing-query unforgeability game.

Game 0: The first game is the forward-secure no-signing-query unforgeability game between adversary $\mathcal{A}$ and the challenger.

Game 1: In this game, we change the way the public matrices $\widehat{A}$ and $T_j^b$ (with $b \in \{0, 1\}$ and $j \in [d]$) are generated. Upon receiving $(M^*, C^*, t^*)$, the challenger denotes $y^* = \text{bitstr}(C^*, M^*)$ and does the following:

- Generates $(A, \sigma_{x,t})$ as before and then samples $\widehat{R}_A \xleftarrow{\$} \{0, 1\}^{p \times m}$ and computes $\widehat{A} = A \overline{R}_A + y^* \otimes G$, the new distribution of $\widehat{A}$ is at negligible distance from the uniform distribution on $\mathbb{Z}^{n \times m}$ thanks to Lemma 3 (as $p \geq 4n \log q$),

- Generates $R_j^{\text{Bin}([t^*])} \xleftarrow{\$} \{0, 1\}^{p \times p}$ and computes $T_j^{\text{Bin}([t^*])} = A R_j^{\text{Bin}([t^*])}$, using Lemma 3, the actual distribution of $T_j^{\text{Bin}([t^*])}$ is at negligible distance from the uniform distribution on $\mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times p}$,
— Generates $T_j^{1-\text{Bin}(t')}$ for all $j \in [d]$ via $(T_j^{1-\text{Bin}(t')}, S_j) \leftarrow \text{TrapGen}(1^n, 1^p, q)$, the new distribution of $T_j^{1-\text{Bin}(t')}$ is at negligible distance from the uniform distribution thanks to Lemma 4.

Finally, we can argue that the Game 0 and Game 1 are statistically indistinguishable.

**Game 2:** In this game, we change the way the challenger answers key queries. For a key query $(i, x_i, t)$, there are two possibilities:

$t \leq t^*$: In this case, from the conditions that $A$ has to meet in order to win the forward-secure no-signing-query selective unforgeability game after outputting the forgery, the attacker can not query a key on an attribute $x_i$ such that $U_{x_i}(y^*) = C^*(x_i) = 0$, then $U_{x_i}(y^*) = 1$.

By Theorem 2, we have $(\overline{A} - y^* \otimes G) \cdot H_{x_i,y^*} = A_{x_i} - U_{x_i}(y^*)G = A_{x_i} - G$. Then, we have $A_{x_i} = (\overline{A} - y^* \otimes G) \cdot H_{x_i,y^*} + G = A \cdot \overline{R}_A \cdot H_{x_i,y^*} + G$. This allows (by Lemma 8) to compute $R_{x_i} = [A||A_{x_i}]^{-1} = [A||A \cdot \overline{R}_A \cdot H_{x_i,y^*} + G]^{-1}$ given $A, \overline{R}_A$ and $H_{x_i,y^*}$. We remark that the parameters from Lemma 8 are satisfied as:

$$\begin{cases} \|H_{x_i,y^*}\|_\infty \leq (2m)^d \\ \sqrt{mp} \|\overline{R}_A H_{x_i,y^*}\|_\infty \leq \sqrt{mp} \ell_m \|H_{x_i,y^*}\|_\infty \leq \sqrt{p} \cdot \ell^2 m^{1.5 + d} \leq \tau_s. \end{cases}$$

Then, having $R_{x_i}$, the challenger can compute $sk_{x_i,t}$ using $\text{ABS.KeyGen}$ and $\text{ABS.KeyUpdate}$ algorithms.

$t > t^*$: In this case, the condition $U_{x_i}(y^*) = C^*(x_i) = 1$ is not necessarily verified. Indeed, because of the forward-security, an attacker can ask a key for $(C^*, M^*)$, for a time period $t > t^*$, and therefore $C^*(x_i) = 0$, in which case we can not compute the keys as previously. Then, for each node $z \in \text{Nodes}_{(t \rightarrow T-1)}$, the challenger first computes the smallest index $d_{z,t}$ such that $1 \leq d_{z,t} \leq d$ and $\text{Bin}(t'[d_{z,t}]) \neq z[d_{z,t}]$.

Then he computes $sk_{x_i}[z] = \text{RandBasis}(\text{ExtBasis}(S_{d_{z,t}, A_{x_i,z}}, s_{d_{z,t}}))$. Finally, he sets $sk_{x_i,t}$ as in the ABS scheme and sends it to the adversary.

The distribution of $sk_{x_i,t}$ remains the same in both cases. Note that in the second case, when $t > t^*$, RandBasis algorithm outputs bases that are statistically close when taking as input two different bases of the same lattice. Thus, Game 1 and Game 2 are statistically indistinguishable.
Game 3: Finally, we change the way the challenger samples $A$. Instead of sampling it with a trapdoor as in $\text{ABS.Setup}$, he simply samples an uniform $A \xleftarrow{\$} \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times m}$, so that the distribution is close to the one in the previous game and the two games are statistically indistinguishable.

Then, we replace the challenger in Game 3 with an algorithm $B$ for which we give the description below and which solves the SIS problem using a forged signature generated by the adversary.

Algorithm $B$ is given $A \in \mathbb{Z}_q^{n \times m}$ uniform and then he plays the forward-secure no-signing-query unforgeability game with $A$ using matrix $A$.

Assume that $A$ produces a valid forgery $\sigma_{y^*,t^*}$ for $(y^* = \text{bitstr}(M^*,C^*), t^*)$ given at the beginning of the game. Then $\sigma_{y^*,t^*} \neq 0$, $\|\sigma_{y^*,t^*}\|_\infty \leq B$ and
\[
[A\|\overrightarrow{A} - y^* \otimes G||T^{\text{Bin}(t^*)[1]}_1 \| \cdots \| T^{\text{Bin}(t^*)[d]}_1 \| \cdot \sigma_{y^*,t^*} = 0, \text{ and}
\]
\[
[A\|A\overrightarrow{A}\|A\overrightarrow{R}_1^{\text{Bin}(t^*)[1]} \| \cdots \| A\overrightarrow{R}_d^{\text{Bin}(t^*)[d]} \| \cdot \sigma_{y^*,t^*} = A \cdot [I\|\overrightarrow{R}_1^{\text{Bin}(t^*)[1]} \| \cdots \| \overrightarrow{R}_d^{\text{Bin}(t^*)[d]} \| \cdot \sigma_{y^*,t^*} \|_\infty \leq (\ell(m+d)+1)\|\sigma_{y^*,t^*}\|_\infty = (\ell(m+d)+1)B \leq B', \text{ it means that} [I\|\overrightarrow{R}_1^{\text{Bin}(t^*)[1]} \| \cdots \| \overrightarrow{R}_d^{\text{Bin}(t^*)[d]} \| \cdot \sigma_{y^*,t^*} \|_\infty = 0.
\]

We focus now on the security proofs of our forward secure group signature scheme, including the correctness, the CCA-selfless anonymity and the traceability.

Correctness. The correctness of the GS scheme follows directly from the correctness of OTS, ABS and SKE. We prove that a signature
\[
\Sigma = (ct, ovk, \sigma, \tau) \leftarrow \text{GS.Sign}(gpk, gsk_t, i, M, t)
\]
that was correctly generated passes the verification. We have $\text{OTS.Verify}(ovk, \tau, M||\sigma) = \text{Valid}$ by the correctness of OTS. Then, by the correctness of SKE we have $C[ovk, ct][i||K_i] = 0$ and therefore $\text{ABS.Verify}(mpk, C[ovk, ct], \sigma, M, t) = \text{Valid}$.

**Theorem 3 (CCA-selfless anonymity).** If $\text{ABS}$ is perfectly private and adaptive unforgeable, $\text{OTS}$ is strongly unforgeable and SKE is IND-CCA secure and key-robust, then GS constructed as above is CCA-selfless anonymous.

**Theorem 4 (Traceability).** If $\text{ABS}$ is forward-secure (adaptively) unforgeable and SKE has key-robustness then the group signature scheme constructed above has the forward-secure traceability property.

**Proof.** We fix an adversary $A$ and we consider the traceability game that he is playing with a challenger. Let $(M^*, \Sigma^*, t^*)$ be the forgery output by $A$ which can be of either type:
Type I forgeries are those for which the Open algorithm fails to identify the signer. We define $E_1$ to be the event that $A$ wins the game and
\[
\text{GS.Open}(gpk, gok, M^*, \Sigma^*, t^*) = \text{Invalid}
\]
holds.

Type II forgeries are those for which the Open algorithm traces to an uncorrupted member or to a corrupted member that requested keys for time periods after $t^*$. We define $E_2$ to be the event that $A$ wins the game and GS.Open$(gpk, gok, M^*, \Sigma^*, t^*) = i^*$ such that $i^* \notin \mathcal{CU}$ or $i^* \in \mathcal{CU}$ but $A$ did not query $gsk_{i^*,t}$ for $t \leq t^*$.

We handle the two kind of forgeries in the following two lemmas.

**Lemma 12.** If ABS is forward-secure adaptively unforgeable then $Pr[E_1] = \text{negl}(\lambda)$.

**Proof.** This is a proof by contradiction where we assume that $E_1$ happens with non-negligible probability $\epsilon$ and show how to construct an adversary $B$ that breaks the adaptive unforgeability of ABS with the same probability.

The game begins when the challenger sends $B$ the security parameter $\lambda$ and public key $mpk$. Then $B$ samples $pp \leftarrow \text{SKE.Setup}(1^\lambda)$, $K_i \leftarrow \text{SKE.Gen}(pp)$ for $i \in [N]$ and sets $gpk = (pp, mpk)$, $gok = \{K_i\}_{i \in [N]}$ and gives $(gpk, gok)$ to $A$. During the game, $B$ answers to the queries of $A$, for a certain period of time $t$, as follows:

- For a corrupt query for $(i, t)$, $B$ makes a key query $(i, x_i = i||K_i, t)$ to its challenger who returns $sk_{i||K_i,t}$. Then $B$ returns $gsk_{i,t} = (i, K_i, sk_{i||K_i,t})$ to $A$.

- To a signing query $(i, M, t)$, $B$ answers as follows: $B$ samples $(ovk, osk) \leftarrow \text{OTS.KeyGen}(1^\lambda)$, computes $ct \leftarrow \text{SKE.Enc}(K_i, i||ovk)$ and makes a signing query $(C[ovk, ct], M, t, i)$ to its challenger who replies with $\sigma \leftarrow \text{ABS.Sign}(mpk, sk_{x_i,t}, C[ovk, ct], M, t)$ after verifying that $C(i||K_i) = 0$. Then, $B$ runs $\tau \leftarrow \text{OTS.Sign}(osk, M||\sigma)$ and returns $\Sigma = (ovk, ct, \sigma, \tau)$ to $A$.

At the end, $A$ will output a forgery $(M^*, \Sigma^* = (ovk^*, ct^*, \sigma^*, \tau^*), t^*)$. If GS.Verify$(gpk, M^*, \Sigma^*, t^*) = \text{Valid}$ and GS.Open$(gpk, gok, M^*, \Sigma^*, t^*) = \text{Invalid}$ do not hold then $B$ aborts. Otherwise, $B$ outputs $(M^*, C[ovk^*, ct^*], \sigma^*, t^*)$ as its forgery.

We show that $B$ wins the game whenever $E_1$ happens. We note that GS.Verify$(gpk, M^*, \Sigma^*, t^*) = \text{Valid}$ implies ABS.Verify$(mpk, C[ovk^*, ct^*], \sigma^*, t^*) = \text{Valid}$. We need to show $C[ovk^*, ct^*](i||K_i) = 1$ for all $i \in N$ for which $B$ has made a corrupt query for time $t \leq t^*$. It is easy to see that since GS.Open$(gpk, gok, M^*, \Sigma^*, t^*) = \text{Invalid}$ holds, there is no $i \in [N]$ so that SKE.Dec$(K_i, ct^*) \neq \text{Invalid}$. We immediately have that $C[ovk^*, ct^*](i||K_i) = 1$ for all $i \in N$ and any time $t$ of the corrupt query. Since $B$'s
simulation is perfect, we conclude that $\mathcal{B}$ wins the game with probability $\epsilon$. This concludes the proof of the lemma.

\begin{lemma}
If $\text{ABS}$ is forward-secure adaptively unforgeable and $\text{SKE}$ has key-robustness then $\Pr[E_2] = \text{negl}(\lambda)$.
\end{lemma}

This is a proof by contradiction where we assume that $E_2$ happens with non-negligible probability $\epsilon$ and show how to construct an adversary $\mathcal{B}$ that breaks the forward-secure unforgeability of $\text{ABS}$ with non-negligible probability. We consider the following sequence of games where $F_i$ represents the probability that $E_2$ occurs and the challenger does not abort in Game $i$.

\textbf{Game 0:} The first game is the forward-secure traceability game between adversary $\mathcal{A}$ and challenger. Assume that $\Pr[F_0] = \epsilon$.

\textbf{Game 1:} In this game, the challenger makes a guess for $i^*$ as $j^* \leftarrow [N]$ and for time $t^*$ as $z^* \leftarrow [T]$ at the beginning of the game and aborts if $j^* \neq i^*$ and $z^* \neq t^*$ at the end of the game. Note that the view of $\mathcal{A}$ is independent from $j^*$ and $\text{GS.Open}$ outputs only two possible symbols: an integer $i \in [N]$ and $\text{Invalid}$, therefore we have $\Pr[F_1] = \epsilon/(N \times T)$.

\textbf{Game 2:} Here, the challenger aborts the game when his guess $(j^*, z^*)$ turns out to be false (meaning that $j^* \neq i^*$ or $z^* \neq t^*$). This can happen when $\mathcal{A}$ makes a corruption query for $j^*$ at time $t \leq z^*$ or $i^*$, $t^*$ defined at the end of the game do not equal to $j^*$, $z^*$ respectively. This change does not have any effect on the probability, therefore $\Pr[F_1] = \Pr[F_2]$.

\textbf{Game 3:} In this game, the challenger aborts at the end of the game if $|\{i \in [N]: \text{SKE.Dec}(K_i, ct^*) \neq \text{Invalid} \}| \neq 1$ for the forgery $(M^*, \Sigma^* = (ovk^*, ct^*, \sigma^*, \tau^*), t^*)$ output by $\mathcal{A}$ at the end of the game. We show that the probability to have $E_2$ and $|\{i \in [N]: \text{SKE.Dec}(K_i, ct^*) \neq \text{Invalid} \}| \neq 1$ happening at the same time is negligibly small. We note that $E_2$ implies that $\text{SKE.Dec}(K_{i^*}, ct^*) \neq \text{Invalid}$ for $i^* \in [N]$ and together with the abort condition results in $|\{i \in [N]: \text{SKE.Dec}(K_i, ct^*) \neq \text{Invalid} \}| \geq 2$. Further we show that the probability of having the last inequality is negligible.
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\[ Pr[\{|i \in [N]: SKE.\text{Dec}(K_i, ct^*) \neq \text{Invalid}\}| \geq 2] \]

\[ \leq Pr \left[ pp \leftarrow SKE.\text{Setup}(1^\lambda), K_j \leftarrow SKE.\text{Gen}(pp) \text{ for } j \in [N]: \right. \right. \\
\exists \text{ct}^*, \exists i^*, \in [N] \text{ s.t. } i \neq i^*, \text{SKE.\text{Dec}(K_i, ct^*)} \neq \text{Invalid}, \text{SKE.\text{Dec}(K_{i^*}, ct^*)} \neq \text{Invalid} \right] \]

\[ \leq \sum_{i,i^* \in [N]} Pr \left[ pp \leftarrow SKE.\text{Setup}(1^\lambda), K_i, K_{i^*} \leftarrow SKE.\text{Gen}(pp): \right. \right. \\
\exists \text{ct}^*, \exists i^*, \in [N] \text{ s.t. } i \neq i^*, \text{SKE.\text{Dec}(K_i, ct^*)} \neq \text{Invalid}, \text{SKE.\text{Dec}(K_{i^*}, ct^*)} \neq \text{Valid} \right] \]

\[ \leq N(N - 1)/2 \cdot \text{negl}(\lambda) = \text{negl}(\lambda). \]

where the second inequality is by the union bound and the third one is by the key-robustness of SKE. Therefore \[ |Pr[F_2] - Pr[F_3]| = \text{negl}(\lambda). \]

We then replace the challenger in Game 3 with an adversary \( B \) against the forward-secure unforgeability of ABS with advantage \( Pr[E_3] \).

First, the challenger sends \( B \) the security parameter \( \lambda \) and public key \( mpk \). Then \( B \) samples \( pp \leftarrow SKE.\text{Setup}(1^\lambda), K_i \leftarrow SKE.\text{Gen}(pp) \) for \( i \in [N] \) and sets \( gpk = (pp, mpk), \ gok = \{K_i\}_{i \in [N]} \) and gives \( (gpk, gok) \) to \( A \). During the game, \( B \) answers to the queries of \( A \) as follows for a certain period of time \( t \).

— For a corrupt query for \((i, t)\): If \( i = j^* \) and \( t \leq z^* \), \( B \) aborts. Else, he makes a key query \((i, x_i = i||K_i, t)\) to its challenger who returns \( sk_{x_i,t} \). Then \( B \) returns \( gsk_{i,t} = (i, K_i, sk_{x_i,t}) \) to \( A \).

— To a signing query \((i, M, t)\), \( B \) answers as follows: \( B \) samples \( (ovk, osk) \leftarrow \text{OTS.KeyGen}(1^\lambda) \), computes \( \text{ct} \leftarrow SKE.\text{Enc}(K_i, i||ovk) \) and makes a signing query \((C[ovk, ct], M, t, i)\) to its challenger who replies with \( \sigma \leftarrow \text{ABS.Sign}(mpk, sk_{x_i,t}, C[ovk, ct], M, t) \) after verifying that \( C(i||K_i) = 0 \). Then, it runs \( \tau \leftarrow \text{OTS.Sign}(osk, M||\sigma) \) and returns \( \Sigma = (ovk, ct, \sigma, \tau) \) to \( A \).

At the end, \( A \) will output a forgery \((M^*, \Sigma^* = (ovk^*, ct^*, \sigma^*, \tau^*), t^*) \). In this case, there are two situations where \( B \) aborts: if either \( \text{GS.Verify}(gpk, M^*, \Sigma^*, t^*) = \text{Valid} \) or \( i^* = j^* \) or \( t^* = z^* \) does not hold where \( i^* = GS.\text{Open}(gpk, gok, M^*, \Sigma^*, t^*) \). It also aborts if \(|\{i \in [N]: SKE.\text{Dec}(K_i, ct^*)} \neq \text{Invalid}\}| \neq 1 \). Otherwise, \( B \) outputs \((M^*, C[ovk^*, ct^*], \sigma^*) \) as its forgery.
In the following we show that $\mathcal{B}$ wins the game whenever event $F_3$ occurs. We verify that the conditions for the winner of the forward-secure unforgeability game are satisfied. Since $\text{GS.Verify}(\text{gpk}, M^*, \Sigma^*, t^*) = \text{Valid}$ we have

\[
\text{ABS.Verify}(\text{mpk}, C[\text{ovk}^*, \text{ct}^*], \sigma^*, M, t^*) = \text{Valid}.
\]

We then show that $C[\text{ovk}^*, \text{ct}^*](i||K_i) = 1$ for any key queried by $\mathcal{B}$ respective to $x_i$ with $i \in [N] \setminus \{i^*\}$ and $t$ where $t \leq t^*$. We note that $C[\text{ovk}^*, \text{ct}^*](i||K_i) = 1$ is true since $\text{SKE.Dec}(K_i^*, \text{ct}^*) \neq \text{Invalid}$ and $|\{i \in [N]: \text{SKE.Dec}(K_i^*, \text{ct}^*) \neq \text{Invalid}\}| = 1$. Moreover, $C[\text{ovk}^*, \text{ct}^*](i||K_i) = 1$ for any time period since the secret keys $K_i$ involved in the circuit do not depend on the time period.

It remains to show that $\mathcal{B}$ has never made signing queries for $(M^*, C[\text{ovk}^*, \text{ct}^*], t^*)$. Because $\mathcal{A}$ has won the game, we have $M^* \neq M$ which implies

$(M^*, C[\text{ovk}^*, \text{ct}^*], t^*) \neq (M, C[\text{ovk}, \text{ct}], t)$. Therefore we have that the winning probability of $\mathcal{B}$ is exactly $Pr[F_3]$. This concludes the proof of the lemma.

\[
\square
\]

This concludes the proof of the theorem since it follows that the advantage of the adversary $\mathcal{A}$ in the traceability game is negligible.

\[
\square
\]
We present in this chapter, a blind signature and its partially blind variant based on lattices assumptions. In a nutshell, the blind signature scheme allows any user, who wants to sign a message of its choice, to interact with a signer, who possesses the signing key. Blind signature is a cornerstone in privacy-oriented cryptography and we propose here the first lattice-based scheme without restart that is based on the former lattice-based blind signature of Rückert [Rüc10]. In 2020, Hauck et al. published a paper in this topic at Crypto 2020 which raise a flaw in the security proof that appears in all previous paper and they propose a construction that solves this problem but with a big efficiency cost. In comparison our construction is more efficient to the one of [Hau+20], but our security relies on a conjecture.

Compare to related work, the key idea of our construction is to provide a trapdoor to the signer in order to let him perform some gaussian pre-sampling during the signature generation process, preventing this way to restart from scratch the whole protocol. The security of our scheme relies on the ring k-SIS assumption, in the random oracle model. We also explain the security issue raised by [Hau+20] in lattice-based blind signature one-more unforgeability proof and how we partially overcome it. In fact this issue is inherited from the seminal work of Rückert [Rüc10] and induced by a too direct adaptation of the former one-more unforgeability proof from Pointcheval and Stern [PS00]. We finally present a partially blind variant of our scheme, which is done with no supplementary cost, as the number of elements generated and exchanged during the signing protocol is exactly the same.

We start by giving the generic definition of a blind signature scheme and the various properties, security included, that it must fulfil. We then explain the generic framework from Rückert [Rüc10] that is used by all constructions, including our, in the lattice settings. We continue by developing our construction in detail, together with its partially
blind variant. We end this chapter by proving the security of our scheme, especially the one-more unforgability proof that is proved under some conjecture, in which we give a complete analysis.

5.1 Blind signature definition

Blind signatures, introduced by Chaum in 1982 [Cha82], permit a user to obtain a signature on a chosen message by interacting with a signing authority. They have recently been standardized at ISO/IEC 18370 and are deployed in e.g., the Microsoft U-Prove technology. The main difference with a classical signature is that at the end of the signature generation, the authority has never seen the message and is not able to later link the signature output by the user to its corresponding view of the interactions. Thus, the user is anonymous among the set of users having requesting a signature to this authority. Blind signatures are then usually used to provide anonymity in practical services such as e-vote or e-cash [Cha82]. In these cases, the authority provides the ability to vote or spend coins to a user, but the latter does not want his vote or payment to be traced. Pointcheval and Stern [PS96a], and then Juels et al. [JLO97], have proposed formal definitions for the security of blind signatures, namely blindness (the authority cannot make the link between a (message, signature) pair and its transcript of the signing protocol) and one-more unforgeability (a user cannot output more valid (message, signature) pairs than the number of times he has interacted with the authority).

5.1.1 Generic definition and additional properties

A blind signature scheme is an interactive protocol between two parts. The first part is a common user, who wants to obtain a signature on a message of its choice, but with no access to the signing key. Then he has to interact with an authority in possession of this key to generate the signature, these interactions are composed of at least 2 exchanges (for example blind RSA [Fer93]) between the user and the signer. The first interaction is the sending of a challenge by the user and the second interaction is the answer with the signature corresponding to the received challenge, from the signer. Indeed, to get a blind signature, the user generates the challenge, that is included in the outputted signature, he must blind it into before to send it to the signer. It means the signer computes a signature on the challenge, that has been blinded, and sends it to the user, who modifies
the signature accordingly to fit with the outputted challenge. In the rest of this chapter, we call this last step the "unblind" operation of the signature. Thus the signer has never seen the genuine challenge and is unable to trace back the blind signatures.

In some situations, these 2 interactions are not enough to compose a blind signature scheme and a third interaction, which appears at the beginning of the protocol, is necessary. In fact this 3 exchanges scenario is copied from the zero-knowledge proofs. In this 3 exchange interaction, the signer starts the protocol by sending a commitment, that will be used by the user to help him to generate its challenge and perform the rest of the protocol.

Now, before to take a closer look to the formal definitions and security properties we can expect from a blind signature, we define a variant of such tool. Coming back to the e-voting and e-cash use cases, the basic blind signature is sometimes too restrained to be used. Indeed considering an e-cash scenario, where a blind signature is associated to an electronic coin, we would like to add a validity date or a monetary value that should be made public. This is why we need a slightly modified version, where the message to be signed can include some information, that the authority should know. This variant of blind signatures, called partially blind signatures, has been introduced in [AF96]. Concretely, it means that the two parties agree on a common and public information added to the signed message during the blind signature process. Obviously, this common information should not permit to break the security properties considered in a blind signature scheme, that should be modified accordingly.

We now give more formal definitions for blind and partially blind signature. We develop them on the protocol side as well as on the security side.

A (Partially) Blind Signature scheme (BS or PBS) consists of three algorithms (Keygen, Sign, Verif), where Sign is an interactive protocol between a signer $S$ and a user $U$. There are different ways to describe such an interactive protocol. In this work, we consider a three-move protocol as in [Oka92; Rüc10], as shown in Figure 5.1.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{ll}
\hline
Signer & User \\
\hline
Generate a commitment & Generate the challenge \\
 & Blind the challenge \\
Compute the signature & Unblind the signature \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{3-move blind signature.}
\end{table}
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\mathcal{S}(s_k)$</th>
<th>$\mathcal{U}(p_k,M)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>choose $x$</td>
<td>$x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$e = \text{Challenge}(M, p_k, x)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$e^* = \text{blind}(e)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z^* = \text{sign}(e^*, s_k)$</td>
<td>$z^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$z = \text{unblind}(z^*)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Output$(M, (z, e))$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

— **Key Generation.** Keygen$(1^n)$ given the security parameter $n$, outputs a private signing key $s_k$ and a public verification key $p_k$.

— **Signature Protocol.** The interaction between the signer $\mathcal{S}(s_k)$ and the user $\mathcal{U}(p_k,M)$ is described in Figure 5.2. The input of $\mathcal{S}$ is a secret key $s_k$ and the input of the user is the public key $p_k$ and a message $M \in \mathcal{M}$, where $\mathcal{M}$ is the message space. The output of $\mathcal{S}$ is a transcript $(x, e^*, z^*)$, with the internal values, of the signature generation and the output of $\mathcal{U}$ is a signature $z$ on the message $M$, under $s_k$ with respect to the challenge $e$.

In the case of partially blind signature, an additional information info is commonly chosen by the signer and the user. This common information info is public and is added to the message to be signed during the process.

— **Signature Verification.** The algorithm Verif$(p_k,M,(z,e))$ outputs 1 if $z$ is a valid signature on $M$ under $p_k$ with respect to the challenge $e$, otherwise it outputs 0. In the case of the partially blind signature, the common information info is also needed as an input of the signature verification process.

**Completeness.** We define the completeness as in a digital signature scheme, i.e., for each honestly created signature with honestly created keys and for any message $M \in \mathcal{M}$ (and info), the signature verification has to be valid under these elements.

The security of (partially) blind signature schemes is then composed of two properties: (partial) blindness and one-more unforgeability, developed in the works of [JLO97; PS00].

**Partial) blindness.** The first property a (partially) blind signature scheme must fulfill is the (partial) blindness property. It informally means that the signer is unable to link a valid (partially) blind signature $(M, (z, e))$ to the transcript $(x, e^*, z^*)$ which generated it.
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Definition 16. (Partial) Blindness is formalized in the experiment $\text{Exp}^{\text{blind}}_{S^*, BS}(n)$ in Fig. 5.3. A BS scheme is $(t, \delta)$-blind, if there is no adversary $S^*$, running in time at most $t$, that wins the blindness experiment with advantage at least $\delta$, where the advantage is defined as $\text{Adv}^{\text{blind}}_{S^*, BS} = |\text{Prob}[\text{Exp}^{\text{blind}}_{S^*, BS}(n) = 1] - \frac{1}{2}|$.

Concerning this experiment, we consider an adversary, acting as a signer $S^*$, that works in three modes. In mode $\text{find}$, the adversary chooses two messages $M_0, M_1$ (and corresponding common informations $\text{info}_0$ and $\text{info}_1$). Then, in mode $\text{issue}$, he interacts with two users. Each user gets the two messages $M_0$ and $M_1$ that they divide between them and, on a coin flip $b$, each user interacts with the adversary $S^*$, as in the signing protocol, to generate a blind signature $z_b$ (resp $z_{1-b}$) for the message $M_b$ (resp. $M_{1-b}$). After seeing both unblinded signatures $z_0, z_1$ in the original order, with respect to $M_0$ and $M_1$, the signer enters the third mode $\text{guess}$ and has to guess the bit $b$ of the corresponding signatures. If any of the signature process fails, the signer only gets a notification of failure. The adversary is moreover allowed to keep a state that is fed back in subsequent calls.

The blindness experiment is available for both blind and partially blind signatures. The only difference between the two cases is that we have to deal with the common information $\text{info}$ in the partially blind version. It means that, in this case we have $\text{info}_0 = \text{info}_1 = 0$. One has just to remove the variables $\text{info}_0$ and $\text{info}_1$ to obtain the exact experiment for basic blind signatures.
One-more unforgeability. The second security property is the one-more unforgeability. Informally, it means that a user, given $l$ valid signatures generated following $l$ interactions with a signer, can not output $(l + 1)$ valid signatures. The one-more unforgeability property ensures that each completed interaction between a signer and a user provides at most one signature. In the corresponding experiment, an adversarial user tries to output $m$ valid signatures after $l < m$ completed interactions with an honest signer.

Definition 17. **One-more unforgeability** is formalized in Fig. 5.3. A blind signature scheme $BS$ is $(t, q_{\text{Sign}}, \delta)$-one-more unforgeable if there is no adversary $A$, running in time at most $t$, making at most $q_{\text{Sign}}$ signature queries, who wins the one-more unforgeability experiment with probability at least $\delta$.

As for the blindness property, this experiment is available for both blind and partially blind signatures. Indeed, one can adapt the given experiment to the case of basic blind signatures by simply removing the variables info. The difference between the two variants is that in the partially variant we also need to verify that the attacker can not forge a signature on an information never appearing in the $l$ previous interactions with the signer.

5.1.2 Blind signature and lattices

Now that we have defined what is a blind signature and what property we can expect for such constructions, we will take a closer look on the particular case of lattice-based blind signature and study how the line of research on the subject progressed from the first scheme that has been designed by Rückert in 2010 [Rüc10], upon the idea of the Okamoto-Schnorr blind signature scheme [Oka92], to the very recent one by Hauck et al. in 2020 [Hau+20].

In fact, before the seminal paper of [Rüc10] inspiring all its successor, the history of lattice-based blind signature begins with the identification scheme of Lyubashevsky [Lyu08]. Indeed, from an identification scheme there is a generic transformation to get a blind signature, by using a transformation that follows the same spirit than the Fiat-Shamir transformation [FS86] as originally applied on the Schnorr identification scheme [Sch89] to get the Okamoto-Schnorr blind signature scheme [Oka92].

Identification scheme and blind signatures. In an identification scheme, a prover and a verifier interact such that at the end of the protocol, the verifier is convinced of the identity of the prover. In practice, the prover possesses a secret key corresponding to a
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$S((r, s) \in \mathbb{Z}_q^2)$  \hspace{1cm}  $U(y = g^{-r}h^{-s} \mod p, m)$

$t, u \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q$

$a \leftarrow g^t h^u \mod p$  \hspace{1cm}  $b, c, d \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q$

$a' = ag^b h^c y^d \mod p$

$\epsilon = H(m, a')$

$e \leftarrow \epsilon - d \mod q$

$R \leftarrow t + er \mod q$

$S \leftarrow u + es \mod q$  \hspace{1cm}  $R, S$

If $a = g^R h^S y^\epsilon \mod p$

Then $\rho \leftarrow R + b \mod q$

$\sigma \leftarrow S + c \mod q$

Output $(\rho, \sigma)$

Figure 5.4 – Okamoto-Schnorr blind signature scheme [Oka92]

public key that is known by the verifier. Then the prover tries to convince the verifier that he knows the secret key in a zero-knowledge way, meaning that the verifier gets no other information other than the fact that the prover is indeed, in possession of the claimed secret key.

As a concrete example, we can cite the identification scheme of Schnorr [Sch89] that was turned into a blind signature scheme by Okamoto [Oka92] to give birth to the Okamoto-Schnorr blind signature scheme, described in Figure 5.4. The parameters are two prime integers $p$ and $q$ such that $q | (p - 1)$, while $g$ and $h$ are elements of $\mathbb{Z}_p^*$ of order $q$ and $H$ is a hash function modeled as a random oracle.

The idea of the Schnorr identification scheme was applied on the identification scheme of Lyubashevsky [Lyu08] that we recall below, the parameters are $p = \tilde{O}(n^3), m = [4n \log n]$ and the SAFE set is equal to \{1, \ldots, 5m - 1\}^m.

In the Lyubashevsky scheme (Figure 5.5), a prover succeeds to prove its identity if the verifier is convinced that he owns a short vector $\tilde{w} \in \{0, 1\}^m$ corresponding to a published hash value $w = A \cdot \tilde{w} \mod p$. So now the prover wants the ability to prove to any verifier that he is in possession of such a vector $\tilde{w}$ verifying the above relation. An easy way would be to reveal the value $\tilde{w}$ such that anyone can compute the correct $w$ and valid his
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$S(\tilde{w} \leftarrow s {0,1}^m)$</th>
<th>$\mathcal{U}(A \leftarrow s \mathbb{Z}_q^{m \times n}, w \leftarrow A \cdot \tilde{w} \mod p)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{y} \leftarrow s {0,1, \ldots, 5m-1}^m$</td>
<td>$y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y \leftarrow A \cdot \tilde{y}$</td>
<td>$e^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c \leftarrow s {0,1}$</td>
<td>$z \leftarrow \tilde{y} + c \cdot \tilde{w}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If $c = 1$ and $\tilde{y} + \tilde{w} \notin$ SAFE</td>
<td>$z$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>else</td>
<td>If $|z| \leq 5m^{1.5}$ and $A \cdot z \mod p = y + c \cdot w$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z \leftarrow \perp$</td>
<td>$d \leftarrow 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>else</td>
<td>$d \leftarrow 0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.5 – Identification scheme of Lyubashevsky [Lyu08]

identification, but then everybody can steal its identity, and prove it in the same way.

In order to keep its vector $\tilde{w}$ private, the idea is that the prover "masks" its secret vector $\tilde{w}$, using the identification zero-knowledge property, with an ephemeral vector $\tilde{y}$ that is generated during the execution of the protocol, and which is different for each iteration. Finally the prover reveals the vector $z = \tilde{y} + c \cdot \tilde{w}$ to the verifier, who check the relation $A \cdot z \mod p = y + c \cdot w$ to validate the identification. The problem now is that the distribution of the vector $z$ is not a leak-free distribution, indeed if the challenge is $c = 1$, then the vector $z$ is centered on $\tilde{w}$ and not on 0, giving by the way some informations about the secret $\tilde{w}$.

Then to ensure that the vector $z$ gives no information about the secret $\tilde{w}$, the protocol accept it or reject it following the value it takes, using the well-known rejection sampling technique, introduced in [Lyu08]. Concretely, a set labeled as "SAFE" is considered, such that we know that if the vector $z$ falls into that set, it means that it reveals no information on the secret $\tilde{w}$. The protocol stops and is repeated each time the vector $z$ is not in the set "SAFE", while it reaches its end as soon as a vector $z$ is generated by the prover and belongs to the set "SAFE": here comes the name of rejection sampling.
Starting from this identification scheme, the idea of Rückert [Rüc10], was to apply to the lattice settings a transformation equivalent to the one that Okamoto carried out on the discrete-logarithm based Schnorr construction, creating the so-called Okamoto-Schnorr scheme. According to the Fiat-Shamir transform, the idea is that the challenge is not anymore a single bit compared to the identification scheme, but instead we consider the output of a random oracle, that can take at least $2^n$ possible values. However, since the challenge can not be sent in clear, to preserve the blindness, the output of the random oracle must be blinded before to be sent to the signer. Using all these tricks, Rückert [Rüc10] managed to build the first lattice-based blind signature scheme, construction on which we based our own work and that we explain further.

5.1.3 Technical details of the Rückert scheme

Rückert scheme. We now describe the Rückert protocol, we start by defining some elements that are inherent to its construction as well as our own construction. First the scheme is built on the lattice polynomial variant $\mathbb{R}_q$ to benefit of its efficiency compared to $\mathbb{Z}_q$. On the $\mathbb{R}_q$ ring, we can use the hash function family described in 3.3.4.

In fact, the reduction of the one-more unforgeability property is brought back to the problem of finding a collision on a hash function that belongs to this family, and that can be seen as a solution to the Ring-SIS problem. Concerning the function denoted $H$, it is seen as a random oracle and can be the function SHA-256 for example.

We also note that the sets $D_y, D_\alpha, \ldots$ are some integers intervals on which the variables are uniformly picked. We emphasize that this notation is restricted to the Rückert scheme and denotes a gaussian distribution everywhere else. Finally two rejection sampling, one on the signer side and one on the user side, are represented in the same way as in the identification scheme of [Lyu08] with $G^m$ and $G^m$ that identifies in the same way as the set 'SAFE' in [Lyu08].

The general framework of the blind signature of [Rüc10] (see Figure 5.6) is the same as the one from the identification scheme of Lyubashevsky [Lyu08], with the initial commitment as first step. At the same time, the signing step is very similar to the second step of the prover in [Lyu08], with only the distributions differing. However the challenge generation deeply differs to fit into the requirements of a blind signature as explained previously. After its generation, the challenge is blinded by adding a "mask", seen as a vector, on the original challenge, and by using the rejection sampling technique to erase any information that could leak. Finally to retrieve the signature corresponding to the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signer(s)</th>
<th>User(S,M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{y} \leftarrow D_y^m )</td>
<td>( y \leftarrow {0,1}^n )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y \leftarrow h_a(y) )</td>
<td>( r \leftarrow {0,1}^n )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C \leftarrow \text{com}(M,r) )</td>
<td>( t_1 \leftarrow D_o )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_2 \leftarrow D_m^m )</td>
<td>( e_1 \leftarrow H(y - St_1 - h_a(t_2), C) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e^* \leftarrow e - t_1 )</td>
<td>( e^* \leftarrow e^* - t_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If ( e^* \notin D_\epsilon )</td>
<td>Start over with fresh ( t_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z^* \leftarrow se^* + \tilde{y} )</td>
<td>( e^* \leftarrow e^* - t_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If ( z^* \notin G_v^m )</td>
<td>Trigger restart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z^* \leftarrow z^* - t_2 )</td>
<td>If ( z \notin G_\epsilon^m )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification</td>
<td>( \text{result} \leftarrow (C, t_1, t_2, e) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{result} \leftarrow \text{ok} )</td>
<td>Else</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.6 – Rückert’s blind signature scheme [Lyu08]
original challenge, the user "unmasks" the signature with the second vector, by using once again a rejection sampling to preserve the final distribution of the signature from any leak of information.

Finally, we can see that Rückert introduces a final interaction between the signer and the user, in case that the final rejection sampling fails. It comes from the fact that the user can get an invalid blind signature, but then needs to notify it to the signer in order to start over the whole protocol. But to prevent the user to cheat and trigger a restart while he gets a valid blind signature, he needs to send all the elements that can prove to the signer that the signature is indeed invalid and that a restart is mandatory.

We can then see that the main restriction of the Rückert scheme is the solution to the correctness problems, solved by its restarts (see Figure 5.7). More precisely there is one local restart on the user side in its first step that is not a main problem with respect to efficiency. However the two restarts from scratch happening in the second step of the signer and of the user side are a lot more bothering, since they imply a restart of the whole protocol and not just the current step. These problems are incurred by the correctness issue brought by the rejection sampling, since each time a test of rejection sampling fails, it means that some elements need to be regenerated to give another chance to the rejection sampling to succeed. While the efficiency is affected by those restarts in an evident way, a more intricate issue appears in the security. We take a closer look into these issues in what follows next.

For a long time, the only existing blind signature on lattices was the scheme of Rückert [Rüc10], but the 4 several years have seen some resurgence of interest for the subject with the NIST competition started in 2016. Beginning with some improvements on the distribution of the elements composing the protocol, by switching from uniform to gaussian
distribution, done by Zhang et al [Zha+18]. Then, a new scheme called BLAZE [ABB19] (soon followed by its new version BLAZE+ [ABB20]) has been published, improving the user part of the original scheme of Rückert, by introducing a new and more efficient technique to generate the challenge as well as a technique using a Merkle tree to reduce the restarts. We can also denote two partially blind signatures, that has been designed by Tian et al [TZW16], later followed by [Pap+19]. Both schemes follows the transformation of Abe and Okamoto [AO00] to transform a blind signature into a partially blind variant.

More recently, a paper from Hauck et al. [Hau+20] revisited the lattice-based blind signature constructions. Indeed, they found a flaw into the seminal paper of Rückert, more precisely into its one-more unforgeability proof, that spreads and invalidates all blind signature existing constructions [TZW16; Zha+18; Pap+19; ABB19; ABB20], since they all rely on the Rückert proof for their one-more unforgeability security. The problem comes from the fact that there are some tricky issues when transforming the proof that was originally designed for schemes based on discrete logarithm or factorization into schemes based on lattices. We develop extensively the issue and the solution brought by [Hau+20] as well as the adaptation we brought into our solution in the section 5.3.

5.2 Our blind signature scheme

The main goal of our construction is to be more efficient than previous constructions. In order to achieve our goal, we get rid of these restarts, that can be restricting on the efficiency side as well as on the security side.

5.2.1 Our construction

Our main objective is then to find more efficient alternatives to the problems such restarts are solving. We then use several tricks to reach our goal and design a more efficient blind signature scheme.

— Our first difference is to base our construction on Eurocrypt 2012 Lyubashevsky’s signature scheme [Lyu12]. By replacing all the uniform sampling distributions by gaussian ones, we benefit better parameters and a more efficient rejection sampling, compared to the Rückert scheme. In particular, the local restart on the user side is more efficient in our design.

— An other point that we introduce, is to give to the signer a trapdoor in order
to let him perform some gaussian presampling, and by then to avoid the restart triggered in the signing step. We then make use of the ring version of the efficient trapdoor function due to [MP12; GM18], in order to sample preimages of the one-way function defined in [LM06] associated to a public vector $a$. Instead of generating a new challenge or an ephemeral vector in case of error, as it is done in the restart from scratch (1) of Rückert scheme (see Figure 5.7), the signer can execute some gaussian pre-sampling by himself to efficiently output a signature where the secret key is always sufficiently hidden.

— Using then a result due to Goldwasser et al. [Gol+10] on statistical distances between gaussian distribution centered on 0 and gaussian distribution centered on a vector $v$, we hide the signature sent by the signer by adding an oversized vector, which is generated by the user. This naturally hides the information that can later be used by the signer to recognize the output blind signature, since the final signature distribution does not depend on the signature output by the signer. The consequence is that we do not need anymore the restart from scratch (2) in Figure 5.7, that has exactly the same objective.

— We remark that the removal of the trigger restarts leads to the uselessness of a commitment initially computed by the user during the challenge generation step. However the use of the trapdoor carries a problem in the one-more unforgeability proof, since the simulated signer needs to perform some gaussian pre-sampling but has no access to the trapdoor on the matrix $A$. We address this problem using the $k$-SIS problem introduced in [BF11], and improved in [Lin+14], which allows the signer to get $k$ short vectors of the kernel of $A$ and asks him to output a $(k+1)$-th vector, linearly independent of the others.

We now detail the construction of our blind signature scheme $BS = (\text{KeyGen}, \text{Sign}, \text{Verif})$.

**Setup.** We consider the polynomial ring $R_q = \mathbb{Z}_q[X]/(X^n + 1)$, where the parameters $q$ and $n$ are expressed in Table 5.1. Two families of hash functions are necessary in the protocol, firstly a generic hash function $H \leftarrow H(1^n) : \{0, 1\}^* \rightarrow R_2$ (modelled as a random oracle), and a second one on the specific ring $R_q$, typically $h \leftarrow H(R_q, m)$ as defined in the section 3.3.4 of the preliminaries.

The parameter table (Table 5.1) shows up the different sizes of the parameters involved in our blind signature scheme. The parameter $n$ is chosen as a power of 2, in order to have the polynomial $X^n + 1$ irreducible and for efficiency reasons. The parameter $m$ ensures
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Asymptotic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>power of 2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>$\lceil \log q \rceil + 1$</td>
<td>$\Omega(\log n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>$n\alpha$</td>
<td>$O(n\sqrt{n})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$\omega(k\sqrt{n \log n})$</td>
<td>$O(\sqrt{n})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$2^{\omega(\log n)} \sqrt{n}$</td>
<td>$O(n^{1.5} \omega(\log n))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>$\omega((n\sqrt{n\alpha})\sqrt{\log n})$</td>
<td>$O(n^2 \sqrt{n \omega(\log n)})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>$t\sqrt{n-m(\beta + \sigma)}$</td>
<td>$O(n^6 \sqrt{n} 2^{-\omega(\log n)})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>$\geq 4mn\sqrt{n \log(n) D, \text{prime}}$</td>
<td>$\Theta(n^6 2^{-\omega(\log n)})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1 – Parameters of our scheme.

the worst-case to average case reduction of our scheme. The others parameters are set such that the different rejection sampling and security arguments work.

**Key Generation.** BS.Keygen($1^n$) selects a secret key $s \in \mathbb{R}_m^n$ and a vector of polynomial $a = (a^T||h_{g} - a^TT_a)^T \in \mathbb{R}_q^m$, along with a trapdoor $T_a$ on $a$, such that the hash function $h_a \in \mathcal{H}($R, $m)$ is built with this polynomial vector $a$. Finally the public key $p = h_a(s)$ is computed and made public. BS.Keygen($1^n$) outputs $sk = (s, T_a)$ and $pk = (p, a)$.

**Signature.** BS.Sign(Signer($s, T_a$), User($p, M$)) works as expressed in Figure 5.8. We recall that writing $v \leftarrow \text{PreSample}(T_a, x, \sigma)$ means that $h_a(v) = x \mod q$ and that $v$ is following a Gaussian distribution of parameter $\sigma$. At the end of the protocol, the signer outputs a transcript, and the user outputs the uplet $(M, (z, e))$ composed by the message $M \in \{0,1\}^*$, the signature $z \in \mathbb{R}^m$ and the challenge $e \in \mathbb{R}_2$ to verify the signature.
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Signer\((s,T_a)\)  

\[ y \leftarrow D_{R,\sigma}^m \]

\[ x \leftarrow h_a(y) \]

User\((p, M)\)  

\[ t_1 \leftarrow D_{R,\alpha} \]

\[ t_2 \leftarrow D_{R,\beta}^m \]

If\( \|t_2\| > t_1 \sqrt{n \cdot m} \cdot \beta \) then

generate a fresh\( t_2 \)

\[ e \leftarrow H(x - p \cdot t_1 - h_a(t_2), M) \]

\[ e^* \leftarrow e - t_1 \]

Accept\( e^* \) with probability

\[ \min\left( \frac{D_{R,\alpha}}{G_1 \cdot D_{R,\alpha}}, 1 \right) \]

Otherwise start over with a fresh\( t_1 \leftarrow D_{R,\alpha} \)

Accept\( z^* \) with probability

\[ \min\left( \frac{D_{R,\sigma}^m}{G_2 \cdot D_{R,\sigma,\alpha}e^*}, 1 \right) \]

Otherwise:

\[ z^* \leftarrow \text{PreSample}(T_a, e^* \cdot p + x, \sigma) \]

If\( \|z^*\| > t_1 \sqrt{n \cdot m} \cdot \sigma \) then

start over with a fresh

\[ z^* \leftarrow \text{PreSample}(T_a, e^* \cdot p + x, \sigma) \]

\[ z \leftarrow z^* - t_2 \]

\[ z^* \leftarrow z^* - t_2 \]

Output\( (M, (z, e)) \)

Figure 5.8 - BS protocol

**Verification.** The verification procedure\( \text{BS.Verif}(p, M, (z, e)) \) outputs 1
iff\( \|z\| \leq D \) and\( H(h_a(z) - p \cdot e, M) = e \).

Now that we have explained our construction of lattice-based blind signature, we move into the security of our schemes. Firstly we investigate the property of blindness, that is quite straightforward thanks to the rejection sampling and the noise flooding techniques. We separate the one-more unforgeability in another section, since its history is really complicated and has been subject to several questioning in the last year.
5.2.2 Correctness and blindness

We start by proving the completeness property. It asks that for a genuinely generated blind signature, the verification algorithm outputs 1 with probability 1.

**Theorem 5 (Completeness).** The scheme BS is perfectly complete.

**Proof.** Let us assume that the protocol outputs a valid signature. Then, for all honestly generated key pairs \((s, p)\), all messages \(M \in \{0, 1\}^*\) and all signatures \((M, (z, e))\) we have \(|z| \leq |z^*| + |t_2| \leq D\) and:

\[
\begin{align*}
  h_a(z) - p \cdot e &= h_a(z^* - t_2) - p \cdot e \quad (5.1) \\
  &= h_a(e^* \cdot s + y - t_2) - p \cdot e \quad (5.2) \\
  &= h_a((e - t_1) \cdot s + y - t_2) - p \cdot e \quad (5.3) \\
  &= p \cdot e - p \cdot t_1 + x - h_a(t_2) - p \cdot e \quad (5.4) \\
  &= x - p \cdot t_1 - h_a(t_2). \quad (5.5)
\end{align*}
\]

Therefore, we have \(H(h_a(z) - p \cdot e, M) = e\) and BS.Verif\((p, M, (z, e)) = 1\).

Moreover, each rejection sampling in step 2 succeeds after \(\delta G = \exp^{12/\delta + 1/(2\delta)^2}\) repetitions, with \(\delta\) calculated from \(\eta = \omega(T \sqrt{\log(n)})\), \(T\) is the norm of the vector \(e\) in step 2, we can rewrite \(\eta = \delta T\) and then we have \(\delta \geq k \sqrt{\log n}\).

The following lemma is a slightly modified version of the Lemma 2.

**Lemma 14.** We have \(\Delta(\bar{D}_{R^m, \sigma, B}, \bar{D}_{R^m, 0, \sigma, B}) \leq \frac{1}{1 - 2^{-O(n)}} \cdot \frac{1}{2 \omega(\log n)}\).

**Proof.** This lemma argue about the statistical distribution of two gaussian distribution, but in our case to enforce the perfect correctness, we have to deal with truncated gaussian. The statistical distance between the truncated gaussian is

\[
\frac{1}{2} \sum_{x \in R^m} |\bar{\rho}_{\beta, x^*, D}(x) - \bar{\rho}_{\beta, 0, D}(x)| = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{||x|| \leq D} |\bar{\rho}_{\beta, x^*}(x) - \bar{\rho}_{\beta, 0}(x)|
\]

since if \(||x|| > D\), \(\bar{\rho}_{\beta, x^*, D}(x) = \bar{\rho}_{\beta, 0, D}(x) = 0\). By definition of \(\bar{\rho}_{\beta, x^*, D}\), we have:

\[
\frac{1}{2} \sum_{||x|| \leq D} |\bar{\rho}_{\beta, x^*, D}(x) - \bar{\rho}_{\beta, 0, D}(x)| = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{||x|| \leq D} |\Phi_{\beta, x^*}(D) - \Phi_{\beta, 0}(D)|.
\]
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By Lemma 1, we have \(\Phi_{\beta,0}(D) = \Pr_{x \leftarrow \mathbb{R}^m_{R,\beta}, \|x\| \leq D} \left[ \|x\| \leq D \right] \geq 1 - 2^{-\Omega(n)}\), since \(\sqrt{n}.\beta \leq D\).

By the same argument, we have that \(\|x + z^*\| \leq \|x\| + \|z^*\| \leq \sqrt{n}.(\beta + \sigma) \leq D\) for \(x \leftarrow \mathbb{R}^m_{R,\beta}\), then we have \(\Phi_{\beta,z^*}(D) = \Pr_{x \leftarrow \mathbb{R}^m_{R,\beta}, z^*} \left[ \|x\| \leq D \right] \geq 1 - 2^{-\Omega(n)}\).

Finally, we have:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{1}{2} & \sum_{x \in \mathbb{R}^m} |\tilde{\rho}_{\beta,z^*,D}(x) - \tilde{\rho}_{\beta,0,D}(x)| \\
& \leq \frac{1}{1 - 2^{-\Omega(n)}} \frac{1}{2} \sum_{\|x\| \leq D} |\rho_{\beta,z^*}(x) - \rho_{\beta,0}(x)| \\
& \leq \frac{1}{1 - 2^{-\Omega(n)}} \frac{1}{2} \sum_{x \in \mathbb{R}^m} |\rho_{\beta,z^*}(x) - \rho_{\beta,0}(x)| \\
& \leq \frac{1}{1 - 2^{-\Omega(n)}} \|z^*\| \beta \\
& \leq \frac{1}{1 - 2^{-\Omega(n)}} \frac{1}{2^{\omega(\log n)}}
\end{align*}
\]

We give now the blindness proof, the property is ensured thanks to the rejection sampling technique as well as the above lemma.

**Theorem 6 (Blindness).** BS is statistically blind.

**Proof.** As per experiment \(\exp^{\text{blind}}_{\beta,z^*}\), the adversarial signer outputs two messages \(M_0, M_1\) and interacts with two users \(U(p, M_b), U(p, M_{1-b})\) after a secret coin flip \(b \leftarrow \{0, 1\}\). We show that these users do not leak any information about their respective messages.

To prove that the adversary has no advantage to associate the signatures with the messages, we prove that the distributions of the corresponding transcripts and signature cannot be linked to the messages to be signed by the attacker. During an iteration of the blind signature issuing protocol, the transcript obtained by the malicious signer is a commitment \(x\), a blind challenge \(e^*\) and a signature \(z^*\) delivered to the user. The outputs of the user are the message \(M\), the challenge \(e\) and the blind signature \(z\).

What we have to do is to analyze the distributions of each one of these elements and prove that the two transcripts \(x_b, e_b^*, z_b^*\) are independent of the signatures \(M_b, e_b, z_b\), for \(b \in \{0, 1\}\).

— **The commitment** \(x_b\): The commitment is generated at the beginning of the protocol, using a gaussian distribution centered on 0, and of variance \(\gamma\) depending only on the security parameter \(n\). It is then easy to see that these elements do not give any advantage to the attacker.
— **The blinded challenge** $e^*_b$: we have $e^*_b = e_b - t^b_1$, here the element $e_b$ is part of the signature, then the distribution of $e^*_b$ must be independent of the distribution of $e_b$. To ensure this property, we use the **Theorem 1** on the rejection sampling. It means that after applying the rejection sampling on the element $e^*_b$, its distribution becomes independent of the element $e_b$, and then gives us the desired property.

— **The blinded signature** $z^*_b$: The last element which composes the transcript is the signature computed by the signer $z^*_b = z_b + t^b_2$, depending on the actual blind signature output by the user. In order to ensure the blindness of this element, we use the **Lemma 14**. This lemma states that the statistical distance between the blind signature $z_b$ and the polynomial vector $t^b_2$ is less than $\frac{1}{2^{\Omega(\log n)}}$, which is negligible. Since the vector $t^b_2$ is generated independently of the other elements of the protocol, then it concludes on the blindness property of our protocol.

We have then proved that all the elements composing the transcripts follow distributions that are indeed independent of any signature issued by a user at the end of a blind signature generation. We can conclude that our scheme is statistically blind since all the arguments used in the proof are statistical.

What remains to prove is the one-more unforgeability security of the blind signature scheme, that is only conjectured in our case. This property asks that a user, interacting $l$ times with an authority, is not able to output $l + 1$ blind signature. Considering the complicated history of this property on lattices, we start by providing a complete analysis of the issue emerging in the constructions preceding the scheme of [Hau+20], we then develop our own proof with a complete description of its mechanisms.

### 5.3 One-more unforgeability proof

For a long time the unforgeability property considered for blind signatures was the existential unforgeability. However Pointcheval and Stern [PS00] pointed out that this security notion was far to be exhaustive for the case of blind signatures, since it does not take into account the fact that the attacker is allowed to interact several times with the signer before to output its forgery. This is why a new notion, called one-more unforgeability, has been introduced by Pointcheval and Stern [PS00] to encompass the different scenarios that can be encountered in the real-world use-cases of blind signature schemes.
5.3.1 Definition and first proof

The one-more unforgeability property has been introduced in 1996 with an article from Pointcheval and Stern [PS96a], they described then the first provably secure blind signature scheme. This work combined to the Eurocrypt 1996 paper of the same authors [PS96b] (that were regrouped into [PS00]) was groundbreaking in the world of provable security for signature schemes, on top of blind signature schemes. Relying on the novel model of random oracle by Bellare and Rogaway [BR93], Pointcheval and Stern introduced a new tool, called forking lemma, that has been generalized by Bellare and Neven [BN06] to contexts other than signature schemes. This tool will be intensively used by almost all signature schemes in the random oracle model for the following years.

The main goal of the proof, in the context of blind signatures, is to design a simulator interacting with a successful one-more unforgeability attacker, and expecting thanks to him, to solve a hard problem (such as the discrete logarithm of the factorization problem in [PS00]). Their result needs to take as a basis a blind signature protocol that enjoys the property of witness indistinguishability. This property means that for a randomly chosen secret key associated to a given public key, it exists at least one other secret key associated in the same way to the same public key. Moreover using one or another secret key is indistinguishable for anyone that does not manipulate the secret key.

Concretely, thanks to this witness indistinguishability property, a simulator (impersonating a real signer) can run an attacker, acting as a user, into a black-box simulation and expect the attacker to output a one-more forgery. In order to not let the attacker notice that he corresponds with a simulator instead of a true signer, the simulation needs to be indistinguishable of an actual iteration of the signing protocol. Moreover, the reduction makes use of the so-called forking lemma.

Intuitively, this lemma applied on blind signatures argues that if an attacker succeeds in the one-more unforgeability game and outputs a “one-more” signature, he can then be “rewinded” to the point where this forgery has been done, and by giving him different oracle answers, expects that it output a second “one-more” signature different from the first one. Thanks to those two different forgeries, the simulator can compute, with a non-negligible probability, a solution to a hard problem (typically, the SIS problem on lattices, or the discrete logarithm) using the properties inherited from the zero-knowledge proofs. However to succeed the reduction, some variable $\chi$, depending on the transcripts and signatures, must differ in each one of these forgeries, allowing the simulator to get a solution to a hard problem thanks to these $\chi$ variables.
The argument used by [PS00] to evaluate the probability of the above event on the variable $\chi$, mainly relies on the lemmas 8 and 9 of [PS00]. These lemmas build a function $\phi$ that takes as input a valid transcript of an interaction between a simulator and an attacker, and outputs a different valid transcript corresponding to another interaction with the same attacker and simulator, but which is indistinguishable to the first transcript from the attacker’s point of view, thanks to the witness indistinguishable property of the protocol.

Finally thanks to this $\phi$ function and by using well-chosen sets of events, it is possible to evaluate the probability that the attacker outputs two one-more forgeries, such that the knowledge of these forgeries allows the simulator to finalize the reduction with a solution to the given hard problem. While this last part is generic and does not create difficulties in the lattice setting, the $\phi$ function detailed before is a lot more problematic and need some adaptations.

Coming to the topic of lattice-based blind signature, all existing schemes (as well as our) make use of this framework of proof using the forking lemma to achieve the one-more unforgeability property.

### 5.3.2 Problems in early constructions and solutions

The problem is that, Lemmas 8 and 9 developed in [PS00] are not immediately transposable to lattice-based blind signatures, as pointed by [Hau+20]. The reason is firstly linked to the fact that the elements are not chosen in the same set. Indeed the elements of the Okamoto-Schnorr scheme are integers chosen in a finite group $\mathbb{Z}_q$, while in most lattice-based schemes, elements are polynomial, or vector of polynomials chosen in the polynomial ring $R_q = \mathbb{Z}_q[x]/(x^n + 1)$. Then as the [PS00] $\phi$ function has been designed for the integer ring, it first has to be transposed to the case of polynomials.

But then arise the second and main problem of such a transposition into the lattice settings. Concerning the Okamoto-Schnorr protocol, a secret key can be any element in the finite group $\mathbb{Z}_q$, while in the lattices, a secret key is, most of the time, restricted to be a short element $s$ of the ring $R_q^n$. The problem here is that, in the proof process, we have to define and use a function $\phi$ which sends a valid secret key $s$ into an element $s'$ which also has to be short to be a valid secret key. The initial [PS00] $\phi$ function has not been designed for that.

In order to overcome this problem, the authors of [Hau+20] defined the torsion free element $z^*$, which is a non zero element of the kernel of the public key $a$. Given this ele-
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For the commitment \( y \), we use the same transformation as the function \( \phi \) from [Hau+20] by sending \( y \) to \( y - z^* \cdot e \), but in our case we do not have the problem with the norm of the image as in [Hau+20]. In fact the uniform distribution does not allow the elements to exceed the boundary of the set on which the elements are picked. However in a gaussian distribution we do not have this bound restriction, since every element in the ring \( R^m_q \) has a non zero probability to be picked. It means that regardless what value is taken by \( y - z^* \cdot e \) it remains a possible candidate for the commitment generated by the signer in the first move of the protocol.

However, even if we succeed to define a function \( \phi \) that sends a valid transcript to another valid transcript, the gaussian distribution induces a problem in the proof. Indeed, in the proof of [PS00] appears an inequality between two probabilities that is correct considering an uniform distribution, but cannot be proved in the same way using a gaussian one. The reason is that the probability inequality comes from a comparison in the number of elements, that compose the events under which the probabilities are evaluated. Indeed this size comparison can be transformed into a probability inequality only if the elements are uniformly distributed. The gaussian distribution does not profit this property and then the proof can not be achieved in the same way. This is why our one-more unforge-
ability security rely on a conjecture that this probability inequality remains true even for gaussian distributions.

Using this function $\phi_s$ we overcome the problem solved by the noise flooding technique in the scheme of [Hau+20], while achieving a much better efficiency, since the elements of our scheme do not have to be oversized. The details of this part of the proof are given later in Definition 18 and Lemma 18. In our one-more unforgeability proof, the end of the proof of [PS00] can be developed in the same way to get a valid proof for this security property.

5.3.3 Our proof

One-more Unforgeability. The reduction in our scheme is done on the $k$-SIS problem, unlike to others lattice-based blind signature schemes, which are based on the SIS problem. In fact the addition of the trapdoor in our scheme removes the ability of the simulator to sign the requests sent from the attacker during the one-more unforgeability experiment as it is done in previous schemes. We then need to give him some SIS solutions to perform some rejection sampling in the signing step. We expect at the end of the simulation that the simulator is able to build a new SIS solution, linearly independent of those he gets during the simulation.

To simulate blind signatures queries, we first need the help of a $k$-SIS oracle. Indeed, this one provides us $k$ short vectors in the kernel of a matrix $a$ which we use to simulate the signatures in relation with the rejection sampling, we claim that the environment of the simulator is well simulated, since the probability that the simulator can answer all the signing queries is $(1 - (1 - \frac{1}{G})^k)^{q_{\text{sign}}}$ which holds with overwhelming probability if $q_{\text{sign}} = O(\exp k)$, meaning that $q_{\text{sign}} = O(\exp n)$ since we can take $k = O(n)$. We also require that it exists at least two secret keys corresponding to a given public key $p_k$.

Lemma 15 (Adapted from [Rüc10, lemma 3.6]). Let $h \in \mathcal{H}(R, m)$. For every secret key $s \leftarrow R^m_3$, there is a second $s' \in R^m_3 \setminus \{s\}$ with $h(s') = h(s)$ (with overwhelming probability).

We fit in the proof [Rüc10, lemma 3.6] by replacing $d_s$ by 1.

In fact, the goal is to assume that the attacker $\mathcal{A}$ will provide a one-more signature on a secret key $s'$ different from the real one $s$, used by our simulator. Moreover, to hide the secret key the simulator is using, we need a witness indistinguishable signature protocol.
Lemma 16 (Adapted from [Rüc10, lemma 3.7]). Let \( h \in \mathcal{H}(R, m) \) and \( p \in R \). For any message \( M \) and any two secret keys \( s, s' \in R_m^3 \) with \( h(s) = p = h(s') \), the resulting protocol views \( (x_1, e_1^*, z_1^*) \) and \( (x_2, e_2^*, z_2^*) \) are indistinguishable.

It means that the malicious verifier cannot distinguish whether the prover uses one of at least two possible secret keys \( s, s' \in h^{-1}(p) \cap R_m^3 \).

We expect that the attacker forges at least one signature that does not correspond to a signer’s transcript. We then apply the Forking Lemma to extract knowledge about the secret key corresponding to the one-more forgery. The reduction uses this knowledge to solve the \( k \)-SIS problem, we show that the solution built by the \( k \)-SIS adversary is independent of the \( k \) vectors given by the \( k \)-SIS oracle with probability \( \frac{\dim(\ker(a)) - k}{\dim(\ker(a))} \in O(1) \).

Since the function family \( \mathcal{H}(R, m) \) compresses the domain \( R_m^3 \), we have all the secret keys which collide with at least one other secret key.

We finally apply the Forking Lemma to extract a “one-more” solution of the \( k \)-SIS problem \( h_a(v) = 0 \).

As mentioned before, we need the following conjecture to reach the one-more unforgeability security.

Conjecture 1. Let the uplet \( (s, Y = \{y_1, \ldots, y_l\}, \rho, h) \) denotes a successful interactions between an attacker on the one-more unforgeability and a simulator impersonating a signer, with \( s \in R_m^3 \) the secret key, \( \{y_1, \ldots, y_l\} \in D_{R_m^q, s}^l \) the commitments, \( \rho \) the attacker random tape and \( h \) the random oracle answers. We then have:

\[
\Pr[\exists i \in [l+1]: z_i - s \cdot e_i \neq c_i] \geq \Pr[\forall i \in [l+1]: z_i - s \cdot e_i = c_i \land \exists i \in [l+1]: z_i - s' \cdot e_i \neq c_i]
\]

With \( z_i \) the signature corresponding to the interaction \( (s, y_i, \rho, h) \), \( e_i \) the challenge of the \( i \)-th interaction, \( s' \in R_m^3 \) verifying \( h_a(s) = h_a(s') \) and \( c_i = \arg \max_e \Pr_{h'}[(s, Y', \rho, h') \cap e_i = h'_j \land z_i - s \cdot e_i = c_i(h_1, \ldots, h_{j-1}) = (h'_1, \ldots, h'_{j-1})].

Intuitively the inequality in the conjecture means that, the probability that it exists at least one signature among the \( l + 1 \) output by the adversary, such that the elements \( z_i - s \cdot e_i \) does not reach its most probable value, is bigger than the probability that these same values \( z_i - s \cdot e_i \) always reached their most probable value while, when applying the function \( \phi \) the uplet \( (s', Y' = \{y'_1, \ldots, y'_l\}, \rho, h) \) lies in the previous case.
Theorem 7 (One-more unforgeability). Let $\text{Sig}$ be the signature oracle. Let $T_{\text{Sig}}$ and $T_H$ be the cost functions for simulating the oracles $\text{Sig}$ and $H$. $\text{BS}$ is ($t, q_{\text{sign}}, q_H, \delta$)-one-more unforgeable if $\text{Ring k-SIS}_{q,m,D}$ is ($t', \delta'$)-hard with $t' = 2t$ and non-negligible $\delta'$ if $\delta$ is non-negligible.

Proof. Towards contradiction, we assume that there exists a successful forger $A$ against one-more unforgeability of $\text{BS}$ with non-negligible probability $\delta$. Using $A$, we construct an algorithm $B$ solving the $k$-SIS problem on $R_q$.

The idea is that the forger will forge a one-more signature twice, considering that in the second forgery it uses the same random tape for the forger $A$ but different answers to the oracle queries compare to the first one. These hypothesis are essentials for the success of the attack, since we assume that the new one-more forgery is done on the same oracle query as in the first forgery, but the answers to these same queries are different, so we can build, upon these different answers on a same query, the “one-more” solution.

Reduction.

Setup. $B$ gets a matrix $a$ and $k$ short vectors $v_1, \ldots, v_k$ of its kernel from a $k$-SIS oracle. $B$ stores the values $v_1, \ldots, v_k$ in a list $L_v$ and initializes a list $L_H \leftarrow \emptyset$ of query-hash pairs in $(R_q \times \{0, 1\}^*, R_2)$. It chooses a secret key $s \leftarrow R_m^3$ and sets $p \leftarrow h_a(s)$. Furthermore, it randomly pre-selects random oracle answers $h = \{h_1, \ldots, h_{q_H}\} \leftarrow R_2$ and a random tape $\rho$. It runs $A(p, \rho)$ in a black-box simulation.

Random Oracle Queries. On input $(u, C)$, $B$ looks up $(u, C)$ in $L_H$. If it finds corresponding hash value $e$ then it returns $e$. Otherwise, $B$ selects the first unused $e$ from the list $h_1, \ldots, h_{q_H}$, stores $((u, C), e)$ in $L_H$, and returns $e$.

Blind Signatures Queries. $B$ acts according to a modified version of the BS protocol, it begins by sending a commitment $x = h_a(y)$ with a fresh element $y \leftarrow D_y$ for each signing request. When $B$ receives a blind challenge $e^*$, it looks up for the first element $v_1$ in the list $L_v$ and compute $z^* = e^* \cdot s + y + v_1$, then he performs the rejection sampling test, if the vector $z^*$ does not pass this test, $B$ restarts this step with the next vector $v \in L_v$, and so on until a rejection sampling test passes, then he stops and outputs the corresponding signature $z^*$. When the attacker performs a new blind signature query, we assume that the previous signature has been generated using a vector $v_i \in L_v$, then for this new signature query, the simulator starts from the next vector $v_{i+1} \in L_v$, and restarts from $v_1$ when
he has reached the end of the list $L_v$. We avoid then to use the same vectors for each signature queries, since in practice the rejection sampling passes with high probability using one of the first vectors $v_i \in L_v$. The probability that $B$ is able to output a valid signature is $1 - (1 - 1/G_2)^k$.

**Output.** Eventually, $A$ stops and outputs $(M_1, (z_1, e_1)), \ldots, (M_m, (z_m, e_m))$, $l + 1 = m$ with $l = q_{\text{sign}}$, for distinct messages.

Then the simulator $B$ guesses the index of the one-more signature $f \leftarrow \$ [m] such that $h_J = e_f$ for some $J \in [q_H]$, we will denote $(u_f, C_f)$ the corresponding query. Then, $B$ starts over, running $A(p, \rho)$ with random oracle answers $h' = h_1, \ldots, h_{J-1}, h'_J, \ldots, h'_{q_H}$ for a fresh set $h'_J, \ldots, h'_{q_H} \leftarrow \$ R_2$. Both $A$ and $B$ are run with the same random tape as in the first run. Among other values, $A$ outputs $(M'_f, (z'_f, e'_f))$, with $(u'_f, C'_f)$ the oracle query for the answer $e'_f$, and $B$ returns $(z_f - e_f \cdot s) - (z'_f - e'_f \cdot s)$ if $(u'_f, C'_f) = (u_f, C_f)$ (or equivalently $J' = J$ with $h_J = e_f$ and $h_{J'} = e_{f'}$) in an attempt to solve $k$-SIS on $R_q$. If $(u'_f, C'_f) \neq (u_f, C_f)$ (or $J \neq J'$), the reduction returns $\perp$.

**Analysis.**

The environment of the attacker is statistically indistinguishable from an actual iteration of the signing protocol, indeed the signatures sent by the simulator $B$ are not generated exactly as in the signing protocol, but in an indistinguishable way. They are computed as $z^* = e^* \cdot s + y + v$, with $v \in L_v$, instead of as the output of the function PreSample, but using Theorem 1, the statistical distance between a signature generated by the simulator and a signature generated by a genuine signer is $\frac{2^{100}}{G_2^2}$, with $G_2 = O(1)$, then is negligible. Moreover at least one vector $v \in L_v$ allows the simulator to compute a signature, well-formed thanks to the rejection sampling, with probability $(1 - (1 - 1/G_2)^k)^{q_{\text{sign}}}$, then let be Sim the event that the simulation is well performed, we have $\Pr[\text{Sim}] = \frac{1 - \frac{2^{100}}{G_2^2}}{1 - (1 - 1/G_2)^k}^{q_{\text{sign}}}$.

**Lemma 17.** If $k = n$, then $k < \dim(\ker(a))$ and $q_{\text{sign}} \leq O(\exp(k)) = O(\exp(n))$, then we have that the event Sim holds with overwhelming probability.

**Proof.** Let $c = 1 - \frac{1}{G_2}$, $k = n$ and

$$q_{\text{sign}} = \exp \left( \log \left( - \log \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\text{poly}(n)} \right) \right) - (\log(2) + k \log(c)) \right) = O(\exp(k)),$$
then we have

\[ q_{\text{sign}} \leq \frac{-\log(1 - \frac{1}{\text{poly}(n)})}{2c^k} \leq \frac{-\log(1 - \frac{1}{\text{poly}(n)})}{\log(\frac{1}{1-c^k})} \leq \frac{-\log(1 - \frac{1}{\text{poly}(n)})}{\log(1 - c^k)}. \]

We then have \( q_{\text{sign}} \leq \frac{\log(1 - \frac{1}{\text{poly}(n)})}{\log(1 - c^k)}, \) then \( q_{\text{sign}}(\log(1 - c^k)) \geq \log(1 - \frac{1}{\text{poly}(n)}) \) and \((1 - c^k)q_{\text{sign}} \geq 1 - \frac{1}{\text{poly}(n)}.\) We can conclude that the event Sim holds with overwhelming probability.

We assume that \( \mathcal{A} \) breaks one-more unforgeability. So, at least one of the output signatures is not obtained via an interaction. The probability that \( B \) guesses the index \( f \) of this signature correctly is at least \( \frac{1}{l+1} \). Since \( e_f \) is a random oracle answer, we have \( e_f = e'_f \) with probability \( 1/2^n \), which is negligible.

Applying the forking lemma, we know that with probability \( \delta_{\text{frk}} \geq \epsilon \cdot (\epsilon/q_H - 1/2^n) \) with \( \epsilon = \delta - 1/2^n \), \( \mathcal{A} \) is again successful in the one-more unforgeability experiment and outputs \((M'_f, (z'_f, e'_f))\) using the same random oracle query as in the first run. Therefore, we know that \((h_a(z_f - p \cdot e_f), M_f) = (h_a(z'_f - p \cdot e'_f), M'_f)\). Now, we turn to solving the ring k-SIS problem.

We have to show that \( z_f - e_f \cdot s - (z'_f - e'_f \cdot s) \neq 0 \) with \( h_a(z_f - e_f \cdot s - (z'_f - e'_f \cdot s)) = 0 \). The last equality is verified from the previous paragraph. Concerning the first inequality, it is important that the protocol is witness indistinguishable (Lemma 3), i.e., the adversary does not recognize whether the simulator used one of at least two possible \( s, s' \) (Lemma 2). We next introduce some notations that will be helpful to explain the rest of the proof. We finally develop the proof in the same way as in the original one-more unforgeability proof of [PS00].

**Notations.**

For the rest of the proof, we define the following elements: let the uplet \((s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h)\) define a transcript between the simulator \( \mathcal{B} \) and the attacker \( \mathcal{A} \). It is composed of the secret key \( s \), the \( l \) commitments generated during the signature queries \( \mathcal{Y} = (y_1, \ldots, y_l) \), the random tape of the attacker \( \rho \) and the random oracle answers \( h \in \mathbb{R}_2^{q_H} \) with \( h_j \) the limitation of \( h \) to his \( j \) first elements \( h_j = \{h_1, \ldots, h_j\} \), then a given uplet \((s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h)\) defines the whole interaction between the simulator and the attacker. We also define \( \mathcal{W} \) as the set of successful uplet in the one-more unfirgeability game, meaning that if \((s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h) \in \mathcal{W}\) then the attacker involved in the corresponding transcript succeeds to
win the one-more unforgeability game, and for each uplet in the set \(\mathcal{W}\), we define the variable \(\chi_f(s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h) = C_f(s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h)\) that we denote \(\chi\).

Finally we define a quantity which evaluates the probability for the rewinded forgery on the transcript \((s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h')\), that its variable \(\chi'\) takes a given value \(c\) and that all the indexes are well formed to permit the success of the reduction. This quantity is necessary to study the probability for the \(k\)-SIS attacker \(B\) to win his game. Let \(\lambda_{f,j}(s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h, c) = \Pr_h[(s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h') \in \mathcal{W} \cap (\text{Ind}_f(s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h) = j) \cap \chi(s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h') = c]\) and \(\mathcal{e}_{f,j}(s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h) = \text{arg max}_c \lambda_{f,j}(s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h, c)\), with \(J = \text{Ind}_f(s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h)\) the index such that \(e_f = h_J\). We also define the variable \(C_f(s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h) = \mathcal{e}_{f,\text{Ind}_f(s,\mathcal{Y},\rho,h)}(s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h)\). These variables are going to help us to study the probabilities of the two following subset of \(\mathcal{W}\): the subset \(\mathcal{G}\) whose elements satisfy \(\chi_f(s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h) = C_f(s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h)\) for all \(f\) and the subset \(\mathcal{F}\) which is the complement of \(\mathcal{G}\) in \(\mathcal{W}\) that are used to argue about the probability to get a collision.

We next define a function \(\phi\) in the same way as the [[PS00], Lemma 8 and Lemma 9], to argue that the variables \(\chi = \chi_f(s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h) = z_f - e_f \cdot s\) and \(\chi' = \chi_f(s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h') = z'_f - e'_f \cdot s\) will be sensitive to the modified random oracle answers for indexes \(\geq J\).

**New \(\phi\) function.**

We recall that the attacker \(B\) against the collision of the hash function \(h_a\) wins his game, if the attacker \(A\) against the one-more unforgeability of the blind signature succeeds to output two one-more forgeries such that the variables \(\chi\) associated to these forgeries are different. In order to quantify the probability to have these variables \(\chi\) taking different values, we make use of the two subsets \(\mathcal{G}\) and \(\mathcal{F}\) and especially how they behave compared to each other, then we define the following \(\phi_a\) function in the way we discussed, in the beginning of this section, with the interest to solve the security issues while achieving a better efficiency:

**Definition 18.** We define the function \(\phi_a\), such that for a fixed \(s \in \mathbb{R}_q^m\) we know that there exists \(s' \in \mathbb{R}_q^m\), with \(p = h_a(s) = h_a(s')\) by the witness indistinguishability of the protocol. Let \(t = s' - s\), then the function \(\phi_a\) is

\[
\phi_a: (\mathbb{R}_3^m, (\mathbb{R}_q^m)^l, \Omega, (\mathbb{R}_2)^{\eta h}) \rightarrow (\mathbb{R}_3^m, (\mathbb{R}_q^m)^l, \Omega, (\mathbb{R}_2)^{\eta h})
\]

\[
(s, \mathcal{Y}, \rho, h) \rightarrow (s', \mathcal{Y}', \rho, h)
\]

Where \(\mathcal{Y}' = \mathcal{Y} - e \cdot t = (y_1 - e_1 \cdot t, \ldots, y_l - e_l \cdot t),\) with \(e = (e_1, \ldots, e_l)\) the set of challenges generated during the signature queries.
Lemma 18. The function $\phi_s$ fixes the whole interaction between the simulator and the attacker, furthermore we have that for $(s, Y, \rho, h) \in W$, then $\phi_s(s, Y, \rho, h) \in W$. Moreover, this function is injective on the set $W$.

Proof. We have to verify that the values seen by the attacker are the same when using the tuple $(s, Y, \rho, h)$ or its image by $\phi_s$.

1. **The public key**: the public key verifies $p = h_a(s) = h_a(s) + h_a(t) = h_a(s')$, since $h_a(t) = 0$. Then for each tuple, the attacker is provided with the same public key.

2. **The commitment**: During the first step of the blind signature protocol, the signer generates a commitment and sends the hash of this commitment. Concretely, each commitment $y$ is sent on $y' = y - e \cdot t$ by $\phi_s$, we then have that $h_a(y') = h_a(y) - e \cdot h_a(t) = h_a(y)$. Then the attacker does not notice the change of value on $y$.

3. **The signature**: The signatures $z^*$ are sent to $e \cdot s' + y' = e \cdot (s + t) + y - e \cdot t = e \cdot s + y = z^*$. Then the value of the signature $z^*$ are the same for each execution.

The function $\phi_s$ is injective. By contradiction suppose that it exists $(s, Y, \rho, h) \neq (s', Y', \rho', h')$ such that $\phi_s(s, Y, \rho, h) = \phi_s(s', Y', \rho', h')$. This implies that $(s + t, Y - e \cdot t, \rho, h) = (s' + t, Y' - e' \cdot t, \rho', h')$. We directly have that $\rho = \rho'$ and $h = h'$, concerning the secret keys, we have $s + t = s' + t$ then $s = s'$ since $t \neq 0$. Moreover with the above proof, we know that the function $\phi$ fix the same execution then we have that $e = e'$ and $Y = Y'$, we then get a contradiction.

Our function $\phi_s$ is very similar to the one from [Hau+20]. However we avoid the need of the huge growth on the elements, induced by the fact that due to the imperfect correctness, a valid secret key can be sent on an invalid one, and the same problem occurs for the commitment.

We conclude here on the probability of the simulator to break the ring $k$-SIS problem on the polynomial vector $a$.

Now we develop and use the following lemma that has been introduced in [PS00], in order to study the relation between the $\phi_s$ and the sets $G$ and $F$, which helps us to evaluate how the variable $\chi$ behaves.

Lemma 19. For fixed $(s, Y, \rho)$ we have the probability:

$$\Pr_h[(s, Y, \rho, h) \in G \cap \phi_s(s, Y, \rho, h) \in G] \leq \frac{q^{l+1}}{q}.$$
Proof. To prove the above theorem, suppose that it exists a uplet \((s, Y, \rho)\) such that the probability:
\[
\Pr_h[(s, Y, \rho, h) \in \mathcal{G} \cap \phi_h(s, Y, \rho, h) \in \mathcal{G}] > \frac{q_{H+1}}{q}.
\]

Then there exists a \(l + 1\) uplet \((J_1, \ldots, J_{l+1}) \in \{1, \ldots, q_H\}^{l+1}\) and a \(l\) uplet \(\tilde{e}_1, \ldots, \tilde{e}_l \in \mathbb{R}_2^l\) such that \(\forall f \in [l + 1]\) and \(\tilde{f} \in [l]:\)
\[
\Pr_h[(s, Y, \rho, h) \in \mathcal{G} \cap \phi_h(s, Y, \rho, h) \in \mathcal{G} \cap \text{Ind}_f(s, Y, \rho, h) = J_f \cap (e_f = \tilde{e}_f)] > \frac{1}{q_{l+1}}.
\]

From the above probability, it must exist two distinct oracles \(h, h' \in \mathbb{R}_2^{l+1}\) that verifies the condition. Moreover since every term, besides those indexed by \(J_f, f \in [l + 1]\), is fixed. It means that there is at least one index \(J_f \in [l + 1]\) such that \(h_{J_f} \neq h'_{J_f}\), we denote \(j\) the smallest of such indexes, then, \(h_{j-1} = h'_{j-1}\) and \(h_j \neq h'_j\). Then we have that \(C_i(s, Y, \rho, h) = C_i(s, Y, \rho, h')\) and:

\[
C_f(s, Y, \rho, h) = z_f(s, Y, \rho, h) - s \cdot h_j
\]
\[
= z_f(\phi_h(s, Y, \rho, h)) - s \cdot h_j
= z_f(\phi_h(s, Y, \rho, h)) - s \cdot h_j + t \cdot h_j - t \cdot h_j
= z_f(\phi_h(s, Y, \rho, h)) - (s + t) \cdot h_j + t \cdot h_j
= C_f(\phi_h(s, Y, \rho, h)) + t \cdot h_j.
\]

Using the same arguments, we have:

\[
C_f(s, Y, \rho, h') = C_f(\phi_h(s, Y, \rho, h')) + t \cdot h'_j.
\]

Finally we have:

\[
C_f(\phi_h(s, Y, \rho, h)) + t \cdot h_j = C_f(\phi_h(s, Y, \rho, h')) + t \cdot h'_j.
\]

However since \(C_f(s, Y, \rho, h) = C_f(s, Y, \rho, h')\) and \(t \neq 0\), then we have \(h_j = h'_j\) which contradicts the hypothesis \(h_j \neq h'_j\).

What remains to prove, is that the probability for a given \((s, Y, \rho, h) \in \mathcal{W}\) to verify
(s, Y, ρ, h) ∈ F is non negligible and to conclude on the probability to get a collision on h_a.

We can decompose the set G into two subsets, firstly G^g composed of the elements of G mapped to G by φ_s and secondly the subset G^f composed of the elements of G mapped to F by φ_s. We then have that Pr[G] = Pr[G^g] + Pr[G^f], from Lemma 12, we have Pr[G] ⩽ \frac{\delta^l}{q} + Pr[G^f] ⩽ \frac{\delta^l}{q} + Pr[F]. The last inequality stands using the conjecture 1.

Using the fact that W = G ∪ F with Pr[W] = ϵ, the above probability becomes:

Pr[F] ⩾ 2 \left(\epsilon - \frac{q^{l+1}}{H} \right).

To conclude on the evaluation of success, we define the two types of events:

\[ \mathcal{F}_f = \{(s, Y, \rho, h) \in F \cap C_f \neq \chi_f\} \quad \text{and} \quad \mathcal{F}_{f,j} = \{(s, Y, \rho, h) \in F \cap \text{Ind}_f = j\}. \]

Then we have the inequality \( \sum_{j=1}^{l+1} \Pr[\mathcal{F}_f] \geq \Pr[\cup_{j=1}^{l+1} \mathcal{F}_f] = \Pr[\mathcal{F}] \). It means that there exists at least one index f ∈ [l + 1] such that \( \Pr[\mathcal{F}_f] \geq \Pr[\mathcal{F}]/(l + 1) \). We now assume that we have chosen such and index f.

We define the set \( J_f = \{j | \Pr[\mathcal{F}_{f,j}|\mathcal{F}_f] \geq \frac{1}{2q_H}\} \), we then have:

\[ \Pr[\cup_{j \in J_f} \mathcal{F}_{f,j}|\mathcal{F}_f] = \Pr[\text{Ind}_f \in J_f|\mathcal{F}_f] \geq \frac{1}{2}. \]

The above inequality is true, since \( \Pr[\text{Ind}_f \in J_f|\mathcal{F}_f] = \sum_{j \in J_f} \Pr[\mathcal{W}_j|\mathcal{W}] \) with \( \mathcal{W}_j \) the event \( \mathcal{W} \) with \( \text{Ind}_f = j \). The above probability is equal to \( 1 - \sum_{j \notin J_f} \Pr[\mathcal{W}_j|\mathcal{W}] \), we have that the complement of \( J_f \) is composed of less than \( q_H \) elements, then \( \Pr[\cup_{j \in J_f} \mathcal{F}_{f,j}|\mathcal{F}] = \Pr[\text{Ind}_f \in J_f|\mathcal{F}_f] \geq 1 - q_H \cdot \frac{1}{2q_H} \geq \frac{1}{2}. \)

We also have the probability \( \forall j \in J_f, \, \zeta_{i,j} = \Pr[\mathcal{F}_{f,j}] \geq \frac{1}{4q_H(l+1)}(\epsilon - \frac{q^{l+1}}{q}). \)

Now that we have evaluated the probability for the variable \( \chi \) to take a value different of the most likely one, we state a lemma equivalent to the the lemma 2 from [HKL19], which gives the probability to obtain two different values \( \chi \) for the two runs of the attacker \( A \). We first recall the splitting lemma, which is used to prove the next lemma:

Lemma 20 (Splitting lemma from [PS00, Lemma 1]). Let \( A \subset X \times Y \) such that \( \Pr[(x, y) \in A] \geq \epsilon \). For any \( \alpha < \epsilon \), define

\[ B = \{(x, y) \in X \times Y | \Pr[(x, y) \in A] \geq \epsilon - \alpha\} \quad \text{and} \quad \bar{B} = (X \times Y) \backslash B, \]
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then the following statements hold:

1. $\Pr[B] \geq \alpha$.
2. $\forall (x, y) \in B, \Pr_{y' \in Y}[(x, y') \in A] \geq \epsilon - \alpha$.
3. $\Pr[B|A] \geq \alpha/\epsilon$.

**Lemma 21** (Adapted from [HKL19, Lemma 2]).

$$
\Pr_{s,\chi,\rho,h,h'}[\chi_f(s, Y, \rho, h) \neq \chi_f(s, Y, \rho, h' \cap Ind_f(s, Y, \rho, h) = Ind_f(s, Y, \rho, h') = j] \geq \zeta_f,j(\frac{\zeta_f,j}{4} - \frac{1}{2^n}).
$$

**Proof.** Our proof is directly adapted from the proof of [HKL19, Lemma 2], we rewrite it here. We define the probability

$$
\alpha_f,j(s, Y, \rho, h, d) = \Pr_{h'}[\chi_f(s, Y, \rho, h') \cap Ind_f(s, Y, \rho, h) \neq d \cap Ind_f(s, Y, \rho, h) = Ind_f(s, Y, \rho, h') = j] \geq \mu_f,j(s, Y, \rho, h)/2,
$$

with

$$
\mu_f,j(s, Y, \rho, h) = \Pr_{h'}[(s, Y, \rho, h) \in F_{f,j} \cap h'_j = h_j].
$$

Let $B(s)$ be equals to 1 if the statement $s$ is true and 0 else.

$$
\Pr_{s,\chi,\rho,h,h'}[\chi_f(s, Y, \rho, h) \neq \chi_f(s, Y, \rho, h' \cap Ind_f(s, Y, \rho, h) = Ind_f(s, Y, \rho, h') = j]
\geq \frac{1}{2} \sum_{d} \Pr_{s,\chi,\rho,h,h'}[\chi_f(s, Y, \rho, h) = d \cap Ind_f(s, Y, \rho, h) = J] \cdot \alpha_f,j(s, Y, \rho, h, d)]
\geq \frac{1}{2} \sum_{d} \Pr_{s,\chi,\rho,h,h'}[\chi_f(s, Y, \rho, h) = d \cap Ind_f(s, Y, \rho, h) = J] \cdot \alpha_f,j(s, Y, \rho, h, d)]
\geq \frac{1}{2} \Pr_{s,\chi,\rho,h,h'}[\chi_f(s, Y, \rho, h) = d \cap Ind_f(s, Y, \rho, h) = J] \cdot \mu_f,j(s, Y, \rho, h)]
\geq \frac{1}{2} \Pr_{s,\chi,\rho,h,h'}[Ind_f(s, Y, \rho, h) = J \cap (s, Y, \rho, h) \in F_{f,j} \cap h'_j = h_j]
\geq \frac{1}{2} \cdot \frac{\zeta_f,j}{4} \cdot \left( \frac{\zeta_f,j}{4} - \frac{1}{2^n} \right).
\]
What remains to prove is that $\alpha_{f,j}(s,Y,\rho,h,d) \geq \mu_{f,j}(s,Y,\rho,h)$. Let define

$$\gamma_{f,j}(s,Y,\rho,h,d) = \Pr_{h}[\chi_{f}(s,Y,\rho,h) = d \cap (s,Y,\rho,h') \in \mathcal{F}_{f,j} \cap h = h'].$$ 

Then we have two cases to consider:

**Case 1**: Assume that:

$$\gamma_{f,j}(s,Y,\rho,h,d) \geq \frac{1}{2} \mu_{f,j}(s,Y,\rho,h,d).$$

First we can assume $d \neq C_f(s,Y,\rho,h)$ since if not, then: $\gamma_{f,j}(s,Y,\rho,h,d) \leq \Pr_{h'}[\chi_{f}(s,Y,\rho,h) = C_f(s,Y,\rho,h) \cap (s,Y,\rho,h') \in \mathcal{F}_{f,j} \cap h = h'] = 0.$

$$\alpha_{f,j}(s,Y,\rho,h,d) = \Pr_{h'}[\chi_{f}(s,Y,\rho,h') \neq d \cap \text{Ind}_f(s,Y,\rho,h') = j]$$

$$\geq \Pr[\chi_{f}(s,Y,\rho,h') = C_f(s,Y,\rho,h) \cap \text{Ind}_f(s,Y,\rho,h') = j]$$

$$\geq \Pr[\chi_{f}(s,Y,\rho,h') = d \cap \text{Ind}_f(s,Y,\rho,h') = j].$$

Using that $(s,Y,\rho,h') \in \mathcal{F}_{f,j}$ implies $\text{Ind}_f(s,Y,\rho,h') = j$, then we have:

$$\Pr[\chi_{f}(s,Y,\rho,h') = d \cap \text{Ind}_f(s,Y,\rho,h') = j] \geq \Pr[\chi_{f}(s,Y,\rho,h') = d \cap (s,Y,\rho,h') \in \mathcal{F}_{f,j}]$$

$$\geq \gamma_{f,j}(s,Y,\rho,h,d)$$

$$\geq \frac{1}{2} \mu_{f,j}(s,Y,\rho,h,d).$$

**Case 2**:

$$\gamma_{f,j}(s,Y,\rho,h,d) < \frac{1}{2} \mu_{f,j}(s,Y,\rho,h,d).$$
\[ \alpha_{f,j}(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h, d) = \Pr\left[ \chi_f(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h') \neq d \cap \text{Ind}_f(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h') = j \right] \]
\[ \geq \Pr\left[ \chi_f(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h') \neq d \cap (s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h') \in \mathcal{F}_{f,j} \cap h_j = h'_j \right] \]
\[ = \Pr\left[ (s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h') \in \mathcal{F}_{f,j} \cap h_j = h'_j \right] \]
\[ - \Pr[\chi_f(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h') = d \cap (s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h') \in \mathcal{F}_{f,j} \cap h_j = h'_j] \]
\[ = \mu_{f,j}(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h, d) - \gamma_{f,j}(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h, d) \geq \mu_{f,j}(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h, d)/2. \]

This concludes the proof.

From this lemma we can conclude on the probability to get a collision on the hash function \( h_a \). Indeed the attacker \( \mathcal{B} \) on the collision problem of the hash family \( \mathcal{H}(R_q, m) \) wins if:

\[ \Pr_{s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h, h'}[\chi_f(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h') \neq \chi_f(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h) \cap h_a(\chi_f(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h)) = h_a(\chi_f(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h'))] \]
\[ = \sum_{j \in [q]} \Pr_{s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h, h'}[\chi_f(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h') \neq \chi_f(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h') \cap \text{Ind}_f(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h) = \text{Ind}_f(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h') = j] \]
\[ \geq \frac{1}{l+1} \cdot \max_{f \in [l+1]} \sum_{j \in [q]} \Pr_{s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h, h'}[\chi_f(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h') \neq \chi_f(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h') \cap \text{Ind}_f(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h) = \text{Ind}_f(s, \mathbf{y}, \rho, h') = j] \]
\[ \geq \frac{1}{4qH(l+1)^2}(\epsilon - \frac{qH+1}{q})(\frac{1}{16qH(l+1)}(\epsilon - \frac{qH+1}{q}) - \frac{1}{2n}). \]

Now from this collision we have, \( \| (e_f - e_f') \cdot (s' - s) \| \leq 4n^2 < q/2 \) because \( \| e_f - e_f' \| \leq 2\sqrt{n} \) and \( \| s' - s \| \leq 2\sqrt{n} \). Thus, \( (e_f - e_f') \cdot (s' - s) = 0 \) over \( \mathbb{Z}[X]/(X^n + 1) \), which is an integral domain. Since \( e_f - e_f' \neq 0 \), we have the contradiction \( s' = s \) and then a "one-more" \( k \)-SIS solution \( z_f = e_f \cdot s - (z_f' - e_f' \cdot s) \), the probability this vector is linearly independent of the \( k \) given by the \( k \)-SIS oracle is \( \frac{(m-1)n-k}{(m-1)n} \) since the \( k+1 \)-th solution is built independently of the \( k \) given to the simulator. The success probability is at least \( \delta' \geq (1/4)(\frac{(m-1)n-k}{(m-1)n})^q \cdot \frac{1}{4qH(l+1)^2}(\epsilon - \frac{qH+1}{q})(\frac{1}{16qH(l+1)}(\epsilon - \frac{qH+1}{q}) - \frac{1}{2n}) \), which is non-negligible if \( k = O(\log(q_{sig})) \) and if \( \delta \) is non-negligible.
Corollary 1. BS is one-more unforgeable if solving Ring $k$-SIS$_{q,m,D}$ is hard for parameters $m = \Omega(\log n)$, $D = \sqrt{n} \beta + n^2 \alpha = O(n^3 \sqrt{n} \ 2^{\omega(\log n)})$ and $q = 4mn \sqrt{n} \log(n) \beta$, prime $= \Theta(n^6 \ 2^{\omega(\log n)})$ in lattices that correspond to ideals in $\mathbb{R}$.

As already mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, there is some use cases where the classical blind signature is not enough, and we must add some properties, like a monetary value or a date of validity, to the blind signature to fit in the real-world constraints.

5.4 Partially blind variant

We develop in the following a partially blind variant, which has a better efficiency than the schemes using the generic transformation from Abe and Okamoto [AO00] depicted in figure 5.9. This construction is very similar to the Okamoto-Schnorr blind signature (Figure 5.4) using the same parameters with an additional hash function $F$ modeled as a random oracle. However, we can see that the elements generated in the first signer step and first user step has been doubled as well as the elements sent in the first and last exchange. In our construction there is no more elements generated and/or exchanged compared to our blind signature scheme.

The main difference between a partially blind signature and a basic blind signature is that the former necessitates to manage a common information $\text{info}$ that is also signed by the signer during the protocol. In our scheme, we also make use of an additional hash function $F : \{0,1\}^* \rightarrow R_q$, seen as a random oracle, such that the hash value $F(\text{info})$ is integrated in the signature process. As usually done, we consider in our protocol that the signer and the user agreed on the common information before playing the protocol to generate the blind signature.

The key generation of the protocol is the same as in the blind version described in the previous section. The main difference is on the signing protocol. The common information is included by the signer on the generated signature $z^*$, thanks to a lattice trapdoor that permits to include it on a short solution of an ISIS problem. The user can easily verify that the resulting signature really embed the right information.

5.4.1 Our Construction

The $\text{KeyGen}$ part is the same as in the Blind Signature.
Lattice-based blind signature without restarts

\[ S(x, g, \text{info}) \]
\[ U(y = g^x, \text{info, M}) \]

\[ u, s, d \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q \]
\[ z \leftarrow F(\text{info}) \]
\[ a \leftarrow g^u, b \leftarrow g^s z^d \mod p \]
\[ t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4 \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q \]
\[ z \leftarrow F(\text{info}) \]
\[ a' = ag^{t_1} y^{t_2} \]
\[ b' = bg^{t_3} z^{t_4} \]
\[ \epsilon = H(a' || b' || z, M) \]
\[ e \leftarrow \epsilon - t_2 - t_4 \mod q \]
\[ c \leftarrow e - d \mod q \]
\[ r \leftarrow u - cx \mod q \]
\[ r, s, c, d \]
\[ \rho \leftarrow r + t_1 \mod q \]
\[ \omega \leftarrow c + t_2 \mod q \]
\[ \sigma \leftarrow s + t_3 \mod q \]
\[ \delta \leftarrow d + t_4 \mod q \]
\[ \text{If } \omega + \delta = H(g^{\rho} y^{\omega} || g^{\sigma} z^{\delta} || z, M) \]
\[ \text{Output } (\rho, \omega, \sigma, \delta) \]

Figure 5.9 – Abe Okamoto partially blind signature scheme [AO00]
**Setup.** The parameters also remain the same. The only modification is the addition of the hash function $F: \{0,1\}^* \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$.

We recall that the algorithm PreSample allows to find short solutions of an ISIS problem, thanks to the trapdoor $T_a$, i.e., writing $u \leftarrow \text{PreSample}(T_a, F(\text{info}), \sigma)$ means that $h_a(u) = F(\text{info}) \mod q$ and that $u$ is following a Gaussian distribution of parameter $\sigma$.

**Signing.** The signing protocol is shown in Figure 5.10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signer(s, T_a)</th>
<th>User(p, M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$y \leftarrow D_n^m$</td>
<td>$t_1 \leftarrow D_n^m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x \leftarrow h_a(y)$</td>
<td>$t_2 \leftarrow D_{R,\beta}^m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If $|t_2| &gt; t\sqrt{n \cdot m \cdot \beta}$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>generate a fresh $t_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$e \leftarrow H(x - p \cdot t_1 - h_a(t_2), M)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$e^* \leftarrow e - t_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accept $e^*$ with probability $\min(D_{R,\sigma}, G_{1 \cdot D_{R,\alpha \cdot e}}, 1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Otherwise start over with a fresh $t_1 \leftarrow D_n^m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z^* \leftarrow \text{PreSample}(T_a, e^* \cdot p + x + F(\text{info}), \sigma)$</td>
<td>$e^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If $|z^*| &gt; t\sqrt{n \cdot m \cdot \beta}$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>start over with a fresh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$z^* \leftarrow \text{PreSample}(T_a, e^* \cdot p + x + F(\text{info}), \sigma)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$z \leftarrow z^* - t_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Output $(M, (z, e))$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.10 – PBS protocol

**Verification.** The verification procedure $\text{BS,Verif}(p, M, (z, e), \text{info})$ outputs 1 iff $\|z\| \leq D$ and $H(h_a(z) - e \cdot p - F(\text{info}), M) = e$.

We investigate now the security properties of our partially blind signature.
5.4.2 Security

The security of our partially blind variant can quite easily be adapted from the one of our “simple” blind signature scheme. We need to show that the common information does not harm the security of the protocol.

Completeness. The completeness of the protocol remains the same as the blind variant, except that the common information has been added. But this obviously does not change the completeness, then we have the following theorem:

**Theorem 8** (Completeness). The scheme PBS is perfectly complete.

Partial Blindness. The partial blindness is very similar to the blindness of the blind variant, but we need to make sure that the common information does not enable the signer to link a blind signature to its transcript.

In the partial blindness experiment, two blind signatures are generated on the same common information. In our case it exactly gives the same proof as the blindness security since the user part remains exactly the same. The only change in the protocol is the addition of a pre-image in the computation of the signature by the signer, but this new element does not change the actual distribution of the signature output by the signer, then it gives him no more advantage. As this is quite obvious, we do not repeat again the whole proof. We obtain the following theorem.

**Theorem 9** (Blindness). PBS is statistically blind.

One-more Unforgeability. Regarding the one-more unforgeability, the adaptation of the proof from our basic blind signature is not as straightforward. In fact we need to be sure that the user cannot output a $l+1$-th partially blind signature after having obtained $l$ valid signatures. There are two cases to consider with the common information. In the first case, the malicious user outputs a partially blind signature with a common information which has not been output in any previous signature, and in the second case, the common information linked to the signature has already been output.

Considering the two cases, we can use the proof built for our blind signature, since all the elements linked to the common information info vanish when we construct the Ring k-SIS solution and then the proof remains valid. The main problem to solve is in the simulation, since the simulator has not the trapdoor but needs to compute a pre-image sampling of the element $u = \mathcal{F}(\text{info})$. In fact, this problem can be solved by programming the answer of the hash function $\mathcal{F}$. More precisely, we generate a small value $u \leftarrow D_\sigma^m$
and program $\mathcal{F}(\text{info}) = h_a(u)$, then store the value $u$ and use it again for each request of partially blind signature with info as common information.

Applying these modifications we can now easily transpose the proof of the one-more unforgeability of the blind signature to the partially blind variant.

**Theorem 10** (One-more unforgeability). Let $\text{Sig}$ be the signature oracle. Let $T_{\text{Sig}}, T_H$ and $T_F$ be the cost functions for simulating the oracles $\text{Sig}, H$ and $\mathcal{F}$. PBS is $(t, q_\text{sign}, q_H, q_F, \delta)$-one-more unforgeable if $\text{Ring } k\text{-SIS}_{q,m,D}$ is $(t', \delta'/2)$-hard with $t' = t + (q_H + q_F)q_\text{sign}T_{\text{Sign}} + q_H T_H + q_F T_F$ and non-negligible $\delta'$ if $\delta$ is non-negligible.
The notion of on-line voting is appealing since the emergence of remote communications. However until now, there is no e-voting protocol that offers all the properties (security, efficiency...) satisfactory for such a sensitive topic. Still there exists some interesting constructions that have been used in real-world elections such as Votopia [CGT06] or Helios [Adi08] which was trialed during student elections, for example in Princeton and the Catholic University of Louvain. The International Association of Cryptographic Researcher (IACR) also adopted Helios to elect its Board.

In this chapter we investigate the construction of a post-quantum e-voting system built from a framework introduced by Fujioka et al. in 1992 [FOO92], which mainly relies on the well-known cryptographic primitive called a blind signature scheme. This framework contrasts from the current trend that makes use of homomorphic encryption, or mix-net system [CRS05; CMM19] to improve the efficiency of the tallying phase in addition to offer strong verifiability and privacy properties thanks to zero-knowledge proofs. However in post-quantum setting, a lack of efficiency of some of the primitives used in the two frameworks cited above leads us to investigate on new options for a practical e-voting protocol.

It is in this context that we propose our new e-voting protocol. We start by introducing the definition and properties expected from an e-voting protocol. We then describe the primitives that we use to build our protocol, they include the blind signature scheme developed in the previous chapter, a public key encryption scheme, and a threshold transformation to the two aforementioned cryptographic primitives. Finally we give a complete description of our e-voting protocol alongside with the security proofs.
6.1 Definition and constructions

We start by giving a definition of such a protocol and describing the security properties that an e-voting system should satisfy along with a discussion on what we expect for our own construction. We then give a quick overview of the existing post-quantum e-voting protocols and we finally introduce the framework on which we base our work.

6.1.1 Generic definition of an e-voting scheme

We present now a definition of an e-voting protocol, including a description of the different parts involved in such a scheme and the different algorithms composing the protocol along with their behaviors.

An e-voting protocol needs several entities to work, we describe them in the following list:

— First we get a set of \( N \) eligible voters \( \mathcal{V}_i \) for \( i \in [N] \).
— We also need a set of \( p \) authorities \( \mathcal{A}_j \) for \( j \in [p] \), that will share the private election keys.
— Finally we need a bulletin board \( BB \), that will collect the (valid) ballots cast by the voters. At the end of the election, the valid ballots will be tallied.

We take as a basis the definition of an e-voting protocol of Cortier et al. [Cor+14]. However, we will voluntarily omit some of the algorithms they introduce and will modify some of them to comply with our e-voting framework, which is interactive between the voter and the authorities:

\[ \text{Setup}(1^n, 1^p, 1^N) \to (\text{pk}, \{[\text{sk}]^j\}_{j \in [p]}): \] The setup algorithm, takes as input the security parameter \( n \) with the number of authorities \( p \) and the number of voter \( N \). It generates a couple of public/secret key (\( \text{pk}, \text{sk} \)), such that the secret key is generated and output in a threshold manner, where each authority gets a share \( [\text{sk}]^j \), \( j \in [p] \).

\[ \text{Vote}(\mathcal{V}_i(v, \text{pk}), \{\mathcal{A}_j([\text{sk}]^j)\}_{j \in T}) \to b): \] In the voting phase, each voter \( \mathcal{V}_i, i \in [N] \) wants to cast his voting choice \( v \). This step includes an online phase between the voter and some set of \( T \subset \{1, \ldots, N\} \) authorities \( \mathcal{A}_j \) (at least a threshold \( t \) of them) equipped with a share \( [\text{sk}]^j \) of the secret key. The ballot \( b \) is then output and cast anonymously in the bulletin board \( BB \).
**Validate** \((b, \text{pk}) \rightarrow \{0, 1\}\): On input a ballot \(b\), anyone can check its validity with the help of the public key \(\text{pk}\), this algorithm outputs 1 if the ballot is valid and 0 otherwise.

**Box** \((BB, b) \rightarrow BB\): It takes as input the current state of the bulletin board \(BB\), along with a ballot \(b\). It first checks the validity of \(b\) by performing the algorithm described above: **Validate** \((b, \text{pk})\). It updates \(BB\) by adding \(b\) if **Validate** outputs 1 and remains unchanged if it outputs 0.

**Tally** \((BB, \text{pk}, \{A^j(|sk|^j)\}_{j \in T}) \rightarrow r\): During the tallying phase a tallying authority opens all the ballots thanks to the recovery of the secret key \(sk\) from a set of \(T\) authorities. Finally it counts the valid votes and publishes the outcome \(r\) of the election.

**Verify** \((BB, \text{pk}, sk, r) \rightarrow \{0, 1\}\): The verify algorithm can be run by anyone to check the validity of the tally result \(r\), it outputs 1 is the tallying is correct and 0 otherwise.

In our definition of e-voting protocol, we omit the credential phase, that gives the right to eligible voter to vote. Since we do not focus our work on this part, we consider that our e-voting protocol can be equipped with a strong authentication mechanism that allows every eligible voter to take part to the election, while protecting their integrity. We also do not include an algorithm allowing each voter to check that his vote is included in the bulletin board \(BB\), since this later is made public, then anyone can have a reading access on it.

### 6.1.2 Security properties of an e-voting scheme

Next, we discuss the security properties a secure e-voting protocol should fulfill. Obviously, we want that the anonymity of each voter is granted. Indeed, some flavor of anonymity has been considered in the past works, from the property of ballot privacy to the voter privacy, we develop our own anonymity property. In the same time, we would like that the scheme is verifiable, meaning that the result claimed by the voting authority reflects the votes cast by honest voters. Finally we include a correctness property, ensuring that for an honestly generated vote, the validation steps always outputs 1.

**Attacker Model.** Before formally presenting the different security properties, we discuss the model of the attacker. Indeed, we base our proofs on a game-based model, during
which the attacker has access to some oracles. We first present the oracles available to the attacker, before defining the security properties.

The attacker can make use of the oracles that we list below, along with their behavior.

— $O_{\text{corruptU}}(id)$: it checks that $id$ corresponds to an eligible voter who is allowed to take part to the election. If this is not the case it halts, else it gives the ability to the attacker to vote in place of voter $id$.

— $O_{\text{vote}}(id, v)$: it first checks whether voter $id$ already voted or not. If this is the case it halts else it returns $b = \text{Vote}(V_id(v, pk), \{A_j([sk]^j)]\}_{j\in T})$ and adds $BB := BB \cup b$.

Now, for the correctness and verifiability properties, we rely on the corresponding definitions developed by Cortier et al. [Cor+14]. Concerning the anonymity, we develop our own property that we call ballot anonymity, which is similar to the privacy notion introduced by Kremer and Ryan [KR05].

**Correctness**

Concerning the correctness, we fit in with the definition of [Cor+14]. The idea of this property is that a genuinely generated ballot is always accepted into the bulletin board, and for an election where all parts behaves honestly, the result of the tally always corresponds to the votes cast by the voters. It means that for $(pk, sk) = \text{Setup}(1^n, 1^p, 1^N)$ we need to have the two statements true

1. $\text{Validate}(b, pk) = 1$, for all $b = \text{Vote}(V_i(v, pk), \{A_j([sk]^j)]\}_{j\in T})$.
2. $\text{Verify}(BB, pk, sk, r) = 1$, for a bulletin board $BB = \{b_1, \cdots, b_k\}, k \leq N$ with each $b_i$ verifying $\text{Validate}(b_i, pk) = 1$.

**Verifiability**

The verifiability property is a fundamental security property needed in e-voting schemes and it has been the subject of a several papers in the e-voting literature that have been summarized in [Cor+16]. However, as for the above correctness, we rely on [Cor+14] to define the verifiability property. Before to describe it, we specify that we only consider partial tallying e-voting protocol, it means that the tallying phase is not performed in a single computation, but each ballots is open separately, then the resulting tally is computed step by step. Verifiability asks that the tallying result is consistent with the votes cast by honest voters. More precisely the output of the algorithm $\text{Tally}$ should actually count:
1. The votes cast by honest voters, who checked that their ballot appeared in the Bulletin Board (their votes are denoted $v^E$), the set of their votes is denoted $\text{Event}$. 
2. A subset of the votes cast by honest voters who did not check that their ballots appeared in the Bulletin Board (their votes are denoted $v^A$). 
3. The votes cast by corrupted users, which are gathered in the set denoted $\text{CU}$. At most $n_C$ such voters should have been tabulated, where $n_C$ denotes the number of corrupted voters taking part to the election (their votes are denoted $v^C$).

We also denote the set of votes cast by honest voters by $\text{Hvote}$. The verifiability property is then translated into the corresponding experiment, where we consider classical election with the result $r$ being the sum of the votes cast for each candidates:

$$\text{Exp}_{\text{ver}}(n)$$

$$(\text{pk}, \text{sk}) \leftarrow \text{Setup}(1^n, 1^p, 1^N)$$

$$(BB, r) \leftarrow \mathcal{A}^{\text{CorruptU}, \text{OVote}}(\text{pk})$$

If $\text{Verify}(BB, \text{pk}, \text{sk}, r) = 0$, return 0 
If $\exists \{v_1^E, \ldots, v_{n_E}^E\} = \{\text{Event}\}$, 
$\{v_1^A, \ldots, v_{n_A}^A\} = \{\text{Hvote}\} - \{\text{Event}\}$, 
$\{v_1^C, \ldots, v_{n_C}^C\}$ with $0 \leq n_C \leq |\text{CU}|$

Such that 
$$r = \sum_{i=1}^{n_E} v_i^E + \sum_{i=1}^{n_A} v_i^A + \sum_{i=1}^{n_C} v_i^C$$

return 0 else return 1

Figure 6.1 – Verifiability experiment

The verifiability experiment considers an attacker, who first obtains the election public key $\text{pk}$ generated during the setup phase. Then he can make request to the corrupt oracle, which on input an honest voter $V_{id}$, gives to the attacker the ability to cast a vote on behalf of the voter $id$, and add this $id$ to the list of corrupted voters. He also gets access to a voting oracle, which on input a valid $id$ and a voting choice $v$, casts a valid ballot $b$ corresponding to the voting choice $v$ for the identity $id$, only if this identity has not already cast a vote.

The bulletin board will then contain the honest ballots generated by the voting oracle, ballots cast by honest voters, and the ballots generated by corrupted users controlled by the attacker. The attacker wins this experiment, if its claimed result of the election is valid, and does not correspond to the sum of the votes cast by the set of the $n_E$ honest
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\[
\text{Exp}_{A}^{\text{bind}}(n)
\]
\[
(pk, sk) \leftarrow \text{Setup}(1^n)
\]
\[
(v_0, v_1, id_0, id_1) \leftarrow A^*(\text{find}, pk, sk)
\]
\[
c \leftarrow \{0, 1\}
\]
\[
\text{state, issue} \leftarrow S A^*\{\cdot, \mathcal{V}_{id_0}(pk, v_c), \cdot, \mathcal{V}_{id_1}(pk, v_{1-c})\}(issue, \text{state}_{\text{find}})
\]
Let \(b_c\) and \(b_{1-c}\) be the outputs of \(\mathcal{V}_{id_0}(pk, v_c)\) and \(\mathcal{V}_{id_1}(pk, v_{1-c})\), respectively.
\[
d \leftarrow S A^*(\text{guess}, b_c, b_{1-c}, \text{state}_{\text{issue}})
\]
Return 1 iff \(d = c\)

Figure 6.2 – Ballot indistinguishability experiment

voters who checked that their ballots are included in the bulletin board, plus the votes of a subset of the \(n_A\) honest voters who did not checked whether their ballots appeared in the bulletin board plus at most \(n_C\) votes cast by corrupted voters.

Then a voting protocol is said to be verifiable if there is a negligible function \(\mu(n)\) such that:

\[
\text{Succ}^\text{ver}(A^*) = \Pr[\text{Exp}_{A}^{\text{ver}}(n) = 1] < \mu(n)
\]

Ballot anonymity

Vote secrecy is another fundamental security property that any voting protocol should fulfill. It asks that the voting choice of a voter remains private during and after the end of the election. In this chapter we depart from the classical definition which is termed ballot privacy, that has been the subject of an intensive research (resumed in [Ber+15]). Indeed in our e-voting protocol, each ballot will be anonymous, that is, it does not identify the voter who casts it. This departs from a lot of other voting protocols, where each ballot is directly linked to the voter who casts it, leading to the fact that in the tally procedure each individual ballot could not be open (or decrypt) otherwise this would leak for whom a voter voted. Our case can be seen similar as the privacy property defined in [KR05].

We then consider a privacy property, where the attacker needs to link the identity of the voter to his ballot. We define it below:

In the experiment in figure 6.2, an attacker \(A^*\) simulates the elections authorities and interacts with two voters \(\mathcal{V}_{id_0}\) and \(\mathcal{V}_{id_1}\). The possible votes \(v_0\) and \(v_1\) are chosen by the
attacker in the mode find. Then it plays the role of the authorities, such that the two voters $V_0$ and $V_1$ generate their vote, with its help, in the mode issue. Finally after that each voter outputs their respective ballots $b_c$ and $b_{1-c}$ in an anonymous way, the attacker tries to guess the token $c$, i.e. he tries to link each ballot to each voter.

Then a voting protocol satisfies ballot anonymity if there is a negligible function $\mu(n)$ such that:

$$\text{Succ}^{\text{priv}}(A) = \Pr[\text{Exp}^{\text{priv}}_A(n) = 1] < \mu(n).$$

### 6.1.3 Post-quantum constructions

To the best of our knowledge, there exists only 2 post-quantum constructions, both built from lattice-based primitives. The first scheme is based on fully-homomorphic encryption by Chillotti et al [Chi+16] and appears in 2016. The second one is using zero-knowledge proofs on top of homomorphic commitments by del Pino et al. [Pin+17] the next year.

Concerning the scheme of Chillotti et al. [Chi+16], the key idea is that they get rid of the zero-knowledge proofs that are inefficient in lattice-based setting, as already discussed in the group signature chapter. Indeed, their work is inspired by the e-voting protocol of Helios [Adi08] even if, contrary to their scheme, needs the use of zero-knowledge proofs. These zero-knowledge proofs first allow the voters to prove that their ballots are correctly formed, but also permit the tally authority to prove that the result of the election is correct.

In a nutshell, [Chi+16] uses a fully-homomorphic encryption to replace the zero-knowledge proofs on the voter’s side, while they use publicly verifiable ciphertext trapdoors to overcome the absence of zero-knowledge proof on the authority side. However using fully-homomorphic encryption makes the resulting voting scheme quite inefficient as pointed by del Pino et al. [Pin+17]. Moreover this problem of efficiency may explains why implementations for the [Chi+16] scheme are lacking, while the construction of [Pin+17] is accompanied by such an implementation which allows anyone to represent how it can behave for real-world elections.

Concerning the construction of del Pino et al. [Pin+17], the most important difference is that they make use of the zero-knowledge proof contrary to [Chi+16]. In fact, the study of lattice-based zero-knowledge proofs has been intensive in the past 5 years with several advances in particular regarding their efficiency. This allows them to rely on a construction
that makes a trade-off between efficiency and security. In short, their construction focuses on the Fiat-Shamir framework of [Lyu12], in order to prove the knowledge of the multiple of a short element instead of the element itself.

In addition to the zero-knowledge primitive, they use the commitment scheme of [Bau+16] that benefits of an additive homomorphic property, which is very appealing in the e-voting context. Finally, as said above, they provided an implementation of their voting scheme, that permits to analyze the efficiency of their construction in a real-world scenario. Indeed, generating and casting ballot is about 8.5 ms, and the time needed in the authority side as well as the verification step is 0.15 sec.

However, their implementation considers only two candidates, while if we want to add more candidates, the efficiency weakens. Indeed, for \(2^k\) possible candidates, the number of proofs needed is multiplied by a factor \(k\), then the efficiency decrease from a logarithmic factor in the number of candidates. Our own constructions does not suffer this drawback, since the efficiency does not depend of the number of candidates considered.

6.1.4 Framework of Fujioka et al. and adaptations

We base our construction on the framework of Fujioka et al. [FOO92]. In this framework, the anonymity is granted by a cryptographic primitive, called blind signature, while everyone can verify that the outcome of the election is correct, since all the elements that are necessary to the tally will be made public at the end of the election.

Therefore, the main tool of the [FOO92] framework is a blind signature scheme, since it allows to preserve the anonymity of each participant, a requirement that is mandatory for any election, while it forbids voters from voting twice. This blind signature primitive combined to a commitment scheme, that prevents any partial result to leak before the end of the election, are the two primitives that allow [FOO92] to build a secure e-voting scheme.

Concretely to generate his vote, any voter begins by computing a commitment of its voting choice, in order to conceal it from other voters until the end of the election. Then, he authenticates to the voting authority in order to obtain a blind signature on the commitment of his vote. Both the commitment and the (blind) signature constitute the voter’s ballot which is then (anonymously) sent to the Bulletin Board. This later only stores signed ballots and discard invalid ones (i.e. either ballot that are not signed or ballot with an invalid signature).

At the end of the election, all the voters have to anonymously open their commitment
(that is to reveal their vote and the random value used to generate the commitment), so that anyone can see their voting choice. However thanks to the blindness property, the anonymity is preserved since no one will be able to link a signed ballot to the voter who requested the corresponding signature (and therefore no one will be able to link a voter to his vote). Finally anyone can tally the result of the election, by counting the votes and verifying the validity of the blind signatures associated to the opened commitment.

The FOO voting scheme \cite{FOO92} suffers from several major drawbacks. The main one is that all voters have to participate to the ballot counting process, as they have to open their commitment at the end of the election. Their scheme is not "vote and go" and would be unsuitable for real-life elections. Worst, the private key of the blind signature scheme is held by a single authority who could easily stuff the Bulletin Board by generating as many blind signatures (meaning valid but illegitimate ballots) as he wishes.

In order to overcome these issues, we next introduce two functionalities, namely a (post-quantum) threshold public-key encryption scheme as well as a threshold variant of our blind signature scheme.

\section{Our construction}

\subsection{Cryptographic primitives}

In this context of electronic voting system, we need several cryptographic tools that are the building blocks of our voting scheme. In this section, we first briefly mention the main tool that we are using, which is the blind signature scheme developed in the previous chapter. Secondly we also present an encryption scheme called dual Regev encryption scheme, based on the Ring-LWE problem \cite{Reg05}, that we transform in a distributed variant where the private key is shared among several authorities. Finally we present a tool from Bendlin et al. \cite{BKP13} that we make use for the threshold transformation we mentioned above. The two threshold transformations are used to avoid the problem of a single authority holding the election private keys and who could either stuff the Bulletin Board with (valid but illegitimate) ballots or learn partial results of the election.

\textbf{Blind signature}

We make use the blind signature we introduced in the chapter 5 to equip our e-voting protocol.
Encryption scheme

Now we introduce the dual-Regev encryption scheme first described in [GPV08], we describe it on a polynomial ring $R_q$ defined above. Moreover, any public key encryption post-quantum secure would fit into our e-voting protocol, then any NIST submission could replace the following construction:

**Construction** We describe below the different algorithms of the encryption scheme:

**PK.Setup.** The setup algorithm chooses integers $n, m, q$ and two real $\alpha, \beta$ such that the dual-Regev encryption scheme on the polynomial rings is deemed secure (see [LPR13]).

**PK.KeyGen($1^n$).** It starts by sampling $s \leftarrow D_{R^{m,n}}$ as the secret key and $a \leftarrow R^m_q$ uniformly at random as part of the public key. Finally it computes and reveals $u = a^T s \in R_q^m$. The secret key is then the element $e_k = s \in R_q^m$ and the public key is composed of the pair $m_k = (a, u) \in R_q^m \times R_q$, it outputs $(e_k, m_k)$ as the secret and public key pair.

**PK.Encrypt($m, m_k$).** Given a message $m$ from the message space $R_2$, and a public key $m_k = (a, u)$, it chooses a vector $v \in R_q$ uniformly at random, and outputs the ciphertext $(b = av + e, c = u \cdot v + e' + \lfloor q/2 \rfloor m) \in R_q^m \times R_q$ where $e \leftarrow D_{R^m,\alpha}$ and $e' \leftarrow D_{R,\beta}$. The ciphertext is then composed of the pair $(b, c) \in R_q^m \times R_q$.

**PK.Decrypt((b, c), e_k).** Given a ciphertext $(b, c) \in R_q^m \times R_q$ and a private key $s \in R_q^m$, it computes $\mu = c - b^T s = e^T \cdot s + e' + \lfloor q/2 \rfloor m$. Finally to recover the message $m$, it suffices to look after each coordinate of $\mu$, if the $i$-th coordinate is closer to 0 than to $\lfloor q/2 \rfloor$ then the $i$-th bit of $m$ is equal to 0 and 1 otherwise.

**Security proof.** The dual Regev system is IND-CPA secure, assuming that Ring-LWE$_{n,q,D_{R,\beta}}$ is hard, see [LPR13].

However, concerning our use case of a voting system, the IND-CPA security is not sufficient, since what we need is a non-malleability security property (at least NM-CPA). The reason is that we do not want that a voter replays a ballot (or a variant) of another voter (i.e. duplicate the voting choice of this voter) without knowing what the actual voting choice is. Concretely it means that for an encrypted vote $c = \text{Encrypt}(v)$,
which is published on a public board, a different voter must not be able to compute $c' = \text{Encrypt}(v)$ with $c' \neq c$ without knowing $v$.

In order to extend the IND-CPA property into a NM-ATK property (where ATK can be any attack type, such as CPA, CCA1 or CCA2), we use the well-known Fujisaki-Okamoto transformation [FO99; HHK17]. This transformation starts from a scheme which is IND-CPA secure and transforms it into a IND-CCA2 secure scheme. We note that the IND-CCA2 security property is equivalent to the NM-CCA2 security property [Bel+98] which is enough for our purpose.

However, for our purpose we will modify this public key encryption lightly, in order to split the secret key between several entities, but the encryption and decryption protocols remain the same, so this modification does not harm the security of the former encryption scheme.

**Threshold tools and variants**

In the original version of our blind signature scheme, there is only one signer who could easily, in the context of e-voting, stuff the Bulletin Board by adding as many valid (but illegitimate) ballots as he wishes, we therefore transform it into a threshold one, using the generic transformation of a trapdoor based signature scheme with strong trapdoor of [MP12], into a threshold trapdoor based signature scheme by [BKP13]. We notice that our transformation is applied on a blind signature scheme and not on a signature scheme.

However, we point out that the signer part of the blind signature is composed of two steps, a first one which is a generation of a commitment, which can be transformed in a threshold manner using Shamir secret sharing, and a trusted setup to share a gaussian vector. Concerning the second step of the signer, it consists on a classic Fiat-Shamir with abort signature, which can easily be transformed into a threshold one by means homomorphic properties of the Shamir secret sharing. In case of abort, the signer performs a GPV-like signature which is a generic signature scheme and can be transformed using the generic transformation of [BKP13] into a threshold scheme.

We would like to emphasize that the construction of [BKP13] is built on the integer ring $\mathbb{Z}$, but our blind signature relies on polynomial ring $R_q = \mathbb{Z}_q[X]/f(X)$, with $f$ a polynomial of degree $n$. However the strong trapdoor construction can be adapted to this ring setting [MP12], and the Shamir secret sharing [Sha79] still works on this type of ring. Then the whole construction of [BKP13] can be adapted to the polynomial ring setting.
Threshold Functionalities. We notice that we consider the threshold transformation of \[\text{[BKP13]}\], which makes use of a trusted setup. Indeed their variants that works without trusted setup needs the use of multilinear maps that are a sensitive topic \[\text{[GGH13; Che+15; Cor+15]}\]. In fact, in practice the settings without trusted setup are mandatory, however the concrete parameters of the e-voting protocol can be generated long time before the election day.

The proof of the various protocols from \[\text{[BKP13]}\] are realized in the UC model \[\text{[Can01]}\], so that we just have to plug the threshold functionalities into our blind signature scheme, to obtain, by composability, a secure threshold variant of our blind signature scheme. Below we describe the two mains protocols, which are the KeyGen and the SampleZ protocol. Moreover we choose to give an informal description of the functionalities involved for these two protocols. The full construction can be found in the paper of \[\text{[BKP13]}\].

We consider \(p\) authorities, such that a threshold of \(t\) authorities is mandatory to execute the various functions developed below. Let \(a' \in \mathbb{R}^{m-k}_q\) be a uniformly distributed vector of polynomial and \(T \in \mathbb{R}^{(m-k) \times k}_q\) be a Gaussian-distributed matrix. Let \(\{[T]^i\}_{i \in [p]}\) be the shares of the polynomial matrix \(T\). Let us denote by \(a_1 = a^T \cdot T \mod q\) and \(a = [a'|a_1]\).

In fact the key generation mechanism is the same as described in Lemma 4, but performed on a polynomial ring as done on our blind signature scheme in the chapter 5.

\(F_{\text{Blind}}\) : This functionality takes as input shares of an arbitrary value \(x\) and output fresh shares \([x]^i\) of this same value.

\(F_{\text{SampZ}}\) : This functionality takes as input dimensions \(h \times d\) and a gaussian variance \(z\). It outputs shares \([Z]^i\) of a gaussian distributed matrix \(Z \leftarrow D_{h \times d}^z\).

Threshold KeyGen protocol

The KeyGen protocol is realised in the \(F_{\text{Blind}}, F_{\text{SampZ}}\) model.

On input the tuple \((a', h \ast \in \mathbb{R}_q, z \in \mathbb{Z})\), each party \(i\) does

1. Call \(F_{\text{SampZ}}((m - k) \times k, z)\), then receive \([T]^i\).
2. Call \(F_{\text{Blind}}(-a'^T[T]^i)\) , then receive \([a_1]^i\).
3. Broadcast \([a_1]^i\) and reconstruct \(a_1 = a'^T \cdot T \mod q\) from the other shares.
4. Output \(a = [a'|h \ast \cdot g + a_1]\) as the public key and \([T]^i\) as the private key of the authority \(i\).
$F_{\text{Gadget}}$: This functionality takes as input a coset value $v \in \mathbb{R}_q$ and outputs shares $[u]^i \in \mathbb{R}^k$ of a gaussian distributed polynomial vector such that $g^T \cdot u = v$.

$F_{\text{Correct}}$: This functionality generates for each $j \in [k]$ and $v \in \mathbb{R}_q$ queues $Q_{j,v}$ of at least $B$ values in each queue, that will allow the signer to perform at least $B$ pre-image of each vector $v \in \mathbb{R}_q$. Each queue $Q_{j,v}$ is composed by using the gadget functionality developed above and the shares $[T]^i$ of the trapdoor such that each authority gets a share of $y_{j,v} = \begin{bmatrix} T \\ I \end{bmatrix} (e_j \otimes z_{j,v})$ for $z_{j,v} \in \Lambda^\perp_+(g^T)$, with $e_j$ the vector composed of 0 elements except the $j$-th coordinate equals to 1.

Then, in the sampling algorithm of [MP12], when we have to correct a perturbation to get a correct sample for a given syndrom $v \in \mathbb{R}_q$, the authorities recover a value in the corresponding queue $Q_{j,v_1}, \cdots, Q_{j,v_n}$.

$F_{\text{Perturb}}$: The perturb algorithm in the threshold setting, is the same as in the standard setting, but the perturbation vector is then shared between the $p$ authorities using the functionality $F_{\text{SampZ}}$, then it takes as input a dimension $h \times d$ and a gaussian parameter $z$, it outputs $[P]^i$ with $P \leftarrow D_z^{h \times d}$.

**SampleZ protocol.** Using the functionalities $F_{\text{Perturb}}$ and $F_{\text{Correct}}$ defined above that are the threshold counterparts of the steps composing the Preimage sampling protocol described in the section 3.3.3, the SampleZ protocol generates a presample in the same way as the standard algorithm developed in [MP12], but with the threshold variants of the subalgorithms perturb and correct.

**Threshold variants.** Using the tools described above, we can transform our blind signature primitive into a threshold variant. A similar modification will be applied on the public key encryption scheme, but which is light since we do not need for our voting scheme a full threshold transformation. Indeed, for our voting scheme we do not consider a threshold decryption mechanism, meaning that we just have to modify the PK.KeyGen algorithm accordingly to include a sharing mechanism of the decryption secret key.

We now develop the modifications that are brought to the two primitives of blind signature and public key encryption:

— **TBS.KeyGen**(1*, 1p). The threshold variant of the blind signature key generation algorithm generates the same elements. Namely, a public polynomial vector $a$ with a
trapdoor $T$ using a trapdoor generation algorithm and a random polynomial vector $s \in \mathbb{R}_3^m$ with its image by the hash function such that $p = h_a(s)$. All these elements are generated in a distributed way by using the Threshold Keygen protocol described above to generate the trapdoor along with the vector $a$ used in the hash function. Concerning the secret vector $s$, the algorithm $\mathcal{F}_{\text{SampZ}}$ is executed by each authority, in order to obtain $[s]^i, i \in [p]$, they each then have to broadcast their public part $a \cdot [s]^i, i \in [p]$ to recover and output the public key $p$. Finally the algorithm outputs the public key $p_k = (p, a)$ and the private key share $[s_k]^i = ([T]^i, [s]^i), i \in [p]$ to each authority $A^i, i \in [p]$.

- $\text{TBS.Sign}(\{(A^i([s_k]^i))\}_{i \in T}, \mathcal{V}(p_k, M))$. Considering a set of $T$ signing authorities $A^i, i \in [T]$, the signature algorithm is the same as the one depicted in figure 5.8 from the user’s side. Concerning the signer view, firstly the commitment $y$ is generated in a distributed manner using the algorithm $\mathcal{F}_{\text{SampZ}}$, such that the authorities get a share $[y]^i$ and distributively output the corresponding element $x = h_a(y)$ in the same way as it was done in the TBS.KeyGen algorithm for the pair $(s, p)$. Concerning the signing step, from the signer’s view, the first attempt of signature, which is a Fiat-Shamir like signature [Lyu12], is performed between the authorities thanks to the homomorphic property of the Shamir secret sharing, while the GPV-like [GPV08] signature generation is performed in a threshold manner using the SampZ protocol. Finally, the algorithm outputs the signature $\sigma = (M, e, z)$.

- $\text{TPK.KeyGen}(1^n, 1^p)$. It generates $s \leftarrow D_{\mathbb{R}_m, \alpha}$ as the secret key in a distributed way using the $\mathcal{F}_{\text{SampZ}}$ algorithm, such that each authority $A^i, i \in [p]$ gets a share $[s]^i$. Concerning the public key, it chooses $a \leftarrow \mathbb{R}_q^m$ uniformly at random. Finally each authority computes and reveals $[u]^i = a^T[s]^i \in \mathbb{R}_q^m, i \in [p]$ such that $u$ can be recovered and output publicly. The secret keys are then the elements $[e_k]^i = [s]^i \in \mathbb{R}_q^m, i \in [p]$ and the public key is composed of the pair $m_k = (a, u) \in \mathbb{R}_q^m \times \mathbb{R}_q$, it outputs $(e_k, m_k)$ as the secret and public key pair.

### 6.2.2 Our scheme

As explained above, we chose to modify the [FOO92] framework in order to let voters "Vote and go" (i.e. they will not have to do any further action at the end of the election once they have cast their ballot) and to prevent ballot stuffing by a malicious authority. We start by replacing the commitment scheme with a public key encryption scheme, so that
the voting choices are encrypted instead of being committed. At the end of the election, the decryption key will be disclosed so that anyone will be able to decrypt the ballots and compute the result of the election. Moreover, thanks to the indistinguishability property of the encryption scheme, the votes will remain hidden until the end of the election.

Another issue, more focused on the security aspect, is that the private key of the blind signature scheme is given to a single authority in [FOO92], the same problem would arise for the encryption scheme if we give the private decryption key to a single authority. It means that if the authority owning this private decryption key is corrupted, then he can get partial results by decrypting the ciphertexts before the end of the election, which is not desirable for most elections. Another concern is the fact that the private key of the blind signature scheme is owned by a single authority in [FOO92], who could generate as many ballots as he wants and stuff the Bulletin Board with them. An obvious solution would be to transform these two primitives into threshold variants, so that these private keys would be shared among several authorities and not a single one.

Concerning the encryption scheme, the transformation considered turns it into a slight version of a threshold encryption scheme. Indeed, we just need to avoid that the secret key is given to a single authority, then only the key generation mechanism is impacted, while the encryption and decryption remains unchanged. The idea is that at the end of the election, at least a threshold of $T$ authorities publish their shares, so that anyone can reconstruct the whole private key and decrypt the ciphertexts of the valid ballots included in the bulletin board and finally compute the outcome of the election.

The second transformation is heavier, since we need to transform a whole blind signature protocol into a threshold one. We start by the result of Bendlin et al. [BKP13] that exhibits a generic transformation of a signature scheme making use of the trapdoors of [MP12] into a threshold variant. Since the security of this transformation is proven on the universally composable (UC) model [Can01], then by composability our threshold variant remains secure. We finally get that the two operations composing the signer part (the commitment and the signing step) are done in a threshold way by communicating with, at least, $t$ signing authorities.

Considering these modifications of the [FOO92] framework, we next describe the complete e-voting protocol that we build from the cryptographic primitives introduced above. First, a setup phase generates the parameters of the protocol, including the private and public keys of the cryptographic schemes. Next the voting phase is composed of two steps, the voter first encrypts his voting option (using the public election key) and then interacts...
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with (at least) \( t \) voting authorities to obtain a blind signature on his ciphertext. His ballot \( b \) is composed of a ciphertext \( c \) of his voting choice \( v \) along with a (blind) signature \( \sigma \) on \( c \) such that \( b = (c, \sigma) \). The Bulletin Board only accepts a ballot if \( \sigma \) is a valid signature on \( c \) and discards it otherwise. Then, in the counting phase, the tallying authorities reveal their share of the private encryption key, so that anyone can recover the corresponding decryption key and decrypt the ballots (the ciphertexts \( c \)) to compute the result of the election. Auditing the election is easy. For this purpose, an interested voter first have to check that all the ballots collected by the Bulletin Board are valid (i.e. that the signatures \( \sigma \) are valid), that the decryption key published by the talliers is correct (i.e. corresponds to the public election key). He then has to decrypt all the ballots using the decryption key and computes the result of the election just as the talliers did.

Construction

We present now our e-voting construction:

**Setup** \((1^n, 1^p, 1^N)\). The setup algorithm has to generate two pairs of secret/public keys, one pair for the encryption scheme and another one for the blind signature scheme. Moreover these keys have to be generated in a threshold manner, for a number \( p \) of authorities, with a threshold number of \( t \). Let us denote by \((s_k, p_k) \leftarrow \text{BS.KeyGen}(1^n)\) and \((e_k, m_k) \leftarrow \text{PK.KeyGen}(1^n)\), and by \([s_k]^i\) (resp \([e_k]^i\)) the shares of the private blind signature key (resp encryption key). Then the setup algorithms outputs \(pk = (p_k, m_k)\) and \(sk = ([s_k]^i, [e_k]^i)_{i \in [p]}\).

**Vote** \((\mathcal{V}_i(v, pk), \mathcal{A}^j([s_k]^j)_{j \in T})\). The voting phase is split in two steps. In the first step, the voter \( \mathcal{V}_i \) encrypts his vote \( v \in \{0, 1\}^* \) in \( c = \text{PK.encrypt}(v, m_k) \) in an offline phase. Then in an online phase, he is first authenticated (to see whether he is an eligible voter who has not yet requested a blind signature from the voting authorities). The protocol aborts if the authentication failed or if the voter already requested a blind signature. He then interacts with voting authorities \( \mathcal{A}^j \) to get a blind signature \( \sigma = \text{BS.Sign}(\{\mathcal{A}^j([s_k]^j)\}_{j \in T}, \mathcal{V}_i(p_k, c)) \), with \( T \) a set of authorities of size at least \( t \). Finally the voter outputs \((\sigma, c)\) as his ballot and casts it, anonymously, into the bulletin board \( \mathcal{B} \).

**Validate** \((b, pk)\). On input a ballot \( b = (\sigma, c) \), anyone can check its validity by performing the verification algorithm of the blind signature \( \text{BS.Verify}(p_k, c, \sigma) \), it outputs 0 if
the blind signature verification fails and 1 otherwise.

Box($BB$, $b$). It takes as input the current state of the bulletin board $BB$, along with a ballot $b$. It first checks the validity of $b$ by performing the algorithm described above: $\text{Validate}(b, \text{pk})$. It updates $BB \leftarrow BB \cup \{b\}$ if $\text{Validate}$ outputs 1 and remains unchanged if it outputs 0.

Tally($BB$, $pk$, $\mathcal{E}^j([e_k]^j)_{j \in [p]}$). At the end of the election, at least a threshold of $t$ authorities $(\mathcal{E}^j)_{j \in [t]}$ holding the shares of the decryption key $e_k$ reveal publicly their share $([e_k]^j)_{j \in t}$, such that anyone can rebuild the decryption key $e_k$. Then for each ballot $(\sigma, c) \in BB$, anyone can decrypt $c$ and retrieve the vote $v = \text{PK.decrypt}(c, e_k)$ of each voter, after verifying that $\text{BS.Verify}(\sigma, pk) = 1$. Then it can tally and outputs the result $r$, which corresponds to the outcome of the election $r = \{v_i\}_{i \in k}$ with $k \leq N$ the number of voter that output a valid ballot.

Verify($BB$, $r$, $e_k$). The algorithm verify is straightforward, since the decryption secret key $e_k$ is public, then anyone can check the validity of the result by decrypting all the ciphertexts $c$ contained in the ballots $(\sigma, c) \in BB$, with a valid blind signature $\sigma$ and tally them to compare to the result $r$ announced by the tallying authorities.

6.2.3 Security of our scheme

Correctness

Theorem 11 (Correctness). Since BS and PK are correct, then our e-voting scheme is correct.

Proof. According to our definition of correctness, our e-voting protocol is correct if a ballot generated by an honest voter is accepted with overwhelming probability by the Bulletin Board, and if the result of an honest election, where every party behaves honestly, corresponds to the votes casts by the voters.

Concerning the first condition, in our e-voting system a ballot is accepted by the bulletin board if the blind signature that forms the ballot is valid. Then since the blind signature scheme we consider satisfies the correctness requirement of a blind signature, meaning that the verification step always outputs 1 for a truly generated blind signature,
then we obtain that the first condition for the correctness of our e-voting protocol, is fulfilled.

The second condition asks that for an honest election (meaning that all parties involved in the voting protocol behave honestly), the outcome of the election announced by the authorities corresponds to the votes cast by eligible voters. It means that all the ballots included in the bulletin board at the end of the election open to votes that were cast by legitimate voters. Since the public key encryption we consider satisfies the correctness requirement of a public key encryption scheme, then the second condition if fulfilled either, because the decryption mechanism will recover the correct vote for each decryption.

Since our e-voting protocol satisfies both conditions it is therefore correct.

Verifiability

**Theorem 12** (Verifiability). *By using a strong authentication scheme, and since BS is one-more unforgeable, then our e-voting scheme is verifiable.*

**Sketch of proof.** The attacker in the experiment in figure 6.1 wins if he can output a result that is valid and that does not correspond to the voting choices of honest voters that checked their ballots, plus the voting choices of a subset of honest voters that did not check their ballots, plus the voting choices of a subset of corrupted users.

At the end of the election the ballots stored in the bulletin board can no longer be modified even if we consider a malicious bulletin board. The reason is that the bulletin board is made public, then ballots can not be replaced nor new ones can be added without being noticed. Then to win the game, the attacker has to act before the end of the election. It means that he either (1) has to impersonate an honest voter or (2) casts more valid votes (let say \( n_C + 1 \)) than the number \( (n_C) \) of corrupted users.

(1) is deemed infeasible since this would mean that he has successfully broken the strong authentication scheme used by voters to authenticate themselves to the Voting Authorities.

(2) is not possible either since this would mean that the attacker could generate more valid blind signatures than requested (in other words, this would imply that he can break the one-more unforgeability security of our threshold blind signature scheme) or that there exists more than dishonest voting authorities (which could generate as many valid-but illegitimate-ballots as they wish).

Furthermore, he can not cheat after the end of the election, since the ability to tally
the election is made public, then anyone can tally on his own and check the claimed result; our voting protocol therefore satisfies the Verifiability requirement.

We further notice that, independently of the attacker behavior, the tally can not give two different results for two iterations of the Tally algorithm. Indeed a valid ballot casts by a honest voters could be opened on two different results or the blind signature could be valid on the first iteration and invalid in the second one. However this scenario can not happen since the decryption mechanism and the blind signature verification algorithm are both deterministic.

**Ballot anonymity**

**Theorem 13** (Ballot anonymity). If BS is blind, then our voting scheme satisfies ballot anonymity requirement.

**Sketch of proof.** According to the experiment 6.2, an attacker $\mathcal{A}^*$ on the ballot anonymity interacts with two valid voters with identities $id_0$ and $id_1$. He first selects two voting choices $v_0$ and $v_1$ and sends them to the two considered voters $\mathcal{V}_{id_0}$ and $\mathcal{V}_{id_1}$. In the mode issue, he interacts with these two voters, to help them generate their corresponding ballots. Indeed, on a coin flip $c \leftarrow \mathcal{U} \{0, 1\}$, the voters $\mathcal{V}_{id_0}$ and $\mathcal{V}_{id_1}$ outputs the ballots $(\sigma_{id_c}, c_{id_c})$ and $(\sigma_{id_{1-c}}, c_{id_{1-c}})$ respectively such that $c_{id_c} = \text{PKE}$.encrypt($v_c, m_k$) and $c_{id_{1-c}} = \text{PKE}$.encrypt($v_{1-c}, m_k$). Finally $\mathcal{A}^*$ tries to guess the bit $c$ in the guess mode.

We then have to prove that the attacker $\mathcal{A}^*$ has a negligible advantage to win the above game. According to the protocol, each ballot does not include any information about the identity of each voter, since the encryption and blind signature schemes are performed only on the voting choices $v_0$ and $v_1$ that are strictly independent of the identities $id_0$ and $id_1$. It means that the only way to the attacker to win the game is to distinguish the ballots during the interactive part of the voting algorithm performed by the voters and the attacker $\mathcal{A}^*$. In fact this interactive part consists in the execution of the blind signature protocol, therefore if the attacker succeeds in linking a ballot $b_c$ to the corresponding execution of the blind signature protocol, then this would mean that he can break the blindness requirement of the blind signature scheme. But since the blind signature scheme is blind with overwhelming probability, then our e-voting scheme satisfies the ballot anonymity requirement with the same probability.

We finally notice that, independently of the security properties considered above, the encryption scheme prevents any partial result to leak. Indeed the secret key to decrypt
the votes included in the ballots is private and shared between several authorities, which can not open the ballots without at least $t$ shares of the decryption key. Then as long as a set of $p - t + 1$ authorities remains honest, the ballots cannot be opened before the end of the election.
In this thesis, we presented two new cryptographic constructions, which are a group signature scheme and a blind signature scheme, along with an application to an electronic voting system. Our constructions are built upon the lattice-based cryptography, which is assumed to be post-quantum resistant and that have been appealing for its numerous advantages. Indeed, since the call of the NIST competition in 2016, an effervescence around the post-quantum cryptography has been observed, and among the different propositions that are presented during this competition, the most represented candidate is lattice-based cryptography.

The reason is that, firstly its security is based on very well understood worst-case average-case reductions that give a concrete security for each construction. Secondly its efficiency, which was very bad at the beginning, is currently reaching those of its counterparts based on 'classical' cryptography. Finally some very interesting constructions, who were only dreamed of several years ago, have been reached thanks to the lattice-based cryptography, for example, to the best of our knowledge, there exists only one fully-homomorphic encryption scheme based on lattices by Gentry [Gen09]. Moreover, the lattices benefit a structure that allows them to build some primitives (like attribute-based encryption, fully homomorphic encryption) that are currently not been developed in the other post-quantum cryptosystems. This shows that the maturity of the lattice-based cryptography is the most advanced among the post-quantum candidates.

**Group signature scheme.** Our first contribution is a lattice-based group signature scheme with forward security and proven secure in the standard model. The group signature schemes are a very interesting cryptographic primitive, allowing anyone to anonymously prove that he belongs to a given group. Moreover group signatures on lattices is a very intensive topic of research, since more than 15 constructions have been published since the former proposition by Gordon et al. [GKV10]. The reason behind this attractiveness is that the efficiency of lattice-based group signature is far from their counterparts on classical cryptography. In fact, the topic of group signature is closely related to the topic of zero-knowledge proof, which is usually the main tool used in such constructions.
and is also an intense subject of research.

This is why it is interesting to explore other ways to build a group signature scheme to overcome these limitations. In this thesis, we took as a basis the Kastumata and Yamada [KY19] construction, that departs of the usual framework by replacing the zero-knowledge proofs with an attribute-based signatures. However it is hard to compare the efficiency of the two frameworks, since there is no implementation of the second one. In addition to this lack of implementation, it would be interesting to replace the complexity leveraging, that we also make use, with an other method to prove the security of the scheme. The attribute-based signature developed in [KY19] can be a good alternative but then it is the size dependence in the number of group members that is limiting. Finally, beyond the forward security property, that we integrate in our construction, other properties like the dynamic one would be interesting to equip the [KY19] framework with.

**Blind signature scheme.** The second contribution we bring in this thesis, is a lattice-based blind signature scheme. The idea of this primitive is to allow any user to generate a signature on a message of its choice in an interactive way with a signer possessing the signing secret key. Originally such tools were designed for the e-cash systems, where any user can interact with an authority to generate digital money, but the user does not want his payment to be traced went spending the electronic coin. Later the blind signature were also used to design electronic vote as we have seen in the last chapter of this thesis.

While the lattice-based blind signatures constructions were not a trending topic after the former construction of Rückert [Rüc10], later it found a renewal of attractiveness with a lot of recent constructions [Pap+19; ABB19; ABB20; Hau+20]. However, the last paper by Hauck et al. [Hau+20] found some serious issues in all the previous constructions, that are related the one-more unforgeability security. While their result proposes to fix this problem, their construction remains far from efficient. In our contribution we tried to reconcile the efficiency aspect with the security one, indeed we propose a slightly different approach, but we have to rely on a conjecture to prove the security of our scheme. Then it would be nice to succeed in proving this conjecture or find another way to prove the corresponding security. We can also denote that our construction needs to use the costly noise flooding to ensure the blindness property, finding an alternative would also be great.

**Electronic voting system.** Our last contribution concerns an electronic voting scheme that is based on the above blind signature scheme. It starts from the original framework...
of Fujioka et al. [FOO92], and integrates some modifications like the replacement of the commitment scheme with an encryption scheme, or the transformation of the cryptographic tools into threshold variants. This framework departs from the usual electronic voting systems that make use of the advantage brought by homomorphic primitives. The consequence of such a modification is that our system is more efficient in some way, like the verification that a ballot is valid, while some other are less efficient, like the tally of the election.

In our e-voting construction, the blind signature is the main component, meaning that the features of our voting system are closely related on those of the blind signature, meaning that the improvement of the electronic voting system implies the improvements of the blind signature that have been listed above. Moreover the next task, that is currently considered in this contribution, is to provide an implementation to clearly analyze how this system can behave in a real-world election.
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Résumé : Ces dernières années la cryptographie a été chamboulée par l’arrivée des ordinateurs quantiques. En effet ceux-ci possèdent un très fort avantage pour casser les schémas cryptographique utilisés actuellement dans la quasi-totalité des communications sécurisées.

Nous proposons dans cette thèse plusieurs constructions cryptographiques basées sur des outils mathématiques résistants à ces ordinateurs quantique, que sont les réseaux euclidiens.

Tout d’abord nous construisons une signature de groupe, permettant à chaque membre composant un groupe donné de signer au nom du groupe tout en conservant son anonymat. Nous rajoutons une propriété supplémentaire qui est la forward secrecy qui sépare le temps en périodes durant lesquelles les clés secrètes des utilisateurs sont mises à jour.

Nous proposons également un schéma de signature aveugle qui permet à un utilisateur de générer une signature sur un message de son choix de manière interactive avec un signeur qui possède la clé de signature. Nous améliorons l’état-de-l’art en proposant un schéma sans abandon et avec une sécurité plus efficace.

Enfin, comme cas d’usage de la signature aveugle nous construisons un schéma de vote électronique à partir de cette primitive.
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Abstract: The past few years have seen the rising of the quantum computers, that are a serious threat to nearly all the actual cryptographic schemes used in practice.

In this thesis we propose some new constructions to prevent this obsolescence by building our schemes on the mathematical tool of lattices that is assumed post-quantum resistant.

We firstly develop a group signature scheme, allowing each member composing the group to anonymously sign on the behalf of the group.

We add a supplementary property, which is the forward secrecy. This property cut the time in periods, such that each secret key is updated when entering a new period.

We also propose a blind signature scheme, which is an interactive protocol between an user, who wants to sign a message, with a signee who possesses the signing secret key. We improve the state-of-the art by proposing constructions without any restart and with a more efficient security.

Finally as a use case of the blind signature, we develop an evoting protocol that take as a basis the construction described above.